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INTRODUCTION 
This st~dy is an attempt to compare the learning rate 
of abstract and colorful words in Grade Three. It is an 
outgrowth of the study by Boylel who compared the learning 
rate of colorful and abstract words in Grade One. 
Boyle2 concluded in her study on a ~rade One level that 
the difference between the learning rate of colorful and 
abstract words was statistically significant in favor of 
colorful words. 
The same plan of study will be followed to obtain 
significant data in Grade Three on the following factors: 
1. The comparison of the rate of learning of 
colorful and abstract words. 
2. The relationship of learning rate to reading 
achievement. 
3. The sex differences in the same factors. 
4. Analysis of the errors in colorful and abstract 
words. 
This is part of a group study. 
1. Boyle, Virginia R., nLearning Rate of Colorful and 
Abstract Words in Grade One It, (Unpublished Ed. M. 
Thesis, B. u. School of Education, 1950). 
2. Op. cit. 
Jl 
CHAPTER I 
PLAN OF TEE STUDY 
CHAPTER I 
PLAN OF TEE STUDY 
Learning rate in this study is used to mean the number 
or words a child can recall at sight four hours after a 
twenty minute teaching period. 
In planning the study the following details were con-
sidered: 
1. Population 
2. Learning rate tests 
3. Preparation or the material 
4. Testing program 
Population 
The total number or children who participated in the 
three learning rate tests was ninety-six. The study was made 
in two schools in a suburban town or about 20,000 population. 
Three third grade classes were used. 
Table I gives the mean chronological and mental ages of 
the ninety-six children. 
TABLE I 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGES 
Sex No. Mean C.A. S.D. Mean M.A. S.D. 
!Boys 56 8.7 4.89 8.10 8.30 
Girls 40 8.6 1.49 9.3 7.95 
The chronological ages of the boys ranged from 8 years 
to 9 years 10 months with a mean chronological age of 8 years 
and 7 months. The mental ages of the boys ranged from 7 
years 5 months to 10 years 5 months, with a mean mental age 
of 8 years and 10 months. 
The chronological ages of the girls ranged from 8 years 
to 10 years with a mean chronological age of 8 years and 
6 months. 
The chronological age of the total population ranged 
from 8 years to 10 years with a mean chronological age of 
8 years 6 months. The mental age of the total population 
ranged from 7 years 5 months to 11 years 2 months, with a 
mean mental age of 9 years and 1 month. 
Learning Rate Tests 
Thirty words were selected for the learning rate tests. 
The words were divided into groups of ten words. The words 
were taken from a fifth grade reader1 and were ones that 
would be new to the children. Then the words were checked 
with the International Kindergar.ten Union List.2 They 
1. Gray, Williams. and Arbuthnot, May H. Days and Deeds. 
New York, N.Y.: Scott Foresman Co. 1945. 480 p. 
2. Child Study Committee of the International.Kindergarten 
Union. A Study of the Vocabulary of .Children Before 
Entering First Grade. Washington, D.C.: International 
Kindergarten Union,. 1928. 36 p. 
were also checked with the Durrell-Sullivan ~eading Vocabu-
laries for Grades Four, Five and Six Derived from Word 
Counts of Books Commonly Used in Each Grade.l 
For the test fifteen colorful words and fifteen abstract 
words were chosen, making a total of thirty words. In this 
study colorful words are words that have concrete meaning 
for the children. The abstract words are words that have 
little significance for the children. Also considered in 
making a list of words for the test were such factors as: 
long and short words, variety of phonetic blends, number of 
syllables and silent letter combinations. The words were 
divided into groups of ten words each. 
Table II shows the groupings. 
1. Durrell, Donald D. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.: World Book Co. 1940. 407 P• 
Group 
I 
II 
III 
TABIIE II 
Color.ful Words 
.fringe 
bouquet 
laundry 
decorate 
carnation 
wreath 
civilian 
envelope 
radiator 
windshield 
knuckle 
scenery 
banister 
ornament 
conversation 
Preparation o.f the Material 
Abstract Words 
else 
disobey 
several 
generous 
absolutely 
discuss 
patience 
schedule 
apologize 
ridiculous 
total 
continue 
inter.fere 
mechanical 
nevertheless 
Three Third Grade teachers participated in this study 
a.fter permission was secured .from the principals o.f the 
buildings. The reading supervisors in each school cooper-
ated., too. Be.fore the work sta,rted the writer met with the 
teachers to be sure they were .familiar with the administra-
tion o.f the learning rate test. 
All o.f the teachers in the study .followed identical 
procedures and used identical materials in their classrooms. 
The words they used were printed on 4 11 x 12t1 .flash cards in 
lower case letters. Pictures were used in the teaching and 
enrichment exercises .for the color.ful words. Check sheets 
were made for each teacher to use in checking the retention 
of the words. Specific directions were given to the teachers 
who participated in the study. 
Directions to the Teachers 
The actual teaching time of the learning rate lessons 
was one hour. Each group of .ten words was taught in a ten 
minute period, and then practiced in another ten minute 
period, making a twenty minute lesson. The lesson was pre-
sented to the best reading group first, the average reading 
group second, and the slow reading group third. 
The procedure for teaching the colorful words was as 
follows: 
1. The teacher·prints the word on the blackboard. 
2. The teacher pronounces the word. 
3. The children pronounce the word. 
4. The teacher shows a flash card with the printed 
word on it. 
5. The teacher shows a picture of the word. 
6. The teacher and the children discuss the meanings 
of the word. 
7. The children match the. word on the flash card 
with the word on the blackboard and say the 
word. 
The procedure for teaching the abstract words was as 
follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1. The teacher prints the word on the blackboard. 
2. The teacher pronounces the word. 
3. The children pronounce the word. 
4. The teacher shows the flash cards with the word 
printed on it. 
5. The teacher and children discuss the phonetic 
elements of the words. 
a. the number of syllables 
b. the silent letters 
c. the little words in the big word 
6. The teacher and children discuss the meanings of 
the word. 
7. The children match the word on the flash card with 
the word on the blackboard and say the word. 
The words were taught in this order: 
First Lesson Second Lesson Third Lesson 
fringe wreath knuckle 
else discuss total 
bouquet civilian scenery 
disobey patience continue 
laundry envelope banister 
several schedule interfere 
decorate radiator ornament 
generous apologize mechanical 
carnation windshield conversation 
absolutely ridiculous nevertheless 
In each group words 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are colorful. 
In each group words 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are abstract. 
7 
Suggestions for enriching the word meanings are shown 
below. Each teacher received a copy of these sentences with 
each lesson so that she would be familiar with the type of 
material to be used. The words were presented by each 
teacher in the same manner. 
Lesson I 
Colorful Words Sentences. 
1. fringe A fringe is a kind of decoration 
that is used on clothes and 
furniture. 
A cowboy sometimes has a fringe on 
his trousers. 
2. bouquet A bunch of flowers is called a 
boug,uet. 
What kind of flowers would you like 
to pick for a bouguet? 
3. laundry When mother is washing the clothes 
we say she is doing the laundry. 
Sometimes people have a special roo:m 
called a laundry where they wash 
clothes. 
4 •. decorate We decorate things to make them look 
pretty. 
We decorate a Christmas tree with 
tinsel, colored balls, lights, 
stars and other things to make it 
look pretty. 
q 
Lesson I (Continued) 
Golorf'ul Words Sentences 
; 
' 5. carnation A carnation is a kind of' flower. 
Sometimes men wear a carnation on 
the lapels of' their coats. 
Lesson I 
Abstract Words Sentences 
1. else You have a bat. What else do you 
need f'or the baseball game? 
Who else is going to play besides 
yo-:ur-
2. disobey When you do not do what your mother 
asks you disobey her. 
It is not saf'e to disobey saf'ety 
rules. 
3. several Several means more than just one or 
two. 
We have several people in each read~ 
ing group. 
4. generous Generous is the opposite of' stingy. 
You are generous if' you share your 
toys with other children. 
5. absolutely That answer is absolutelz right. 
Are you absolutelz sure you know 
how to do it? 
Colorful Words 
1. wreath 
2. civilian 
3. envelope 
4. radiator 
5. windshield 
I Abstract Words 
i 
1 1. discuss 
I 
Le:sson II 
Sentences 
A wreath is a kind of' decoration. 
A wreath is made of' !'lowers or 
leaves and berries in the shape 
of' a circle • 
A person who is not wearing a uni-
f'or.m is a civilian. 
A civilian does not serve in the 
Army. 
An envelope is a f'olded paper in 
which we put and send a letter. 
We put a stamp on the envelope be-
f'ore we mail it. 
Heat f'rom a f'urnace comes into a 
room through the radiator. 
We have a radiator in our schoolroom. 
A windshield is the glass in the 
f'ront of' a car that protects 
people f'rom the wind and rain. 
We can see through the windshield 
of' a car. 
Lesson II 
Sentences 
Let us discuss our plans f'or the 
party. 
When we have a problem we discuss 
it with our parents. 
10 
If 
Lesson II (Continued) 
·Abstract Words Sentences 
'2. patience If' you have patience you do not ac1 
cross when people make mistakes. 
Mothers try to have patience with 
their children. 
'3. schedule We looked at the schedule to see 
when the train left for New York. 
We try to schedule our work so tha1 
we will get it done on time. 
4. apologize When we say we are sorry for some-
thing we did we apologize. 
Mary wants to a;eologize for being 
rude to her sister. 
5. ridiculous Clowns in the circus do ridiculous 
things. 
Sometimes when p&ople do silly 
things we say they are ridiculous 
Lesson III 
Colorful Words Sentences 
1. knuckle The part of' a finger which bends 
is called the knuckle. 
The boy hurt his knuckles in the 
f'ig_ht. 
2. scenery We took a picture of' the beautiful 
scenery at the lake. 
The sky, the hills, the fields and 
the trees are all part of' the 
scenery. 
t'l1' 
Lesson III (Continued) 
Colorf'ul Words Sentences 
3. banister A banister is the part of' the rail-
ing we hold when we go up or 
downstairs. 
Some children like to slide down 
the banister just f'or f'un. 
4. ornament An ornament is something we use f'or 
decoration. 
A colored ball that we hang on a 
Christmas tree is one kind of' 
ornament. 
5. conversation A conversation is talk. 
Sally and Nan had a conversation 
\~ about their pets. 
Lesson III 
Abstract Words Sentences 
1. total Add and f'ind the total of' these 
numbers. 
The total number of' pupils in our 
room is tbirty-f'our. 
2. continue We will continue this job a;fter 
lunch. 
I will continue this story tomorrow. 
3. interf'ere Do not interf'ere with the f'ight. 
We must interf'ere with the baseball 
game~ 
Lesson III (Continued) 
Abstract Words Sentences 
4. mechanical The toy train is mechanical not 
electrical. 
You must wind mechanical toys to 
make them go. 
5. nevertheless I can't sing very well~ neverthe-
less I will try my best. 
It was ve~ late~ nevertheless the 
boy did not go to bed. 
The teacher presented a colorful word first and then an 
abstract word until the ten words in the lesson had been 
taught. 
The children reviewed each word many times during the 
lesson. Various children would find the word on the black-
board~ match it and read it. Any child who hesitated or 
said the word incorrectly was shown the word on a flash card 
innne di ate ly. 
When all ten words had been taught the children reviewe 
the words by reading them from the flash cards. 
For further practice the following procedures were 
followed: 
1. The teacher pronounced a word. A child looked 
for the word on the blackboard. If the child 
found the correct word he erased it. If the 
1) 
child did not rind the correct word he was shown 
the correct word on the flash card and he pro-
nounced it. 
2. The teacher put the flash cards in the card hold-
er. The teacher said, ttFind the word that means 
___ • n A child looked for a word that corres-
ponded to that meaning and brought the flash card 
to the teacher. 
3. The children said all the words together from the 
flash cards. 
One hour later the children were tested individually, 
using flash cards, to see how many words each child retained 
If a child made an error on a word, he was told the word 
immediately. rr he hesitated on a word for five seconds or 
said, ttr don t t known he was told the word immediately. 
Four hours later each child was tested for the second 
time. 
The number of words that the child could read at the 
second testing was considered his learning rate. 
The Testing Program 
The learning rate tests were given during the second 
week of December and the first and secondweeks of January. 
The children were tested by their own teachers. All teacher 
followed the same. plan or teaching and testing. 
In each of the three classrooms three groups were ar-
ranged according to their reading achievement. The ten words 
were taught in a twenty minute lesson period. In each lesson 
the first ten minutes were spent in the introduction of the 
words and in word enrichment. The last ten minutes of each 
lesson were spent in practice. The best group was taught 
first, the average group second and the slow group was last. 
One hour after the lesson each child was tested individ-
ua11y with flash cards to find how many words he retained. 
Three hours later e~ch child was retested individually. This 
final score was the learning rate. 
After all of the learning rate tests had been completed, 
the teachers gave the Metropolitan Achievement Tests1 .(Ele-
mentary Battery - Form R) to e~ch class. 
The reading supervisors then gave the Kuhlmann-Anderson 
List2 to each pupil who participated in the learning rate 
tests. 
The tests were analyzed and the results are presented 
in the next chapter. 
1. Allen, Richard D. and others. Metropolitan Achievement 
Test. Elementary Battery: Form R. Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York: World Book-Company. 1946. 
2. Kuhlmann, F. and Anderson, Rose. Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests. 
Fifth Edition: Grade III. Philadelphia, PGnnsylvania: 
Educational Test Bureau~ 1942. · · 
., 
~· 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Ninety-six children were used in the study. Thirty words 
were used. Fifteen colorful words and fifteen abstract words 
were divided into groups of ten words and used in determining 
the learning rate. 
The data were analyzed to find:. 
1. The comparison in achievement of colorful and 
abstract words. 
2. Sex differences in learning rate. 
3. The relationship of learning rate and reading 
achievement. 
4. The errors in the learning rate. 
Table III shows the comparison of the learning rate of 
colorful and abstract words. 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF THE LEARNING RATE OF 
COLORFUL AND ABSTRACT WORDS 
G!'oup No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Dif'f.m s.E.diff. 
Colo!'ful 96 12 .. 74 2.19 .22 
1.33 .38 
Abst!'act 96 11.41 3.03 .31 
Tbe mean for colorful words is 12.74 compared with 
for abstract words. The cr±tical ratio being 3.5 shows 
difference is statistically significant. 
C.R. 
3.50 
11.41 
the 
~~ 
r'l 
I 
I 
Table IV shows the comparison of the learning rate of 
boys and girls. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF THE LEARNING RATE OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
Group No. ·Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 56 ·24.05 5.90 .79 
3.33 1.06 3.14 
Girls :40 27.38 4.50 .71 
The mean score for the boys is 24.05 compared with 27.38 
for the girls. The critical ratio being 3.14 shows the dif-
ference is statistically significant. 
Table V shows the comparison of the rate of learning by 
boys and girls of abstract words. 
TABLE V 
SEX DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING ABSTRACT WORDS 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 56 11.15 3.27 .44 
.60 .64 .94 
Girls 40 11.75 2.91 .46 
The mean score for the boys is 11.15 compared with 11.75 
for the girls. The critical ratio.being .94 shows the differ 
ence is not statistically significant. There are 64 chances 
in one hundred that this is a true difference in favor of 
the girls. 
I' 
Table VI shows the comparison of the rate of learning 
by boys and girls of colorful words. 
TABLE VI 
SEX DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING COLORFUL WORDS 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 
Girls 
56 
40 
12.44 2.46 
13.18 1.65 
.33 
.'74 .42 1.76 
.08 
The mean score for the boys is 12.44 compared with 13.18 
for the girls. The critical ratio of 1.76 shows the differ-
ence is not statistically significant. There are 90 chances 
i~ one hundred that this is a true difference in favor of the 
girls. 
Table VII shows the relation of reading achievement to 
the learning rate of the total group. 
TABLE VII 
RELATIONSHIPS IN LEARNING RATE TO READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Factors No. R. S.E. 
Learning Rate and 
· . Reading Achievement .71 .051 96 
The correlation o:e the learning rate and reading achieve:-
ment is .71 with a probable ·error of .051. This is a high 
positive correlation. 
Table VIII shows the comparison of the reading achieve-
ment of the boys and girls. 
Group 
Boys 
Girls 
TABLE VIII 
SEX DIFFERENCES IN READING ACHIEVEMENT 
No. 
56 
40 
Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
39.75 11.80 1.58 
42.25 10.49 1.66 
2.50 2.29 1.09 
The mean score for the boys is 39.75 compared with 
42.25 fo:r> the girls. The critical ratio of 1.09 shows that 
the difference is not statistically significant. There are 
72 chances in one hund:r-ed that this is a true difference in 
favo:r- of the girls. 
The data we:r-e analyzed for the numbel' and type of er:r>o:r-a 
and substitutions that were made in the lea:r>ning :r-ate tests. 
E:r>:r>ors we:r>e made by substituting wo:r-ds or by including wo:r>ds 
not in the test. 
Table IX shows the er:r-ors and substitutions in colo:r-ful 
WO!'ds. 
TABLE IX 
ERRORS IN COLORFUL WORDS 
Wo:r>d Substitutions No. Wo:r>ds Not in Test No. 
1. fringe 0 f:r>ench 1 
fudge l 
fe:r-n 1 
2. bouquet 0 bought 1 
broth l 
3. laundry 0 wash l 
I 
¥( 
;-I 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
ERRORS IN COLORFUL WORDS 
I Word Substitutions No. Words Not in Test No. 
4. decorate discuss l decide l 
disobedient 1 
decoration 4 
decorations l 
I 5. carnation conversation 1 / 0 
6. wreath carnation l with 1 
7. civilian carnation l carolyn 1 
civilization 1 
I 
silver 1 
I 
salvation 2 
I 8. envelope apologize l 0 
9. radiator 0 0 
10. windshield 0 0 
11. knuckle 0 0 
12. scenery several 1 secret l 
incinerator l 
century l 
sight l 
I 13. banister 0 0 
14. ornament conversation l argument l 
15. conversation discuss 1 conduct 1 
mechanical 1 
The correct colorful word was substituted by an incor-
rect colorful word four times. The correct colorful word was 
substituted by an incorrect abstract word five times. The 
correct colorful word was substituted by a word not in the 
learning rate test twenty-five times. 
~ 
I Table X shows the errors and substitutions in abstract 
words. 
TABLE X 
ERRORS IN ABSTRACT WORDS 
' 
I Word Substitutions No. Words Not in Test No. 
I 1. else 0 each 1 
I 
2. ~is obey 0 discuss 1 
disgusted 1 
I 
3. several schedule 1 angry 1 
self'ish 1 
4. generous 0 gnation 1 
genius 1 
5. absolutely 0 absolute 1 
6. discuss 0 disgusted 1 
discovery 1 
decide 1 
7. schedule 0 shield 1 
8. apologize patience 1 argument 1 
9. ridiculous 0 0 
10. total 0 toe 4 
transf'er 1 
11. continue carnation 1 0 
conversation 1 0 
12. interfere radiator 1 interest 1 
13. mechanical mechanic 1 
medical 1 
14. nevertheless 0 0 
15. patience 0 pantation 1 
share 1 
patient 2 
The correct abstract word was substituted by an inc or-
rect abstract word two times. The correct abstract word was 
I 
substituted by an incorrect colorful word three times. The 
correct abstract word was substituted by a word not in the· 
learning rate twenty-five times. 
Table XI'shows the number of correct responses for ab-
stract and colorful words given by the ninety-six children 
in the group. 
TABLE XI 
NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR COLORFUL AND ABSTRACT WORDS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Colorful Words 
Word No. 
fringe 88 
bouquet 85 
laundry 90 
decorate 71 
carnation 82 
wreath 88 
civilian 66 
envelope 80 
radiator 83 
windshield 94 
knuckle 93 
scenery 73 
banister 93 
ornament 84 
conversation 70 
Abstract Words 
Word No. 
else 88 
disobey 70 
several 87 
generous 68 
absolutely 80 
discuss 77 
patience 70 
schedule 55 
apologize 72 
ridiculous 71 
total 69 
continue 65 
interfere 77 
mechanical 61 
nevertheless 94 
The per cent of correct responses on colorful words was 
.86. That is, there were 1,240 correct responses out of a 
possible 1,440 responses. 
The per cent of correct responses on abstract words was 
.77. That is, there were 1,104 correct responses out of a 
possible 1,440 responses. 
~ 
~: 
'I 
II· The difference in per cent shows a difference of 9 per 
I cent in favor of colorful words. 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
d 
I' ,, 
" 
I 
I' 
1\ I! 
II ,, 
>l 
The word nwindshieldn is the colorful word retained by 
the largest number of children. There were 94 correct re-
sponses out of a possible 96. The colorful word retained by 
the lowest number of children was 11 ci viliann. There were 66 
correct responses out of a possible 96. 
The word ttnevertheless tr is the abstract word retained by 
the largest number of children. There were 94 correct re-
sponses out of a possible 96. The abstract word retained by 
the lowest number of children was us che dule 11 • There were 55 
correct responses out of a possible 96. 
All of the colorful words were learned by 43 children. 
All of the abstract words were learned by 34 children. All of 
the thirty words were learned by 24 children. 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to compare the rate of 
learning of colorful and abstract words in Grade Three. Ninety 
! six boys and girls in the third grade in a suburban town in 
I ! Massachusetts were used in this study. Thirty words were 
selected for the study. Fifteen colorful and fifteen abstract 
words were divided into groups of ten words each. The same 
1
words were taught to all of the children. Three teachers pre-
! 
sented the learning rate to their own pupils. The Metropolitan 
,, 
Achievement Lists·· and the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests were given 
to each class. 
The conclusions obtained from the data were: 
1. The difference between the rate of learning colorful 
and abstract words was statistically in favor of 
colorful words. The critical ratio was 3.50. 
2. The difference between the learning rate of boys and 
I 
girls was statistically in favor of the girls. 
a. The critical ratio for the total study was 
3.14. The difference was in favor of the 
girls. 
b. The critical ratio in comparing abstract words 
was .94. The difference was in favor of the 
girls. 
4$L 
c. The critical ratio in comparing colorful 
words was 1.76. The difference was in 
favor of the girls. 
3. There was definite relationship between learning rate 
and reading achievement. 
a. The correlation was .71 t .051. 
b. The difference in reading achievement was in 
favor of the girls. The critical ratio was 
3.14. 
4. A study of the number and types of errors in the learn-
ing rate of colorful words showed that the correct 
colorful word was substituted by an incorrect color-
ful word four times. The correct colorful word was 
substituted by an incorrect abstract word five times. 
A word not included in the test was given twenty-five 
times for the correct colorful word. 
5. A study of the number and types of errors in the learn-
ing rate of abstract words showed that the correct 
abstract word was substituted by an incorrect abstram 
word two times. The correct abstract word was sub-
stituted by an incorrect colorful word three times. 
The correct abstract word was substituted by a word 
not in the learning rate twenty-five times. 
6. A study of the data on the number of correct responses 
for colorful words and abstract words showed that all 
of the colorful words were learned by forty-three 
children. All of the abstract words were learned by 
thirty-four children. All of' the thirty words were 
learned by twenty-four children. The per cent of' 
correct responses on colorful words was .86. The 
per cent of correct responses on abstract words was 
.77. There was a difference of .09 in favor of 
colorful words. 
APPENDIX 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
TESTING DATES 
1. Learning rate test on December 18 
2. Learning rate test on January 3 
3. Learning rate test on January 10 
4. Metropolitan test on January 17 
TIME FOR TESTING 
1. The actual time in giving the learning rate material is 
one hour. 9:00-10:00 A.M. 
2 •. The ten words are to be taught in a 20 minute period (10 
minutes for teaching and 10 minutes for practice) 
lst group 9:00-9:20 
2nd group 9:25-9:45 
3rd group 9:50-10:10 
TIME FOR CHECKING 
1. Start first check at 10:30 
2. Start second check at 1:30 
WHO IS TESTED 
1. The learning rate is presented to the best group first 
2. The learning rate is presented to the middle group second 
3. The learning rate is presented to the slow group third 
MATERIALS SUPPLIED 
1. Testing signs for doors (No interruptions please) 
2. Lesson Plan 
3. Flash cards (for all words) 
4. Picture cards (for colorful words only) 
5. Check sheets for each pupil 
6. Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
SELECTED WORDS FOR LEARNING RATE 
Teach the words in this order: 
FIRST LESSON SECOND LESSON 
1. f'ringe 1. wreath 
2. else 2. discuss 
3. bouquet 3. civilian 
4. disobey 4. patience 
5. laundry 5. envelope 
6. several 6. schedule 
7. decorate 7. radiator 
8. generous 8. apologize 
9. carnation 9. windshield 
10. absolutely 10. ridiculous 
WORDS 
WORDS 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10 are·abstract words. 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 are colorf'ul words. 
g.{ 
THIRD LESSON 
1. knuckle 
2. total 
3. scenery 
4. continue 
5. banister 
6. interfere 
7. ornament 
8. mechanical 
9. conversation 
10. nevertheless 
LESSON PLAN 
PROCEDURE 
COLORFUL WORDS 
1. Teacher writes the word on the blackboard. 
2• Teacher pronounces the word. 
3. Children pronounce the word. 
4. Teacher shows flash card with word printed on it. 
5. Teacher shows a picture of the word. 
6. Teacher and children discuss the meanings of the word. 
7. Children match the word on the flash card with the word on 
the blackboard and say the word. 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
1. Teacher writes the word· on the board. 
2. Teacher pronounces the word. 
3. Children pronounce the word. 
4·. Teacher shows flash card with word printed on it. 
5. Teacher talks about phonetic elements of the word. 
6. Teacher and children discuss the meanings of the word. 
7. Children match the word on the flash card with the word on 
the blackboard and say the word. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICE 
1. The teacher pronounces a word. A child looks for the word 
on the blackboard. If the child finds the word he erases 
it. If he does not find the correct word show him the cor-
rect word on the flash card ,and. have him pronounce it. 
2. The teacher puts the flash cards in the card holder. The 
teacher says~ 11Find the word that means • u A child 
looks for the word that corresponds to that meaning and 
brings it to the teacher. 
3. A child matches a word on the flash card with the corres-
ponding word on the ·blackboard and pronounces it. 
4. The children say all the words together from the flash 
cards. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
USE THESE SENTENCES TO DEVELOP MEANINGS 
fringe 
bouquet 
laundry 
decorate 
LESSON I 
COLORFUL WORDS 
(1) A fringe is a kind of a decoration that 
is used on clothes and furniture. 
(2) A cowboy somet~es has a fringe on ~s 
trousers. 
(1) A bunch of flowers is called a bouquet. 
(2) What kind of flowers would you like to 
pick for a bouquet? 
(1) When mother is washing the clothes we say 
she is doing the laundry. 
(2) Sometimes people have a special room 
called a laundry where they wash clothes. 
(1) We decorate things to make them look pretty. 
(2) We decorate Christmas trees with tinsel, 
colored balls, lights, stars and other 
things to make it look pretty. 
5. carnation (1) A carnation is a kind of a flower. 
(2) Sometimes men wear a carnation on the 
lapels of their coats. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
USE THESE SENTENCES TO DEVELOP MEANINGS 
else 
disobey 
several 
generous 
LESSON I 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
(1) You have a bat. What else do you need 
for a baseball game? 
(2) Who ~ is going to play besides you? 
(1) When you do not do what your mother 
asks you disobey her. 
(2) It is not safe to disobey safety rules. 
(1) Several means more than just one or two. 
(2) We have several people in each reading 
group. 
(1) Generous is the opposite of stingy. 
(2) A child who shares his toys with his 
friends is generous. 
5. absolutely (1) You are absolutely right. 
(2) Are you absolutely sure you know how to 
do it? 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
USE THESE SENTENCES TO DEVELOP MEANINGS 
wreath 
civilian 
envelope 
radiator 
windshield 
LESSON II 
COLORFUL WORDS 
(1) A wreath is a kind of a decoration. 
(2) A wreath is made of flowers or leaves 
and berries in the shape of a circle. 
(1) A person who is not wearing a uniform is 
a civilian. 
(2) A civilian does not serve in the Army. 
(1) An envelope is a folded paper in which 
we put and seal a letter. 
(2) We put a stamp on an envelope when we 
send a letter. 
(1) Heat from a furna.-oe comes into a room 
through the .radiator. 
(2) We have a radiator in our schoolroom. 
(1) A windshield is the glass in the front 
a car that protects people from the 
rain and wind. 
(2) We can see through the windshield of a · 
car. 
or 
USE THESE SENTENCES TO DEVELOP MEANINGS 
l. discuss 
2. patience 
3. schedule 
4. , . apologize 
LESSON II 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
(l) Let us discuss our plans fo~ the pa~ty. 
(2) When we have a p~oblem we discuss it 
with our parents. 
(l) If you have patience you do not act cross 
when people make mistakes. 
(2) Mothe~s try to have patience with their 
child~en. 
(1) We looked at the schedule to see when 
the train left fo~ New York. 
(2) We try to schedule our work so that we 
will get it done on time. 
(1) When we say we a~e sony for something 
we did we apologize. 
(2) Ma~y wants to apologize for being rude 
to he~ sister. 
5. ridiculous (l) Clowns in the circus do ~idiculous things. 
(2) Sometimes when people do silly things 
we say they a~e ridiculous. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
USE THESE SENTENCES TO DEVELOP MEANINGS 
knuckle 
scenery 
banister 
ornament 
LESSON III 
COLORFUL WORDS 
(1) The part of our finger which bends is 
called the knuckle. 
(2) The boy hurt his knuckle in the fight. 
(1) We took a picture of the beautiful 
scenery at the lake. 
(2) The sky, the hills, the fields, and the 
rivers are all part of the scenery. 
(1) A banister is the part of the railing 
we hold when we go up or down stairs. 
(2) Some children like to slide down the 
banister just for fun. 
(1) An ornament is something we use for 
decoration. 
(2) A colored ball that we hang on a 
Christmas tree is one kind of ornament. 
5. conversation (1) A conversation is talk. 
(2) Sally and Nan had a conversation about 
their pets. 
USE THESE SENTENCES TO DEVELOP MEANINGS 
total 
continue 
3. interfere 
4. mechanical 
5. nevertheless 
LESSON III 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
(l) Add and f'ind the total of' these numbers. 
(2) The total number of' pupils in our room 
is thirty-f'our. 
(l) We will continue this job af'ter lunch. 
(2) I will continue this story tomorrow. 
(l) Do not interfere with the f'ight. 
(2) We must interfere with the baseball gwme. 
(1) The toy train was mechanical not electric. 
(2) You must wind mechanical toys to make 
them go. 
(l) I.can 1t sing very wells nevertheless I 
will try my very best. 
(2) It was very lates nevertheless the boy 
did not go to bed. 
• 
CHECK SHEET 
PUPIL'S NAME-------------------------------- DATE __________ __ 
LESSON I 
WORDS 
1. f':r-inge 
2. else 
3. bouquet 
' 
4. disobey 
5. laundry 
6. several 
7. decorate 
8. generous 
9. carnation 
10. absolutely 
DIRECTIONS 
(l) Show flash card to child 
(2) Indicate child response: 
CHECK 1 
correct response. 
CHECK 2 
(a) 
(b) does not know. (Cotint 1-2-3-4-5 slowly. 
If child does not know word tell it to him.) 
(c) write in any substitutions the child 
makes for correct word. 
(3) Check each child individually. 
(4) Check each child two times: (10:30 and 1:30). 
• 
CHECK SHEET 
PUPIL'S NAME DATE 
-------------------------------- ~-----------
LESSON II 
' WORDS CHECK 1 CHECK 2 
1. wreath 
2. discuss 
3 • civilian 
. 4. patience 
5. envelope 
6. schedule 
7. radiator 
8 .• apologize 
9. windshield 
10. ridiculous 
DIRECTIONS 
(1) Show flash card to child. 
(2) Indicate child response: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
correct response. 
does not know. (Count 1-2-3-4-5 slowly. If 
child does not know word tell it to him.) 
write in any substitutions the child makes 
for correct word. 
( 3) Check each child indi vid,ually. 
(4) Check each child two t~es: (10:30 and 1:30). 
CHECK SHEET 
PUPILtS NAME _______________________________ DATE __________ __ 
LESSON III 
WORDS CHECK 1 CHECK 2 
1. knuckle 
2. total 
3. scenery 
4. continue 
5. banister 
6. interfere 
7. ornament 
• 
s. mechanical 
9. conversation 
10. nevertheless 
DIRECTIONS 
(1) Show flash card to child. 
(2) Indicate child response: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
correct response. 
does not know. (Count 1-2-3-4-5 slowly. If' 
child does not know word tell it to him.) 
write in any substitutions the child makes 
for correct word. 
(3) Check each child individually. 
(4) Check each child two times: (10:30 and 1:30). 
·ijj· 
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TEST 1. READING : P-ART I 
a. The cow gives 
eggs ' silk ~ mush milk /. 
Mother baked apples one day. She washed 
and cut the ap~s. She put plenty of sugar on 
th<?m and put them m . a· pan. Then she baked 
the apples. 
1 . . Mother cooked 
peaches ; . grapes apples 
2. The sugar made the apples taste· 
com 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his ·brother Peter go to the country. 
every summer. They go wading and fishi:q.g in 
the brook. One day . Henry caught three ·fish 
' and Peter caught five. 
3. This story tells about two 
' · boys · fish f~rms brooks 
4~ Who caught the most :fish? 
Father Henry · Peter Helen 
•, 
The farmer has a big bam. It is .a good place· 
in which to play. One day we went. to the bam. 
I climbe'd into the hay wagon and hid in the 
hay.· My sister Ruth ran after me, but she could 1 
not find me. . Then I called, " Here I am,. Come 
and find me." But she could not find me until 
I jumped out. of the. hay. 
6. I played in_ the bam with. my 
cousm brother sister father 
6. I found 'a good hiding place in the 
house woods cellar wagon 
7. I called from my hiding place, "look out " 
" come away " " find me " "sta.y here " . 
8. The hay wagon was in the 
hayfield yard road barn 
[ 2 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
' Metropolitan: Elim.: R 
A white rat in a wire cage-:-at the University of 
Minnesota was taught to work a machine . to get 
his food. . Above his wire cage hung a chain. 
The rat learned that when he pulled this chain, a 
' . 
marble would fall down into his cage. When he 
picked up the marble .and p~t it into a hol.e in the 
floor, food dropped into ·the· feeding. tray. The 
amount of food was ~mali, b.!It the rat worked hard , 
and did the trick enough times to get a good meal. 
/It took the· rat two months to learn this method 
·for getting his food. 
The rat le~ed to work a machine to get 
water arr food ~unlight 
Above the rat's cage hung a 
chair rope. picture chain ' 
To get his' food, the rat used a 
marble rock pe~ny ball 
, I 
To learn this trick took the rat 
2 weeks 2 months. 2 years 2 days ..... 
..... 
. In· ~hina many families. live on rivers. Jt is 
cheaper t~ live on water than on land because 
' thete is no landlord to collect rent. Whole 
families live on houseboats. The children play 
on the decks. Every child carries a tiny· barrel 
ofl: his back as a, life preserV-er. When a child 
falls overboard, the barrel· enables him to keep 
afloat until someone pulls hir out. 
In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos ouseboats 
14. As a life preserver, a Chinese child, wears on his back a 
tu,be barrel - bottle balloon 
15. Many.Chlnese people would rather live on water than on land because 
·it is \ -
-cheaper wetter safer · healthier 
\ 
[ s 1 Go right on to the next page. 
, Lena was a tawny .. brown leopard. In the day-
time she kept to her den in the Mrican juJ?-gle 
or roamed the plains. At night' she crept down 
to the village to look for food. Each morning 
the villagers found a lamb or goat miss~ng, and 
each morning . they saw fresh tracks of the 
leopard. Mothers kept ]heir children close to · 
-_them in the evening for . fear that sometime 
a child, too, migB.t- be stolen. .Finally some of 
the men of the village made a trap among the 
bushes, anq one Irl;Orning they found Lena.' caught., 
\ 
. 16. Lena was a , 
. \ 
fox ' leopard , lamb lion 
17. She often stole 
chickens children· leopards goats , 
18. Lena was caught 
in a tree in her den In a trap on the plain 
! 
19. People were afraid Lena might steal 
20. 
21. 
22. 
a child food a leopard a trap 
My sister and I decided one early spring day 
to start a window garden. In planting our win-
d_ow garden we :first put stones in the bottom of the 
box. Next ~e .put in some :moss and on top of 
that . a layer 6f dirt. On the ,dirt we sprinkled 
. some pansy· seeds. We covered them ·with dirt 
and then watered them. Over the top #e pp.t 
a newspaper to keep the· water from drying out 
too rapid,ly. 
We p~anted our garden In a window box 
in the front yard at school -on the farm 
The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss ptones· peat 
' A _newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark . ·damp 
23. The seeds we:J,"e coverred with 
blossoms moss stones dirt 
[ 4 ] Go ri,ght on to the next pag,e. 
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./' 
ferent birds' nests and .a collection ot eggs. His · 
uncle gave 'him a stuffed owl and an eagle he cap-
tured. out hunting one day. Norman sometimes 
gets up very early in the morning to go on bird 
hunts. and· to photograph wild life.· . Once· he 
noticed an owl catching mice for food. A mouse 
'began running 'frantically, but the owl swooped 
down, captur~d the mouse, and disapp~ared amop.g 
the trees. · 
24. Norman enjoys catching o~ls 
riding in the woods feeding the animals studying' birds 
25. The mouse was 
frightened eager happy timid 
26. Norman's tlD.Cle encourages the bQy to keep on with his 
m1~e .. hobby shooting fishing 
. The fur of the mink is popular because of its 
quality and its rarity. Raising minks for their furs 
is called mink ranching~ , The pelts from ranch 
minks · are now ·considered better than those from 
wild minks. Because minks fight with each other, 
they are kept in separate small pens. These have 
wire floors and tops and are raised off the ground. 
The minks are fed mostly raw meat or fish,. The 
young minks, called kits, are born· in spring, some-
times as many ais ten in a· litter. In ,the early 
winter they are killed apd their skins or pelts are 
prepare~ for use in . fur c'oats and other articles~ 
27. A young mink is called a 
pelt kit litter :eub 
· 28. The floor of a mink's pen is made of 
dirt wood' wire leaves 
• 
29. Minks are killed for their furs in the 
early fall summer spnng_ early winter 
30. Minks ate often fed 
popcorn carrots baked potatoes raw meat 
f 5 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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strange sound at a distance." Before I k;new where 
it came from, a long black train roared past, and 
was gone almost before . I co-!!ld dr~w my breath. 
I turned and galloped to the farther side 'of the 
meadow ~s fast as I could ·go, and there I .stood 
snorting with astonishment and fe~r. 
31. This story is told by a 
nian hors~ boy train- . 
32. He was frightened by a 
'fence railway . meadow . 
33. He became frightened while he was 
eatirig galloping snorting 
34. The object that.frighte:ned hiin was 
inoving .rapidly galloping 
train 
listening 
moving slowly 
feeding quietly 
Soft coal burns easily. · It is not hard t<;>' start a 
soft...:coal fire. A little burning kindling .soon s~ts 
the coal on- fire. Soft coal burns with a bright 
:flame. It often gives< off thick clouds of black 
smoke. A large amount ·of ashes is left when soft 
coal is burned. ·. · 
Hard coal is not easily broken into pieces. It 
is not 1 as . dirty as soft coal. The coal is hard to 
start burning. More kindling is needed to set 
hard coal burning than soft coal. . Hard coal burns 
with little smoke. It burns 'more slowly and gives 
a· hot fire for a longer time. · -Not many ashes are 
left afte.r hard coal is burned. 
36. To start a coal :fireJ it is desirable to have. 
kindling smoke . water ,\ asqes 
36. The coal that is cleaner to handle is 
old soft hard hot 
37. The coal that is harder to start burning gives the most 
lasting fire ashes clouds of smoke dirt 
.# .. 
38. A soft-coal fire requires much kindling 
~- is hard to start· gives off much smoke leaves few ashes 
[ 6 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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the Qy.een's passage. As she hesitated, gallant 
young Raleigh threw his coat on the miry spot. 
He accompanied . this act of devoted courtesy with 
a profound reverence and a blush which spread 
over 'his countenance., The Qy.een was ;confused 
and blushed in turn. She nodded and passed on 
without saying a WiOrd. 
39. To help the Queen, Raleigh used 
an umbrella - his coat his countena~ce a reverence 
. ' 
40. The Queen responded to Raleigh by confusing him 
saying npthing , thanking him giving him a curtsy 
41. R~eigh was 
insolent hesitant courteous unhappy 
Canals can be dug .in almost any level plain, 
J:mt t~ey. cost so much that it pays' to build . a 
canal only where there is sure to be a large 
amount of freight. Canal traffic is always slow; 
for if fast ·steamboats were used, the waves which 
·they cause would soon wear away the banks and 
fill the canals: Often barges are used in great num- · ' 
hers, ::}nd are slowly drawn by tugboats, horses, 
donkeys, or even men. In China, Japan, and Europe 
even such slow transportation is imp~rtant. 
42. C~als a:e most profitable. · where there is much traffic 
in mountain distdcts through deserts in warm climates 
43. Vessels most commonly used in canals are 
steamboats barges ocean liners fast freighters 
44. Boats going through canals always 
· . are pulled l:;>y horses are steamboats 
move slowly ,cause large waves 
STOP! 
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( _______ )~--
' -
of Dick's brothers are ___M_ and,__@_ ........ ( ) b 
45. History is the story of what has happened. To · 
learn about the past of the Un~ted State,s, we read its 
~·-.· •••••••••• · •••••• ·.·, •••••• ' ................. ( _________ ) 45 
• 46-49. Ripe apples, as we all know, 'fall from the · 
tree. · This may be a serious matter to a ~ who owns( _________ ) 46 
a big orchard. The fallen apple gets bruised and must( 
be sold at a lower .J€L. Now the farmers are learning -----------,...--) 47 
how to keep the apples on the ~ until they want tO( ) 4s 
. pick them .. A new material has been developed which 
can be sprayed on the pranches and fruit and which will 
keep the ~ from falling ......................... ( _________ ) 49 
50-54. When you read a line of print, your .eyes move 
across the page in jumps. Q If you are a good ~' (_· --'---------) 5o 
your .,-@L_ make three or four jumps to a line. If you ) 
51 a~e a ___@L. reader, your eyes .may make as many as ( ) 
52 etght or ten ~ to a ~· .......... : ............ . 
·c ) 53 
, I 
( ) 54 
55-59. A me>torboat has an engine like the one in an 
automobile. The engines of most motorboats run on( 
) 55 gasoline, jlfst as the ~ engine does. However, the ---------
~ of some of the larger motorboats run on crude( ) 56 · 
oil. In some small boats the motor is attached over 
the stem and is called ~n o~tboard __@L. The m.otor~ ) 57 
' 
boat does not go so fa~t ~s a car· with "an en~ne of thee ) 58 \_ 
same power, because tt ts hard·er for the ~ to go \... 
through water tha:ri for the ~ ~o roll on land. . ..... ( ) so 
~ 
60-64. ·Ever since man has lived on the earth, he 
has had some form of wealth. He always has had things 
which ate useful and valuable to him. Not everything 
which is useful is wealth. · We could not live without( ) 60 
air, but ~ is not wealth. It is not ~ because 
there is an unlimited supply of it. You can get all you ( ) 61 
want of it without cost. If you own a spring, you 
can: get all the water you want without ~. In this( ) 62 
case~ is not wealth. But if you get water in your( ) 63 
house through pipes, you In this 
case water is wealth. . . . . . .... ( ) 64 
Go right on to the next pa~e. 
t:ne nuge nrepra:ce. x•.rm-...-.." 
;oo-cooking and for ~ the house. Fire making was( 
difficult, since matches were unknown. It was neces-
sary to keep a supply of live coals overnight by covering 
66 them with ashes. Ifthe ~went out, the-family had'----------' 
to borrow ~ from a neighbor .......... · .......... ( · ) 67 
68-71. Science is finding out that the water we drink 
affects our lives far more than we know. Now we are 
told that the·~ we drink has a great deal to do with'-________ ) 68 
the number of cavities in our teeth. It has been found 
that the presence of a chemical called fluorine in drink-. 
ing water will slow down or stop tooth decay. Xhe · 
amount of ~ needed in the water to prevent tooth( ________ _ . ) 69 
__QQL is so small we can hardly imagine it, onec ) 70 
part fluorine to one million parts water. Too much ---------
:fluorine causes the enamel of the __QQ_ to become 
mottled in appear:ance ............................. ( ________ _ 
I 
'· 
72-74. The glider plane has no motor or propeller to 
thrust against the air and pull or push it forward, yet it 
can stay up in the ...Q&_ for hours at a time. HavingC..:..·---------
)71 
) 72 
no power, a ~ ?annot climb through ·th: air, 0~ evenc . 
:fly on the level Without the help of ,a flymg start. A -. --,-------' 
73 
'glider remai!JS aloft or rises tO, somewhat higher eleva-
tions only beta use air curn!nts ~ it .. · ...... ~ .... ~ : ( ________ _ )74 
STOP! 
No. right......... Stand. score ..• : •• ·•.. Gr. equiv .... . ,.. • • • . Age equiv •..••.•••• 
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kitten 
jump_ 
run 
1. baby 
2. stairs 
3. cap 
4. see 
5. noise 
6. jolly 
7. battle 
8. river 
9. sack 
cat 
ride 
dog 
look 
wear 
down 
stay ask 
girl ·chair 
leap see 
fun nice sit 
child ·.man ball cradle rattle 
stays upon 
car hat 
reach 
head 
steps 
face 
start 
hair 
water tell 
beat 
her do look 
sound slide rush 
berry' . , merry ' spread · toy 
baby play fight talk 
stop 
gloomy 
muddy 
wash stream curve steamer de<?p 
seat hold bag lift 
10. beast · stew animal br.ave 
box 
giant coward 
11. parrot bright so:ng bird green 
handle 
gull 
pail 12. bucket'· pull deer drink 
13. bake 
' 
14. liberty 
151. idea 
16. 'fix 
17. power_ 
18. remain 
19. speak 
20. tale 
21. castle 
22. correct 
23. polite 
24. feel 
25. quiet 
stove ' dish· cook fry 
flag state freedom 
date though~ 
eat 
country 
statue 
ruler 
dream 
tear 
perfect 
finish mend stir feel 
rain 
few, 
sing 
take 
I 
oxen 
move 
stay 
walk 
story 
queen 
steal dust 
place have 
1 
say peep 
:flsh plate 
building 
strength 
check 
Jump 
end 
lake moat 
answer join gather right nearly 
w1se pretty happy reply courteous 
cry 
slow 
strike push touch run 
I 
weak quick still ·cover 
[ 10 ] Go right on to the next page. 
,; 
~i/. mru.a 
28. sure 
29. ahead 
30. terror 
31. hardly 
32~ form 
33. amaze 
34. conference 
35. saintly 
36. bread 
37. gain 
38. shield 
39. innocent 
40. demand 
. ' 
41. chase 
"' 
42. final 
43. unworthy 
44. hearth 
45. supply 
;I 46. peace 
47 .. transfer 
48. dwelling 
49. oblige 
50. bough 
OlQ man worK gown gtrl 
certain finally' sudden usually heal 
below before ·between above alone 
liberty . fright hatred. sympathy animal 
barely surely slowly softly easily 
ratse solid shape away grain 
I 
wander 
war 
holy 
:flour 
van'ish astonish . collect 
discussion· tax conflict 
weakly weary sorrow. 
trap 
speech 
trial 
make . food cake butter 
delay wm fr~sh · money pair .. 
arm shift conflict protect desert 
afraid strange guiltless criminal 
request 
find 
recent 
.gtv~ 
last 
employ 
catch 
eaxly 
forecast suggest 
follow jump 
begin curtain 
dull 
recetve 
uneasy 
fireplace 
fair. ·useless undeserving_ , shy 
listen warmth funeral cabin 
suit furnish deny carry . requrre 
' part scorn fruit .calm vegetable 
ride pterce occur choose shift 
stage. roof· sword house garden 
I 
n:-anage erase w~rry favor oppose 
bend knot blossom baik limb 
STOP! 
~ 
No. right ....... ;. Stand. score. . . • • • . . . Gr. equio .. ....... . Age equio •..••..... 
r u 1 
\ 
Add 
4 
+4 
Subtract 
2 
-1 
38 
5. 
+7 
20 
+56 
8 
-5 
·--
26 
'9 7 
+4 +7 
3 
-2 
25 
+4. 
9 
-6 
35 
-15 -3. ·-5 
Multiply 
7 3 3 5 
X2 x6 x2 x7 
--· 
34 60 46 
X2 X7 x5 
Divide 
One half of 10 is' __ 
.. 3)24 . 2)4 1}5 
6 
+5 
7 
+44 
13 
-9 
43 
-6 
8 
X8 
$6.17 
x4 
8 
+6 
14. 
-6 
6 
+9 
19 
+ 65 
, 
15 
·- 7 
--
56 
-28 
I 
8 2 
x9 x4 
984 
X6 
9+3 =-
3)12 1)10 
86 
+57 
13 
.- 8 
152 
-83 
7 
x9 
• I 
48\ 
\ 
x90 '\. 
[ 12 ] Go right on to the next page. 
. Divide 
6)50 
Add 
' 94 
1 
70 
19 
1 
5 
2 
5 
·Subtract 
478 
-71 
" 
2)84 
456 
828 
954 
I 853 
-247 
8)32 
9)11.29 
. ' 
23. 
65 
97 
25 
91 
45 
2! 3 
1 
3 
-
S47 
~ 769. 
479. 
60 
767 
8 
345 
5000 
-354 
Metropolitan: Elem.: R 
8)64 
31)93 
\ $2.67 
.89 
8.35 
5.00 
5! 2 
4! 2 
$20.00 
- 19.47 
[ ~ ] · Go right on to the next page. 
Subtract 
Multiply 
47' 
X 81 
I. 
Find : 
~of 36 -
Divide 
I 43)296 
' 
30,8 
X 73 
5 
-1 
2 
467 
X 19 
63)2970 
STOP! 
(. 
489 
X 208 
~of 18 -
Metropolitan: Elem.: R 
573 
X 786 
69)8725 
No. right. . . . . . . . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv .. .......• 
[ 14 ] . 
COSl: flOW IllUL:ll r Ct:lll:S 
2. we had 10 little chickens and_ sold D 
2 4 , of 'them. We had how · many 
chickens left ? ' . chickens 
3. ~y ~ro.ther h~s 8 baby rabbits. He Oa 
IS gomg to g1ve me· half. of them. · . ' 
How many shall I have? · rabbits 
4. I have 4 cents and want a book th~t D 
4 
. 
costs 15 cents. I need how· manv 
more cents ,to buy the book ? cents · 
6. 3 childr,en are coming J:o my party. 
I am going to- give each one of them D 
4 pieces of candy. I must get how 5 
many pieces for all of them? . pieces 
s~ My mother gave ·me 35 .cents. I 
spent 10 cents for a. sandwich and o· 
10 cents for a ride on the car. How 6 
many cents did I have left ? • · . cents 
7., I neecl 6 cups of.milk.to make someo· · 
custard. How many cups do I need · · 7 
for 5 times as much custard ? cups 
8. A train went. 45 miles the first hour D 
and 63 miles the second hour. How 8 
far did it go in the 2 hours ? miles 
/ 
[ I 5 ] Go right on to the next page .. _ 
10. Monday morning our teacher re-
ceived 3 packages of paper. She 
said that in each package there wereD 
h . w 480 s eets. How · many sheets · of 
paper did she receive-r sheets 
11. A farmer is going. to plari.t 260 trees. 
He has already planted _ 135 of the D 
trees. How many more has he still · 11 
to plant ? trees 
12. Martin's mo~her gave him 75¢ for 
lunches for his brother, his sister; and 
himself. . She told him to d:lv-ide the 
0
. . 
mon.ey equally. How much could · ¢ 12 
each child spend for lunch? · . 
13. If we average 25 miles an hour on D 
our auto trip, how far can we go ' · 13 
in 9 hours ? ,__ miles 
14. Tickets to our play are 10 cents each~ 0
. 
H ·15 people buy tickets, how much $ 14 
money shall we take· in ? , · 
, 15. Tom has 246 ~arbles~ · He filled D 
. 15 6 bags equally. How many marbles · 
will he have m each bag ? marbles 
I 
. 
. 
[ 16. ] Go right Qtt to the next page. 
"\.. 
17. Our club had $1.55 in the treasury. , 
18 . 
19. 
We spent 65 cents for :a party we ·. 
gave. How much mon_ey did weo· 17 
have left? 
At the beginning of the term I had 
. $4.05 in the school hank.· I now , · 
have $6.15. flow much did I put o· . 18 . 
in this term? · · . 
If balloons are 2 for 5¢, how ~any D 19\ · 
balloons can I buy for 25 cents? .palloons 
20. At' the grocery store Fred bought 
half a poun1. of meat for 23 · cents, 
six apples for l8 cents, and a jar of· 
peanut butter for 15 cents. How 
much chan:ge sh~uld he get from the D¢ 20 
dollar bill he gave the sto_rekeeper? , 
21. I bought 4 pencils for 8 cents each 
and gave the clerk half a · dollar. D¢ 21 ! 
How much change did J get back? '--
22. ·Mother bought some groceries that · 
co.st $5.64. She paid for them with 
a 10-dollar bill. How m:uch changeD· 22 
should she receive ? . 
.... 
~ I7 1 Go ri~ht on to the next na~e. · 
./ 
/ 
24. There are 224 pupils who are gping . 
to the museum. · Each bus' holds D 
p2 pupils. How many busses will be · 24. 
needed? busses 
.. 
25. The boys spent $14.76 for material 
for 4 picnic tables. What was the D 25 
cost. of the material for e,ach table ? 
STOP! 
\ 
I . 
I • 
\ 
I ,. 
.. 
No. right . • ; • • • • • • Stand. score . .... : . . . Gr· equiv .. .. ) 1. • • • Age equiv .. •... ·· •.• 
[ ) 8 1 . 
~~~-------------------------
.. 
c.' She -~----;{;-"- com1ng ta my -party. 
1. School' ,is out. It 1s time to, --,-------=------ home. 
2. I looked dowri. from_ a tall buil1ing y~sterday and 
...d- the , pe·opl<? on the · stre'et. 
3. Last week my _aunt ~-------- me a dime. 
-
4. Please liang your coat the closet. 
6. My peach is much ·::...:_jj:::___· ____ _ than you~s: 
6. Three people =:....:AAJ--"'-"'-----'---- fosi:/ in the ~torm. 
7. ".Allen A]-. • horne from school' early today,'' 
said his mother, "because he wasn't feeling well." 
8. Yesterday my :fifth..:.gra~e boys ,:_4:::_::::_,--------
of ·the wor.k. · 
their· share 
9.' "Are there apples m the basket?" "No,- there aren't 
_______ .apples in it." 
10. The flower smells :....::~~=-----· ___ _ 
1,1. . Whell; the· race was over, Peter, said, " I -'-/U-=----'-· --'-----,---
faster .thi~ morning .. That's how t won." 
'I . 
12. ·I saw you with Tom again yesterday. I always see you and 
A. together. 
13. The baby h~s ~---'------- two inches in the last three 
months. 
[ 19 ] Go right on to the next page. 
I . 
... o. :ocn coUiun t go-wrm us because he wasn't feeling ____ _ 
17. My aunt· invited me for a week, but I A/t=...::::...:.. ____ _ 
I 
only two "days. · 
1~. If I had been in your place, . I would 
'· 
said, 
"No." 
' 19. Mother said to Blanche, . " I A you a very 
nice present." 
20. · Every boy should take off h,at .. 
I I 
. 21. When we. have our picture taken, you, will .At-=-----!....--
. in the chair and I . shall stand b_ehind you. 
2~. " Has your cousin left this city?" '~ Y e~, he has ------
back to the farm." • 
23. They ______ .::.._;/;.=.· . go1'11g to· play any .longer becam;e it 
is too dark to see. 
24. A pint IS smaller a quart. 
I 
25. He ./t gomg to sell his pony no;v because he 
wants 1 to keep it another year. 
2~. There is the child A»-::...::;..::. : ..__ ____ was lost. 
27. ~'·Does ~e-give you a ride often,?" "·He has f-~-__:~-....,..... 
me a nde every few days lately." ·' 
; 
28. My father seldom goes to the movies. He says he --r----
care to see them often. 
29. Clara, AAJ.-. ...::..:= :-. ·----,----- you at Alice's birthday party? 
[ zo ] ·Go,right on to the next page. 
I 
asked. ·.who· was hurt, lVlary ·s~id, H lt was " 
32. You look tired'; why qon't you ~.:::_ ____ _ down on 
. this bed and rest? 
33. The girls my sister plays wit~ are much tal!er than ____ _ 
34. You . drive, too fast. 1 am , afraid- you will run over someone . 
. : . ( ;le~se drive more d " ' 
36. The hen· was neither. white- ---'--------- , black. 
36. She has just _.:..:AAJ--~------ a letter to her friend . 
• 
' ;t 37. Jahe plays the piano,. buf she 'has' never 
violin lessons. 
38. That. IS a ueat seam. You sew very /'10 
STOP! 
No. right ...... !.. Stand. score.. . . . . . . . Gr.' equiv •......... 1 Age equiv ... ...... . 
[ 21 ] 
3------~----------~------ 18--------------------------~---
4. 19 ., 
I 
6 20. 
) 
6 21. 
1--~--------------~----~ 22.·----------------------~-----
.. 
8----~------------------- 23·-------------------..,.----------
9·~------------------~---- 24·-------~--------------------
.. 
10·--~~~--~------------ 25~-----------------------------
11.·----------------------~-- 26·------------,--------------------
12.·------~----------~---- 27.·------------~--------------
13. 28 
· .. 
14. :29 
·.; 
15. ~0. 
[ '22 ] 
Metropolitan: Elem.: R 
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Sta:nd:"?c;;'n. . • • • • • • • Gr. equiv •. :· ••••• 
: [ 23 l \ 
Sri \ 
r 
Age ·equip ......... . 
I 
lV . . 
ame ......... ~ ......................... Dat" 
"' ......... ' .. . 
Teacher .......... .' ........... Grade.... School 
' . . . . . . . ...... . 
City .................. County · Stat" 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • "' ••••• 4. 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: ELEMENTARY BATTERY 
* 
12-3 -
12-2 • 
12-1 • 
!?-Q . 
Test 1~ I Test 2;1 Test a· I Test 4 
READ- VOCAB- ,ARITH. ARITI:I. 
lNG, ULARY FUND. PROB. 
1-
li=lb= "" 11-9 • 11-8 • 
Test 5 · Te~ 6 AVE. * t 
LANG. SPELir ACH'T. 
USAGE !Np 
- '·8.5 • 
. 
- 8.0 
11-7. ~ H:g : ~~'!.-... _ .....,."""...-....!:...,~ 
- \ 7.5 
11-3 . ~· 11-4' I ~~~ 
11-2 • 
11-1 • 
11-0 -10-11 • 
10-10. 
10-9 • 
10-8 • 
10-7 -
10-6 • 
10-5 • 
10-4 -
10-3 • 
10-2 -
10-1 • 
10-0 • 
- 7.0 
/1'. 
7 
9-11- . 
9-10 . 
.. 9-9 -
] 9-8 -
w 9-7 
.... 9-6 . ~ 9-5 ~ 9-4 -
·a 9-3 $ 9-2 
"' 9-1 . 
.. 9-0 
<01 8-11-
8-10. 
8-9 
8-8 
8-7 
8-6 -
8-5 
8-4 
8-3 
8-2 
8-1 -
8-0 
7-11 . 
7-10. 
I 7-9 
·7-8 -
7-7 
7-6 
7-5 
7-4 
7-3 -
7-2 . 
7-1 . 
7-0 
6-11-
6-10-
6-9 . 
6-8 
6-7 
6-6 
6-5 
'. 
-
I 
/ 
.! 
.~! 
j 
i/ 
,j 
J ' I 
I 
;(, 
f.,;/ 
I 
// 
I 
I 
-
. 
-
-
. \ 
. .. , 
. . 
-
2.5 
. 
. 
\ 
- ' 
., 
"- \ . J 
"' . . i 
-
-
2.0 :I I 
. 
. 
. 
. \ 
'I '· 
. \ 
. . 
-
1.5 
-
*These two scales are indljfient. Only one should be used at one ~. 
In plotting this chart, put an,.ithe box above the scale which is to be use~ 
t An additional scale is pr;ded here in order to make it. possible ~ plot tf! 
chart in terms of norms ot?ffian those of age or grade. 1 , 
The Profile Chart is designed to !_tlJlh' a graphi~· picture of the achiev~ment of ~ indivi~al 
revealed by his test scores. In ~-~ the eqwvalents (grade, age, or other cype), . 
booklet and lay it flat so that botfd ti~e page and the Profile Chart~ view. Plot 
of each test score on the proper ee and join these points to make1iie profile. ' 
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Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests 
Fifth Edition 
GRADE III 
NAME -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Boy _____ . Girl _____ _ 
Grade ----------------~------- Teacher .--------------------------------.---------------
Date ------------------------------------------------------ School ------------------.-------------------------------
Year Month Day 
Born 
City _________________________________________ -------------
----------------------------------------------------
Year Month Day 
Age ------------------------------------------------------
Years Months Days 
Test Results ------------------------------------------
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU- Minneapolis - Nashville - Philadelphia 
Copyright, 1927, 1940, and 1942, F. KUHLMANN and ROSE .ANDERSON 
Printed in U. S. A. 
-==--'- "=================r=== 
~------- ~-
-.- --·· ...... ~. 
TABULATIONS 
ru:.u. ])I.A. ll.t.U. lll.A. lll.U. llf.A. lll.U. M.A. ru:.u. M.A. 
273~ 6-9 306- 8-4 332- 9-11 352-11-6 
.. .......... 353-11-7 275- 6-10 307- 8-6 333-10-0 
.......... 277- 6-11 309- 8-6 334-10-1 354-11-8 
238- 6-5 279- 7-0 310- 8-7 335-10-2 365-11-9 
241- 6-6 281- 7-1 312- 8-8 337-10-3 356-11-10 
243- 6-7 282- 7-2 313- 8-9 338-10-4 367-11-11 
245- 6-8 284- 7-3 315- 8-10 339-10-5 363-12-6 
248- 6-9 286- 7-4 316- 8-11 340-10-6 366-12-10 
250- 5-10 288-- 7-5 318- 0-0 341-10-7 368-13-0 
252- 5-11 290- 7-6 319- 9-1 342-10-8 370-13-3 
254- 6-0 291- 7-7 320- 9-2 343-10-9 374-13-9 
257- 6-1 293- 7-8 322- 9-3 344-10-10 375-13-10 
259- 6-2 295- 7-9 323- 9-4 345-10-11 376-14-0 
261- 6-3 296- 7-10 324- 9-5 346-11-0 379-14-5 
263- 6-4 298- 7-11 326- 9-6 347-11-1 385-15-3 
266- 6-5 300- 8-0 327- 9-7 348-11-2 388-15-8 
267- 6-6 301- 8-1 328- 9-8 349-11-3 
* 269- 6-7 303- 8-2 329- 9-9 350-11-4 .......... 
271- 6-8 304- 8-3 331- 9-10 351-11-5 .......... 
*Zero scores and M.U. or M.A. scores above and below those listed ·Should be written in these spaces. 
To find the median Mental Growth Units .or Mental Age take the average of the 5th & 6th scores. 
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Test 18 
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Test 1'7 
EXAMPLES: 
Y-B-0 _ ------------ __ ----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
E-M-T -I----------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
1. N-M-A----------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------
2. L-A -B-L·--------------·---·----·-------·---------------·-·---------··-----·--·-··-·-····-
3. B-Y -A-B _____________________________________________ ----·-------------------------------
4. X-B-0 _________________________ ------------_ ------------------------------------------------
5. 0-C-W -----__ ----------____________________ --· ---------------------------------------------
6. G-L-R'"" I .. _____________________________________________________ ----· __ ---------------------
7. K-0-B-0 ---------·----------------------------------------------------------· ------------· 
8. V-H-A-E ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. M-0-S-U-E ---------------------------------------------------------·-------------------
10. P-N-I-L-0-E----------·------····-·····--··----------·-----------------------~--------
'!'est 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A E U B D G C F H 
EXAMPLES: 
Teet 19 
(A) 1 6 2 -----------------------------------·----------------------------
(B) 8 1 7 2 ________________ : __ ·---------------------------------~------
(1) 5 3 6 --·--·--------·--------·----------------------------------------
(2) 9 1 5 ---------------------------·---·--·--------·---------.-------·---
( 3) 5 3 2 -·-·····--·--C··-·-·---····-··---···--·--······-----·-··-•·-•••-
( 4) 4· 1 6 ---·-----------··--·-·----···--·--··--·----·--·------------·----
( 5) 2 1 7 9 ---------·-·------·--·-----------------·--·-----------------
( 6) 9 3 6 2 --·----·---·--·--------·------·--------·-······-·---------·-
(7) 4 2 1 5 ---·--·--------·---------·---------·--·--·------·-----------
( 8) 1 6 3 2 -------·--------------·----·------····-·-----·--------------
( 9) 7 9 1 8 2 -----------·---------------------------·--·-------------
(10) 8 3 5 6 2 ----~--------------------------------------------------­
(11) 4 2 5 1 3 4 ----------------------------------------------------
. ( 12) 5 2 4 1 3 7 9 --------------·---------------------------------
. rn D· 
~ ,~ D . ~ () 
a£ A 7 0·0 
.. ·~ _ili_ , o_o 
t . . 0 0 
·i 
.·~ ·.: .. ~ ::: 
i • ~ ••• 
t~••• ~0·· I . 5 $ $ • e 10" . • 
I . . • • • • 
I l . 
··~ 
EXAMPLES: 
bread meat eggs plate cheese 
bush stone tree flower grass 
1. top rattle · doll sled playing 
2. book marbles pencil map slate 
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl 
4. skating language arithmetic spelling reading 
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries 
6. mother cousin brother aunt friend 
7. town house village . hamlet city 
8. sparrow butterfly bee rabbit eagle 
9. you we and I he 
10. free happy glad joyous pleased 
11. automobile ship motorcycle bicycle aii.·plane 
12. general ensign major colonel captain 
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous 
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment anger 
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash 
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INTRODl10TIO:N 
This studY" is an attempt to oompB.l'e the rate of learning 
of abst~aet and colo~l wo~as in ~ada three. It 1s an out• 
powth of the studies by oallahanl and lorlea who eug~stea, 
u A fw:ttheJt study of the same type on a much la~aer population 
1n ordel' to see whether the results would prove more s1ga1f:t~ 
cant." 
!he taetgps cons1de~ed in th1s s~dy are• 
1. *.fhe compEI!'ison or the rate of leamms 
af oolerfttl and abst~aot words. 
a. tfbe relatio!l$h1p o:r learning :r-ate to 
~ead1ng ae.h1evement. 
s. ~he sex differences in the same faoto~s. 
4 • Allalys is of the e2:':Pdt's • 
'I· Calltihtint, Do:rothea. ~. "The Oemps.rison 1n Rate of ;Leun.~ng 
. Of aol,:rful· and Abs.txtact Words 1n Grade One.• lhlpub11shetl 
Master ·S Thesis, Boston trnive:rs1ty Sehool of Edu.aat1on. 
1$4'1. . . . 
a. Boy:le J Vi:rgin1a R. ULeaxoning Rate ot OGlOl'f'ul and Ab-
st~act Wo:rds in Gl'ade One. n , 'Cfapublished Master~ s Whesis, 
Bos'bo~ trn1ve:tts1ty School .or Eduea:t:t.on1 1950•· 
1 
. ' ' 
.• 
O~ERI 
Les.rn1ng rate ia this study is used to mean the nwnbett 
of wol!'cis a child can :recall as sight wo~ds :five hours .afte:t' 
a twenty minute teaching period. 
In planning this study, the f'ellow1ng details wel!'e oon-
side:redJ 
1. ropu.l.~tien 
9-. Les:rn:tng Pate tests. 
3. ~he pztepara tion or tbf.l ma'bel:'1al. 
4. The testing p;pog!'am• 
Population 
~e total numb&~ at enildr~n who p~tiaipated in the 
tbl-'ee leal':ning ~ate tests was eighty-eight. The $tttdy was 
made in a large scfuool 1n an industl'ial ()ity ()f about eo,ooo. 
~bree th~d grades were used. 
~able X gives the tnEi8l1 olwonolog1cal and mental ages of 
the eignty•eight ohil~en. 
q 
-sex 
BC.Y'S 
G11'ls 
.. 
fAJiLEcl 
DAN Qlm.OBOLOGIQAL AND !Em!'AL AGES 
Number 
46 
42 
-·-···· 
S yrs,, 7 mos. 3.63 B Ttts-. 1 10 mos. · 3,01 
8 Y'X'S• 1 6 mos. 4.08 9 y;t'S. 1 9 moth·· 4.80 
The ohltonsleg1eal agef:t ot the bc>y-s :ranged f~om '1 Y'ttE:U's, 
6 mo~ths to 9 7e~s, ' months with a mean c~onQlOg1cal age 
of' 8 l"Eial'S• 8 xnolttha.- 'l!he mental ages of the boys ranged 
f'rem e yeal's 1 o months to ll J'EUtrs, 0 months with a mean men• 
tal age ef 8 '16al:'s:~ Y mOll.ths. The obronologiolil ages of the 
gi,l$ ranged f,am V 7ears, 8 months to 9 years, 5 months with 
a mean obronologieal age of a yea~s, 6 months. !he mental 
ages of the gil'ls 111aagad fx'om 5 ·yeal'ls, 11 menths te 10 '16&.1"$,. 
10 months with a mean meni1al age of B years . ., 9 menths.. 
!he ~o~elogical ~a of the tot~l populat~en ranged 
; ' 
cbronologidal age of 8 years, 8 menths. !h$ mental ages:or 
the boys and git'ls :ranged fl'-om 5 years, ll months to 11 rea!l:'s 
0 menths with a mean men-tal age of 8 y$are 1 ·lo metaths. ~his 
indicates that the ~oup is ave~age in mental abil!t7. 
Jlental age was determined by the Oaliforliia. Sho:tat .... F.ol'lll I 
Test ef Mental Mat~ity~l 
l.. :Pu'61!siied ·by Oalifm:ania Test ~eatt., 5916 Rollyweod Boule .... 
· v~tt, Los Angeles 28., Oalif orn:ta.. Revision 194'1,. 
·ro· 
"·' 
Lea:r-nimg R!te Tc:Jsts_ 
':thirty words we:re seleeted frOl'll s:J.xth g%'ade .reade:rs1 se 
that the wo:ttds would be. new to the children. Fifteen colt»:t• 
tul and tiftee~ abst~act words we~e on.the list· or woP6$ 
whioh ,included varied len~th·, phonet14 blends t ahd lett~ 
oomb1nat1one-. 
· !he th~ty WQ:t'th'f we~e divided into tm-ee g:ttoups . ot: te:a 
words eaoh. lfhe following table shows the .~ouping. 
{!r~;tm 
l 
II 
XXI · · 
TABLE li 
WORDS trSElJ XN LEARlfiNG RATE WESTS 
Qololthl. 
a:tsle 
echeonel' 
. ge:ran1.um 
lavendel" 
tam'boU!*:tl'Ua 
oeiling 
deoelfation 
hosp1tal 
prQfesser 
silhouettes 
'bl:u'>eau. 
oathed:Pal 
eohestra 
medici:ne 
ceremonies 
Abstx-aet 
edge 
naughty-
r:U.gnifieo · 
pneumonia 
bebavio~ · 
wail 
mm1sttt.t-e 
knowledge 
'd'feot!.cnaate 
worship 
n 
f~enaj;.st1(J)n l;)f tl'le Matex-ia~ 
~he wel\da wel'e P2"1nted· o• 3 11 :Jt 1on flash ·eattatJ 1n lowe~ 
case lette:rlh; 
OhfiOk sheets we~e made with spaces fw Clheoldttg the !'e• 
teiltion of the Wfl!ttds at tl'll'~e difte:t-$nt times• 
·The· diltect1ons we:tte p:rinted and gi,en tQ all the tea.® .... 
ex-s who pQ.~tieipated in time tG study them and bectmle :tain1• 
lia~ with the mate~ial. 
The colo:rful and a.bstr-aot woxo<ts wal'J$ taught al temately 
until the ten WO!'ds had been taUght ~ 
As the new word was being pJ-eseaiH;td• the .f1:t-st words 
taught w~~e reviewed by having the aif.tel"ent nhild:tten f'tnd 
the w~ on the blackboro:-d9 
The W$:rds were pritlted on tla.sh oa»ds and if a child 
hesita-ted on a w~d o:r said the wo:rd inCOl*:t*&etl;r he was ahon 
the :right word ~ed!ately. 
When the ten wo~ds we:ttf) taught·~ the ehild~en 'be$k ·the 
flash CQl.'dS and ·matched thett1 to the WGl'tds Pl"inted C)n the 
The ch ildl"$rt read the wo:.ttds f~m the f'lash OtU:'ds. · 
Ail lltOO o 1o1Gd£~ ()lte ho~ after the teaohma. took place~ 
each ehild was tested individually, using flaah c~ds to see 
hGw many Wol"ds he :retained. If a ehild made an erl'G~ on a 
wo:rd 1 he was teld the werd immed~ately.. Xf a oh11~. hesitated 
tor: five aeol)nds, he was told the wol'd. When a child aaid 
.. 
I~ 
nx don't know" he was told the :right wwd,. 
P0ttr hours later each Child was tested for a second 
time. 
' 
']!he n'W.nber ot word~! that the child oan :r~ad at the se~ 
eoitd testing was considered his le@ni.ng l'ate" 
A .copy of the t.l'eaeh•l'*s Manual may .be found 1n the 
Appen.du. 
fhe Test~ns P~·~~~~ 
Learning :rate tests w~e given dUring the second week 
et December and tbe first week of tr~Y' and the seoond 
week of Jamtal7'• AU were administe~ed the same dar, Tues• 
day. The tea.ehers follcmed the same plan, usea the same check 
sheets. The fb-st cheeks were made with t.ted pencils and the 
second Qhecks were made with green. 
Each tleacher ~ranged he:r elas~ in tbltee gr0ups accord• 
tng to their reading achievement. The ten Wol"ds were taught 
' ' . ' . 
. . ' 
in a twenty muute pel'iod to each g:roupJ. the fil*st ten 
minutes were spe:nt 1:n 1ntrc.1CiU.oins the wo:l'ds1 and the last 
tan minutEuJ were spent bl p:t'aetice~ '!he words were taught 
to the best gl'ottp ;fbst, the average group seoond, and the 
slow p-oup thbd. 
The data we1te an.e.l:r:zed and th~ :results a:re presented in 
the next dbapte~. 
,~ 
' ' 
~'l'EB. X~ 
ANALYSIS. OF DJ\t,rA 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analraed to fin€1: 
1. 'l'he oompax-ison :ln aeh:tevemen~ of colox-ful 
and abstttact words. 
a. S~x <Iitterenoe in learning ):11ato,. 
3. Relationship of lea:rn1ng rate and ~eading 
achievement. 
4. lb'l'o:tts in learning. 
Table III shows the comparison of oolo~ and abst~aet 
wor~s for the tfltal population., 
TABLE XII 
OOMPARISON OF 1'BE .. RAt.rE "OF LEARlttNG OF 
'00LORFUL AWD ABSTRAOT WORDS 
The mean tov colorful wottds is 12.61 compe.:tJea with 
1~.32 fo't' the abst:t"act wordth 'fhe orit1cal ratio being .65 
shows the diftei'enae is not statist1oall:r signit'1oaut., Ther$ 
e.1-e 48 ohanoes in one htmdl:'ed that this a tl.'ue ditferenoe !n 
,~ 
favor of the abst,..aot wex-da. 
Table lV sll.ews the oomp~ison of learning :rate of boys 
and girls. 
TABLE IV 
OOMPARISOli OF LEARNING RATE OP BOYS AND GIRLS 
Group No. Mean s .• n. s,E.m Dlff·•m S.,E.d ChR·• 
Boys 46 25.38 4.89 ~'l 
1.2, 
--30 ·42 
Ghtls 42 26.66 4.14 .63 
' 
Mean SOOl'B fox- the boy-s was 25.38 oompal'ed with 26.65 
fo:r the gi:rls. The critical :ratio of .42 shows that this 
difference is not statistically signifies.nt.. ~here are 32 
chances in. one hundred that this 1s a t:rus di:ti"ere:nce in 
favo:r of the girls. 
~able V shows: the os:r:nps.:tt1son of the 11ate o:t leali:nil:lg br 
boys and girls in abstract wo:ras. 
lb 
t.ABttE·V 
SEX D!FPERElfQE J:i ABs~d!t' WORDS 
No. 
' 
Boys 46 13.09 e •. 3l .'154 
--
·•s .115 3.2 Gi:t'ls 42 13.5'1 1.99. .31 
'Mean s or>:re to;p tll.e gi~is w-a~ 1$.,.§'1 eo~al'id with l~h09 
ffl'l' the boys;. 'lb.e. l)r1 tieal rat1:& 'of ~.2 shows ·1t is a twe 
Gx-oup No. 
Boys '46\ 
Gb-ls 42 
13:.82 3.32 
l3.tra" e'-.14 
.• '14 
Mean soo:re fC)r· the boys. was 13.82 cl!mlpared with 13.08 
fw the girls,. The e~it:lcal ~atie .41 shows this diff'e:r-eBee 
is not statistioally- si¢f1caat in fa:vGr of thf.l ,boys .•• 
There QXt& 30 ehanees in one hUndl'ed that this is a t"til dtf• 
fe~e•oe in faVI!.a) of the beys. 
!'able VII shows the -:relationship -ot: learning ~ate to 
l'ea1'31ng a·oh ievement,. 
TABLE VII 
RELATIONSHIP OF LEARNING RATE TO READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Pa·ctor.s 
Learning Rate and 
Reading Aehiave.mettt sa •. 549 
The co:ttttelat1on of ·the learning rate and reading achieve,... 
ment is -.549 with. a stantlal:'d al'ror of '*0'13.-. 
Table V:;t:ti shows the compar,isqn o~ ·the reading achievement 
ot bo~s and gir1s:-. 
TABLE VIII 
SEX DIFFERENCE IN READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Group No .• Mean SdrD.-. S.•E•m Di:f'f'.•m s.qa.d o .• a,. 
BQys -46 :3.;66 ·'1-1i50 ,ill 
,,.24 •17 
'· 
.-.15 
Girls 42 :3 .• 90 ·2 '16 ... ' •33 
·The mean score f'or the bo7s ·was -s.ee compal'ed w:tth 3 .• 90 
tor the girls". The Q:r·it·:tcal ratio of ,~15 shows that this 
difference ·is not stairist'ically aignif"ican:t;. 
The data were analysed foX' the num.bel" and ty-pes of 
erX'~S and the number a~d types of substitutions that were 
made in the learning ~ate. All e:t'l*ors Welt'e MCorded.. Errors 
maoe by sabstituting words or by including WQrds not in the 
test" 'fable lX shews the errm-s and su'bsti tutions in celor-
ful words. 
I' 
fABLE IX 
ERRORS IN OOLORFUL WORDS 
We~d Bo. Risht No •. Wrans. Substitu1d.on· 
aisle '8 l aisles 23 
edge 23 
idle l 
alley s 
schoonex- Y5 5 school 3 
soeotere 5 
. geranium. 68 1'1 41gnif1ed 
getting 
gl'SSB 
le.vendex- 'TO 16 lad del" 
lava 
t ambo'U.J:'itva 'f3 14 'hangett.1ne 
ceiling 86 0 l!U'ge 
cel'eal 
dGUlol'ation 69 15 o:rnamen"b s 
deGOl"ate 
c31gnitied 
diotiellary 
hospital 84 4 0 
prefessor Bl e pe:rfeotion 
silhouettes 52 36 0 
bUl*eau 83 5 0 
cathedral 52 36 atmesphere 
erohestrs. 88 4 affectionate 
medicine ae l. oel'emon.les 
eettemonies 65 eo cathedral 
eeremeny 
silhouettes 
Colorful. wol"d was au.batitutea by an incH:t~rceot colol:*fttl word 
25 time&. 
. ; 
colorful werd was substituted by incorrect abstract word 
.2 times. 
Oolortul word was substituted by a word not ln tae le~nfng· 
taate test 16 times~ 
fable X shaws the e~r•rs and snbstitutioas tn abstract 
wottds. 
!AILE X 
ERRORS XB AESTRAOf WOl.mS 
Wcl:id No •. R:lgh'b No. Wl'ons Substitutions 
edge as l end 
aisle 
Jlaugh'ty· 87 l 
dignified .,6 10 de fin& 
defy 
pnellm~n:ta 1!8 8 naughty 
ammonia 
behavior 82 4 behave a 
wail 82 s 
moisture ':14 10 mus1e1an 
knowledge VB 8 notice 
oollege 
a.ffeeti onate 51 33 aff1x-m 
affeetion 
affected e 
WO:l!'Ship 85 2 professor 
a'bmQsphe~e 66 20 although 2 
el.'t-alld sa l fil!\Jm 
eiu~na.l 
idea 84 tnaeetl 
e:ttl.'and 
altbeugh '11 l5 a.lthxte't.lgh 
atmo~:Jphere 
t'Eispeot .,8 8 l:'ep1a.ce-. 
abl.e 
Oe~ect abs~raet w~d was substituted br an tnoorreot 
abstraet word as times. 
Oorreet abstract warad was substituted by an 1noeneet . 
oolOl'ful word 4 times. 
Cor~eot abstl'aot wovd was $Ubst:t.tuted by a wc:>rd not 1n the 
learning rate test S ttmes. 
The numbev of uo-rrect :responses on oolal'tul. wol"6s was 
1,097 ou.t o:t a possible 1,320. 
The numbel" of co:rx-eet l:'esponses on abatl'act wo2-ds waa 
1,162 out of a possible 1 1320. 
'.rhe eolQXtful wo:r!lti l'&tained by' the g2:teatast numb~ of 
ehiltiJten was "meaietnett ~ !here were 86 ce:r:reot :responses 
oub Qf a possible sa. fhe colorfUl word retained by the 
lowest number of ohildren was "sUhouettes".. Thexre were 58 
correct responses out ot a possi~e as. 
the wo,.,a. "naughty" is the a bstraot word retained by the 
greatest number of children, There we:tte S'1 oo:rx-eot respoX).ses 
out of a possible as. !he abstraot word retained by ths 
lowest numbe%' ot child!' en was· "affet)tiollate". 'Thette wer--e 61 
eo~reet responses out of a possible as. 
.QlW'WO lV 
SuMMARY AND OONOLUSlONS 
Ol!APTER IV 
. . , . 
S'ODARY AND 0 OliOLUSI ONS 
'!he purpose of this study was to compare the rate ot 
lea:mins of eol.orful and abst:twaat words in grs.Cie three with~ 
Qttt the us$ of piotures. Eighty~etgnt boys ana gt~ls tram 
tbree thi~d grades we~e used in the study. ~e children go . 
to school b an industrial citl' of abeu.t l30:~000 people- !'he 
stud:y was used in a publ1o school in Masaaohusetts. i'hixuty 
wo:Pds we:.re s eleoteca by' the Wl*1te;r .to:tt this study- and divided 
into three groups of ten words eaoh~t '-'be same wo,.ds were 
taught to all the ohildlteta.. Th:ree dif'fe:ttent teaohers pre• 
senteti the lean1ing :rate· in their classrooms to t~eS.ll ovm. 
children. l:)'u.:ring this study., the Oalifo~n,ia Short•l'om Test 
of Mental Matul'1ty and tbe ·metropolita:n Reading Test, Form R 
were given to· all. the <Jb.:tlwen .. 
The. eonelus1 o:ns obtained fltam the data were J 
l.q The fl1f:fe:r'enee between the xaa.te of' l~al'ning 
•f eolerful and abst:raet words by the tf)'bal 
populat1oB was in tavo~ of the abstract . 
2,. The diffe:renee between :rate of 1e~11S.ng of 
boys md gil'ls was in tavo:r of the girls,. 
~e eritioal ratio was .42 which shews that 
.· .. ,. 
this d1ffe:renee is not stat1sticall7 
sip,i:flcant •. 
s. 'lhe dif:te:renoe between the rate of le~n1ng 
between boy:s and g:J.ltls·in.al»stl'aot words 
was in f'a:vo:r of' the girls.. 'the ~l"it1eal 
~atio of 3.2 sh~1s it is a true diftel'enee 
in· favo:r ot the girls. 
4. ~e difte~enee between tbe ~a~e or laarntmg 
of colorful words by the boy-s and g:S.l'ls 
was in favor of the gi:rla.. ~ cr!t:lcal 
:ratio:was .. 41 which shows the difference 
is not atatist1oa1ly sigaif!cant. 
' ' . 
-' ) 
I 
i 
LEARNING RA E 
PLAI~ OF EXPERIMENT 
Learning Rs: e in this study is used to mean the number of words a · 
child cru?. r call as sie;b.t words five hours after a twenty ni.inute~. 
· teaching pe iod. 
In planning the te~t the follonng details were consider-edt· 
1. Popule:t.ion 
2 Learnblg rate ~sta 
The preparation of the-material 
The testing program 
DIREOTlONS OR EACH TEAOHER 
-. 
The tim.& fo givins the learning rate test is one hour (9cOO-l0aOO) 
The ten \fOr e are to be taught ·1n e. twenty minute period - ten 
minutes for tee.ching,and ten minutes for practice .. "The learning 
Rate is pre ented to the three :reading groupe, the best group first, 
,the average second,the slower group third. 
Teaob1A$ an Praotioe are kept constant. 
The pl"ooed 
f1llo-c-rst 
for teaching the colorful and abstract. words is e.e 
l Teacher prints word on the blackboard 
2 Teacher pronounces word distinct~ 
-' Children pr-onounce word 
4 T~Cher ~ children discuss the meaning of the wor~ 
5 Teacher ahow4 flash card with printed wor4 on 1~ 
6 Each child f:Datcbea word on flash card wit.h word on 
blackboard and said ~he word 
~·lORDS ARE TO BE TAUGHT UJ THIS ORD~~R 
FIRST LESSON 
aisle 
schooner 
geranium 
lavendet" 
'tatnbour1ne 
edge 
naughty 
dignified 
pneumonia 
behavior 
FIRST .LESSON . 
SECOND LESSON 
ceiling 
decorat.ion 
hospital 
protessO%" · 
silhouettes 
wail 
moisture 
knowledge 
affectionate 
worship 
THIRD LESSON 
bureau 
cathedral 
orchestra· 
medicine · 
·ceremonies 
atmosphere 
errand 
idea 
alt.houeh 
respect 
aisle An. aisle is the apace between two rows of seats 
as in .a chul"ch,tJleatre ,and school,. 
schooner A schooner is a sailing ship,usually having two 
maats but. sometimes more. 
geranium Geranium is a plent. Somet1mes 1t. has red, white 
or pink flowers. 
lavendett te.vcmder is a color. lt. is pale purple. 
· t.ambOtll"ine A te.mbourin& is e. small drum l'li th jingles at 
the side. ·rt. t.r p~ed by st.r1king it with the 
knuckles .. 
edge The ltnite hs.s a vers sharp edge. 
~ughty It is naugh~ to tease pets and animals. 
digntfied A prince arid princess should be dignified.(stately) 
pneUlli.Onie. The little bby was ill with pneumonie. .. 
behavior Sometimes the U .. ttle9girl•s behavior shamed her 
mother~ 
SEOOND.LESSON 
ceiling The c~iling is (point.) up t.here .. 
. . . 
decorations During the holidays we have ~ pret~ decorations. 
hospital ~'1hen a person is sick or he.s an accident he is taken 
to t.he hospite..l 
professor A professor teaches in college. 
silhouettes A silhouette is an outline drawing of a figure filled 
-with a color ~ eometimGs out out. of paper .. 
wail 
lalowledge 
i'la1l mee.ll$ to cq sometimes caused by pain.The baby 
wailed~ 
Ther• ts moisture 1n the air. Dew is lUOisture that 
oollec:ts ~t nlght. 
~'llnm we le81"n something we are adding to our 
k:nowl$dge. Knowledge 1s wbe.t one laiows. 
af'fac.t1ona1ie A person who is loving and ld.nd is effectionate. 
worship 
THIRD LESSOl~ 
ln. America we oe.n worship 1n the church of our 
choice. 
bureau A buree.1l 1s a chest. or ds'aws where l'IS keep clothes .. 
cathedral A cathedral is a large important church. 
orchestra An orchestra is made up of lZiflnU musical instru:ment.s. 
me<lioine l'Jhen '~ are siok we take medioine to help us get 
well. 
4eretnonies 1'h~ .lnd1EmS he4 ~ ceremQn.ies .. 
atamsphe;re, The ab' that sUI'rOWlds the eal'tli is called t.he 
tt:tm.espheJ'e •. 
idea 
t!hen. gou; ue sent to the st.ore for something you 
u-e d~itt,g aa e.n~c1. 
our thoughts are ideas .Cs.ndy' and ~oy • s are a ohi.ld' e 
idea or happiness. 
!\!other let us eo to the sho11 although 1 t. was rain.ing. 
(even if) 
Children should show respect t.o those who e.re older 
a.nd 11iser. 
-· 
.,, 
-
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LESSON Olm 
-
e 
' 
&.isle 
. 
schooner 
gen.nium. 
1avender 
tambourine 
edge 
:naughty-
aignified 
pneumon1a 
behaVior 
If child hoeita~es 5 seconds tell him the word. 
Have child come to d$sk for check,flash cards 9ch&ok word it correct. 
-
write all words that child ~bsti~uea. 
Use red. pencil for £irst check and green pencil far second check • 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
ELEMENTARY BATTERY 
FORMS · R, S, T, AND U 
For Grades 3 and 4 
BY GERTRUDE H. HILDRETH 
With the cooperation of 
, RICHARD D. ALLEN1 HAROLD H. BIXLER1 
. WILLIAM L. (ONNOR1 AND FREDERICK B. GRAHAM 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
NOTE. · To insure accurate and reliable results,.:the examiner should 
read the entire contents of these directions-bftfore administering the 
tests. Details concerning the interpretation of test results and their 
use in· the improvement of instruction· are given elsewhere.1 
Co~TENT oF .THE SE·~fES • -· . 
The complete batteries. The basic unit in the Metropolitan Adiievement 
Test Series is the complete battery, containing a number of coordinated 
tests in the major school subjects. There ar~ fi/ve such batteries in the 
series: Primary I Battery for Grade 1, Primary/ II Battery for Grade 2, 
the Elementary Battery for Grades 3 and 4 (replacing Primary III Battery 
of the older edition), Intermediate_ Battery for Gr4des 5 and 6, and Advanced 
Battery for Grades 7.and 8 and beginning half of, Grade 9.2 The separate 
subject-matter tests comprising these batteries/ provide reliable measures 
of individual achievement. The average' of the subtest scores on each 
battery provides a measure of average achievement for the individual pupil. 
Summaries of individual pupil data for vario~dininistrative units (class, 
school, grade, community, etc.) will reveal the'·relative status in each of the 
areas measured or on totfl,l achievement. 
The division of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests into five separate 
batteries, each battery covering not more than two full grades, permits a 
larger proportion of the content within each battery to be at grade level and 
thus adds to the reliability3 and validity of the measurement. · 
The Elementary Battery contains six subtests: 1. Reading; 2. Vocabu-
lary; 3. Arithmetic· Fundamentals; 4. Arithmetic Problems; 5. Lan-
guage Usage; and 6. Spelling. 
1 A Manual for Interpreting is planned for the series and must be ordered separately. 
2 Besides the five achievement batteries, the Metropolitan Readiness Tests have been issued, to pro• 
vide a means of determining the readiness of pupils to learn the work of the first grade. 
a See Table 2, page 11. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1946, 1947, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
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Partial batteries and separate subject tests. In addition to the complete 
batteries as described above, the Intermediate and Advanced Batteries are 
published in the form of part~al batteries which contain the following 
subtests: 1. Reading; 2. Vocabulary; 3. Arithmetic Fundamentals; 
· 4. Arithmetic Problems; 5.' English; 6. Spelling. There are no partial 
batteries for the Primary or Elementary Tests, since these already are 
composed chiefly· of skill tests. 
Since in many instances it is desirable to use an arithmetic test or a reading 
test independently of any others, the tests in these two subjects are pub-
lished separately for the Elementary, Intermediate, and Advanced Batteries. 
In every case the separate Reading Test is made up of the Vocabulary and 
Reading Tests of the appropriate battery, while the Arithmetic Test is 
made up of the Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems Tests 
from the battery. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
1. Testing, by its very nature, differs from teaching. If the examiner 
gives more help than the directions allow, the results may be invalidated. 
2. Every effort must be made to prevent pupjls from helping each other. 
Otherwise a true picture <;:annat be obtained of the extent of pupil achieve-
ment or of pupil difficultieS and the reasons for them. Arranging the 
situation so that pupils cannot copy from each other is far better than 
reminding them constantly that they are not to look at each other's papers. 
3. The natural classroom situation should be retained as far as possible. 
4. Accurate administering requires implicit following of instructions. 
The precise wording of directions has been worked out with great care and 
any marked deviation may invalidate the results. A natural manner and 
tone of voice should be used. There is no need to read instructions me-
chanically if the examiner is sufficiently familiar with them. " 
5. These tests are designed as measures of achievement of pupils - not 
as tests of following directions. Blackboard demonstration of the sample 
items is recommended unless the examiner is certain that it is unnecessary. 
Such demonstration and instruction should be done before the test papers 
are passed out. If it is expected that pupils will have difficulty in following 
the directions, it would be advisable to give them practice in the type of 
directions they are to follow in the test, making use of the samples in the 
tests for this purpose before the test is administered. 
6. Requests to leave the room, and such emergencies as are presented by 
pupils who are hard of hearing or who have temporary vision troubles and 
the like, should be t~ken care of at the discretion of the examiner, who is in 
the best position to judge the proper handling of each case. 
· 7. The pupils should be warned that during the test periods no one but 
the examiner needs to do any talking. During the course of the test the 
examiner should walk about the room to see that pupils are working on the 
right page. The examiner should give a pupil only the help necessary to~-. 
get him to. indicate the ans~er in the right place or correct manner, but 
should not help the pupil.to mark the right answer. The examiner should 
also see that on a test that takes two pages or more the pupils do not stop 
I 
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at the end of any page before the last one of the test. Likewise, pupils 
.must be cautioned not to go beyond the test being taken. No questions 
are to be answered during the course of the test. The pupil may raise his 
hand only if his pencil breaks. An extra supply of sharpened pencils should 
be on hand in case of need: · · -
8. No one but the examiner should make any preliminary statements 
about the tests to the pupils. 
9. Provision should be made to insure quiet and. an absence of interrup-
tions of any kind. Some examiners post on tpe door of the room a card 
reading "Examination. Keep out." 
'10. The method of marking through the answer with a cross in Test 2 
is important, as a stencil key will be used for scoring this test. 
11. Accurate timing is an important feature in giving the tests that have 
time limits. A stop watch or a watch with a second hand should be used. 
The testing program should be so planned that ample time is allowed. 
The tests should be given in several sittings, the number to be determined 
according to the ages of the pupils and the school program. 'There. should be 
at least three testing periods- Tests 1 and 2 (the two reading tests) being 
given in the first period, Tests 3 and 4 (the two arithmetic tests) in the 
second period, and Tests 5 and 6 (the English and spelling tests) in the 
third pe~iod. In no case should a test be stopped before:! the time for it is 
up. The examiner should not attempt to compress the ·tests into too brief 
a period of time, giving the impression of hurry and strain. 
- 12. Time limits are provided for all the tests except Test 6 (Spelling). 
The time limits should be adhered to strictly. It is advisable for the exam-
iner to make a note in writing of the time when the signal is given to begin 
a test. Otherwise the examiner may lose track of the time. The record 
should be made in minutes and seconds, since an error of several seconds 
may seriously affect the scores of individual pupils. The time limits for 
the several tests are as follows: 
TEST 
1. Reading 
2. Vocabulary 
3. Arithmetic Fundamentals 
4. Arithmetic Problems 
• 5. Language Usage 
6. Spelling 
TIME LIMIT 
25 minutes 
10 minutes 
35 minutes 
30 minutes 
20 minutes 
Approximately 15 minutes 
The total working time for the entire battery is approximately 135 minutes. 
The total time, including tbe passing out of test booklets, giving directions, 
etc., should be less than 2t hours. · 
13. The foll<;>wing list should be checked to make sure you are ready to 
give the tests. · 
1. The Directions for Administering have been read carefully. 
2. A watch is at your disposal. 
3. Children are seated to avoid copying. 
4 •. All children have pencils. 
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DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Get every pupil's undivided attention before beginning any part of the test. 
Say to the class, holding up a copy of the test: "I am going to give. each 
one of you a CQPY of this booklet. Leave it closed on your desk and do not )llark 
on it until I tell you what to do." 
Pass out the test booklets. Then say: " Find the place, here, where it says 
Name. (Point to the proper place.) Write your :first name and then your last 
name." Give similar instructions for the other items of information on the 
front page, or else go on with the test and have the information supplied 
later. 
Where pupils are accustomed to taking standardized testsvthese instruc-
tions for filling in the front page may be shortened somewhat. The direc-
tions for each subtest, however, should be followed implicitly. 
When the class is ready to proceed with the test, say: "This booklet has 
in it many interesting things fo.r you to do. Each one· of you must do his best, 
but I do not expect you to know how to do everything. Listen carefully so you 
will make no mistakes. Do not begin until I say Go, and when I say Stop put your 
pencils down right away." 
TEST 1. READING 
PART I 
"Now turn over one page, like this, to Test 1. Reading. (Demonstrate. See 
that all have the corre.ct page.) Look at sentence aatthetop of the page, here. 
(Point.) It says: The cow gives--- eggs, silk, mush, milk. 
"Which word finishes the sentence correctly? (Pause for answer.) Yes, 
milk is the right word. Mark the word milk by putting a cross on it, like this. 
(Illustrate by writing the sample on the blackboard and by drawing a cross 
on the word milk.) 
" On this page and the next five pages are little· stories to read and some sen-
tences after each one to finish. Do all the stories and sentences until you come 
to the word Stop, on page 7. Remember to make a cross on the one word or phrase 
.that finishes each sentence correctly. Ready. Go." 
Give no further help .except to see that the pupils go on with pages 3, 4, 
5, 6, and 7. 
At the end of 15 minutes, say: "Stop. Turn to page 8 for Part Ii:." 
PART ll 
"Look at the sample at the top of the· page, here. (Point.) It says: Dick, 
Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names of Dick's brothers are (Pause.) and 
(Pause;). Each blank line means a word has been left out. What should you 
write in the two blanks? (Pause for answer.) Yes, Tom and Fred (or Fred and 
Tom). Write them in the parentheses at th.e side of .the page. (Illustrate by 
writing the sample on the blackboard and filling in the answer spaces cor-
rectly.) 
" On this page and the next are more paragraphs with words omitted. Fill in ~ 
all the parentheses you can until you come to the word Stop on page 9. Re,ady. 
Go." 
At the end of 10 minutes, say: " Stop. Turn to page 10 for Test 2." /'\ 
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TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
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"Look at the :first line of words, here. (Point.) The first word of the line 
is kitten. What word in that line means the same or almost the same as kitten? 
(Pause for answer.) Yes, cat is the word. Put a cross on the word cat. 
"Look at the next row of words. The first word is jump. ·Find the word in 
thatrowthatmeans almost the same as jump, and mark it. (Pause.) What word 
. / ~d you mark? (Pause.) Yes, leap is the right one. 
"Mark the right word in the next row. (Pause.) Which one did you mark? 
Yes, race is right, for race means almost the same as run. 
" On this page ~d the next are more rows of words. In each row mark a 
cross on the. word that means the same or almost the same as the first word in that 
line. When you finish page 11, stop. Ready. Go." 
At the end of 10 minutes, say: "Stop. Close your booklets." The first 
sitting should end h,ere and the booklets should be, collected immediately.,/ 
TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
Distribute test booklets. 
" Look at the name on your booklet. . Have you received your own booklet? 
(Pause for answer.) Open boGklets to page 12. (See that all have the right 
page.) On this page and the next two pages there are some arithmetic examples. 
There are some examples in which you add, and others in which you subtract, 
multiply, and divide. Work across the page this way. (Show how.) When y~u 
finish page 12, go right o:t). to pages 13 and 14. When you finish page 14, stop. 
Ready~ Go." 
Give no further help except to see that pupils are working across the 
page, putting their answers in the right places, and that they continue on 
to pages 13 and 14. 
At the end of 35 minutes, say: "Stop. 'fum to page 15 for Test 4." 
TEST 4 •. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
"On this page and on the next three pages are some arithmetic problems. I 
shall read the first one aloud and then you write the answer in the box after it." 
(Read the first problem.) Continue: "Now write the number of cents in the 
box after the problem. Work out the rest of the problems on this page and on 
pages 16, 17, and 18. If you have to do any :figUring for ·a problem, do it on the side 
of the page or in the blank space on page 18. Ready. Go." 
The examiner should see that the pupils put their answers in the boxes 
and that they do not stop at the end of pages 15, i6, or 17. 
At the end of 30 minutes, say: "Stop. Close your booklets." The second 
sitting should ~nd here and the booklets should be collected. 
TEST 5. LANGUAGE USAGE 
Distribute test booklets. 
" Look at the name on your booklet. Have you received your own booklet? 
(Pause for answer.) Open booklets to page 19. (See that all have the right 
page.) 
"Look at sentence a at the top of the page. It says: My brother (Pause.) 
he would hurry. What word beginning with the letter s should go in the blank 
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space to make the sentence rlght? (Pause for answer.) Yes, said is the word. 
The first letter of it is already there for you; so finish the word. 
"Now read sentence band write in the word that is missing. (Pause.) What 
word did you write? (Pause for answer.) Yes, of is the word that was left out. 
"Now read sentence c and write in the word that is missing. (Pause.) What 
word did you write? (Pause for answer.) Yes, isn't is the word that was left out. 
" Do all the rest of the sentences on this page and the next two pages the same 
way. Write on the blank line in each .sentence the word that has been left out. 
Sometimes the first letter of the word has been put there to help you. :'/~ 
" Remember that this test is on three pages. When you finish page 21, stop. 
Ready. Go." . 
Give no further help except to see that pupils go on to pages 20 and 21. 
At the end·of20 minutes, say: "Stop. Turn to page 22 for Test 6, Spelling." 
(See that all have the correct page.) . 
' 
TEST 6. SPELLING 
" Listen carefully while I tell you what you are to do. I am going to read a word, 
then a sentence with the word in it, and then the word again. You write the word 
on the first line after the number 1." 
(Be sure to use the appropriate items for the form which is being administered.) 
FORM R 
1. car Father drives our car~ car 
2. cut He cut his finger. cut 
3. boat We went sailing in our boat. boat 
4. meat My dog likes to eat meat. meat 
5. let Mother let us go to the movies. ·let 
6. inside The gloves have fur on the inside. inside 
7. bread Give her another piece of bread and butter. bread 
8. cent A penny is a cent. cent 
9. grade He was in the third grade. grade 
10. here· He will be here soon. here 
11. above They live upstairs, above us. above 
12. sorry She was sorry for her sick kitten. sorry 
13. study Pupils study in school. study 
14. heard I have heard him sing. he-ard 
15. does Helen does well in her studies. does 
16. should We should have gone yesterday. should 
17. walked They walked home from school. walked 
18. begun The game had already begun. begun 
19. wrote I wrote a letter. wrote 
20. knew· We knew the lesson we studied. knew 
21. listen The class will listen to the song. listen 
22. stood He stood so that he could see the race. stood 
23. paid The bill was paid. paid 
24. knot I tied a ltilot·in .the string. knot 
25. swept She swept the floor. swept 
26. worst The storm was the worst in years. worst 
27. record Play that record on the phonograph. record 
28. thread The eye Of the needle holds the thread. thread 
29. answer Did you answ.er the letter? answer 
30. mountain I climbed the mountain. mountain 
31. promise She kept her promise. promise 
Eiem. Directions for Administering: Elementary Battery 7 
32. against The Reds played against the Blues. 
33. guide A Boy Scout was our guide. 
34. distance In the distance is a large hill. 
, 35. garage I keep my car in a garage. 
36. cellar Our coalbin is in the cellar. 
37. chimney A fireplace has a large chimney. 
38. ourselves. We saw ourselves in the mirror. 
39. believe I do not believe it is true. 
40. height The tower has gre,at height. 
against 
guide 
distance 
garage 
cellar 
chimney 
ourselves 
believe 
height 
When the last word has been written, say: "Put 
Close your booklets:'' Collect the booklets immediately. 
FORMS 
your pencils down. 
1. come Can you come over to play? come 
2. doll Mary sewed for her doll. doll 
3. bring The children will·bring their lunch. bring 
'4. sleep People sleep at night. sleep 
5. pan Use that pan for cooking. pan 
6. told I have told you the truth. told 
7. soon The teacher will be here soon. soon 
8. send Please.send the message. · sen'd 
9. sweet Sugar tastes sweet. sweet 
10. jurpty The joke was funny. funny 
11. remove Do not remove your coat. remove 
12. suit He wore a new suit. suit 
13. lesson Have you learned your lesson? lesson 
14. chair He sits in a rocking chair. chair 
15. would Where would you like to go? would 
16. still It is hard to keep still. still 
17. before Wash your hands before eating. before 
18. uncle My father's brother is my uncle. uncle 
19. drew The boy drew a picture. drew 
20. pencil I write with a red pencil. pencil 
21. beet The beet is a vegetable. beet 
22. sew You sew with needle and thread. sew 
23. lamb A young sheep is a lamb. lamb 
24. ticket I have lost the ticket for the game. ticket 
25. heavy The box is heavy. heavy 
26. coast The ship was far from the coast. coast 
27. raise In the morning soldiers raise the flag. raise 
28. hungry Eat if you are hungry. hungry 
29. board John nailed the board to the floor. board 
30. enough Have you time enough to play? enough 
31. expect I expect her to come. expect 
32. ironing After washing comes ironing. ironing 
33. address He will address the envelope. address 
34. contains The can contains water. contains 
35. remember Do you remember her? remember 
36. measure Be careful when you m·easure the goods. measure 
37. cniel Do not be cruel to animals. cruel 
38. pitcher ,Pour the milk into a pitcher. pitcher 
39. planned We have planned to go on a picnic. planned 
40. attempt He made an attempt to go. attempt 
When the last word.has been written, say: "Put your pencils down. Close 
your booklets." Collect the booklets immediately. 
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FORM T 
1. my My name is Ellen. my 
2. door She entered by the wrong d9or. door 
3. ran He ran a race. ran 
4. now It is now ten o'clock. now 
5. ship I sailed far away on a ship. ship 
6. when Come to see us when you can. when 
7. two One and one are two. two 
8. water Boats sail on water. water 
9. glad I shall be glad to dance. glad 
10. girl Ami is a pretty girl. girl 
11. use We use our eyes for seeing. use 
12 •. sound A horn makes a loud sound. sound 
13. found I have found what I lost. found 
14. leave Do not leave your seat. leave 
15. garden Flowers grow in the garden. · garden 
16. feel I feel sorry for him. · feel 
17. worm The robin ate a worm. worm 
18. ready The class will soon be ready to go. ready 
19. slide Boys cleared the icy slope for a slide. slide 
20. bottte The baby has a bottle. bottle 
21. kept Our books are kept on the desk. kept 
22. wheel A wheel rolled off the car. wheel 
23. wait I had to ~ait an hour. wait 
24.· dollar Fifty cents is half a dollar. dollar 
25. drown Poor swimmers sometimes drown. drown 
26. already She had already gone. already 
27. . tight His belt felt too tight • ti'ght 
28. sugar Sugar is sweet. sugar 
29. learning We are learning to read. learning 
30. coffee Most men drink coffee. coffee 
31. tease Boys tease their sisters.· tease 
32. limb The limb of the tree was broken. limb· 
33. whisfle The officer blew his whistle. whistle 
34. choose You may choose the one' you like. choose 
35. destroy Fires destroy much property. destroy 
36. dangerous Fire is dangerous. dangerous 
37. soldier The soldier fought in the war. soldier 
38. straight Draw a straight line. straight. 
39. furniture The furniture filled the ro.om. furniture 
40. material Cotton is a dress material. material· 
When the last word has been written, say: 41 Put your pencils down.· Close 
your booklets." 
1. good 
2. baby 
3. father 
4. apple 
5. game 
6. farm 
7. summer 
8. fell 
9. kitten 
10. kite 
Collect the booklets immediately. 
FORM U 
Fruit is good to eat. 
. A mother loves her baby. 
The father said good by to his son. 
. One common kind of fruit is the apple. 
We played the game at camp. 
I live on a farm. 
It is warm here in summer. 
He tripped and fell. 
A young cat is called a kitten. 
He is flying a kite. 
good 
baby 
father 
apple 
game 
farm 
summer 
jell 
kitten 
kite 
/··t 
~-
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11. held The picture is held by a wire. held 
12. club The boys joined a club. club 
13. finger One finger of the glove was gone. finger 
14. salt Our food needs salt. salt 
15. fix He tried to fix the clock. fix 
16. paint Artists paint pictures. / paint 
17. birthday Tomorrow is my birthday. birthday 
18. knife Cut meat with a knife. knife 
19. flowers The garden had many flowers. flowers 
20. climb· Monkeys like to climb trees. climb 
21. bought I paid for the candy that I bought. bought 
22. amount Give me the right amount of money. amount 
23. gather A crowd will soon gather. gather 
24. refuse Do not refuse to go. refuse 
25. since I have been here since breakfast. since 
26. busy She is busy all the time. busy 
27. caught The boy caught a fish. caught 
28. eighteen Nine and nine are eighteen. eighteen 
29. hello When people meet, they say, " :S:ello." hello 
30. serve It is time-to serve dinner .. serve 
31. captain He was captain of the boat. captain 
32. circus There was a clown in the circus. circus 
33. advice Follow your parents' advice. advice 
34. laughed The children laughed at the joke. laughed 
35. memory We honor the memory of Washington. memory 
36. happened He did not know what had happened. happened 
37. minutes There are sixty minutes in an hour. minutes 
38. automobt?e The family bought an automobile. automobile· 
39. suppose What do you suppose was in the bdx? suppose 
40. impossible It is impossible for animals to speak. impossible 
When the last word has been written, say: "Put your pencils down. Close 
your booklets." Collect the booklets immediately. 
· DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
Detailed directions for scoring accompany the keys which contain the 
correct answers.. The directions for scoring should be read carefully and 
followed implicitly, and the keys should be used for the greatest .accuracy 
and ease in scoring. No matter how well the tests have been administered, 
the results will have little valueif they are inaccurately scored. To save 
time and do a more effective job of scoring, it is suggested that the teachers 
of a school combine their efforts, one teacher or a group of teac~ers scoring 
Test 1 only, another Test 2 only, and so on. Much time and effort can be 
saved by this arrangement, and there will be less likelihood of error. 
INT~RPRETATION OF TEsT ScoRES 
Well-established norms are necessary to interpret the achievement of 
individuals or groups of individuals. Raw scores (the number of items 
right or in some cases the number right minus the number wrong) have mean-
ing only in comparison with some standard in terms of which they can be 
evaluated. In ,the Metropolitan Achievement Tests the raw scores have 
been translated into a. variety of different norms. A table showing the 
standard score, age e'i_uivalent, and grade equivalent corresponding to each 
-....... 
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raw score will be found on the key for each test. The grade equivalents are 
based on the median scores of all pupils in a given grade regardless of age. 
The age equivalents are -based on the median scores of all pupils of a given 
age regardless of grade placement. Other norms, such as percentile and 
modal age, which are useful for specific purposes, will be ::~.vailable else-
where in the supplementary materials. , 
Theoretical grade equivalents higher than and lower than the range of 
grades covered by these tests are given in the tables. These were obtained 
by extrapolating; that is, by arbitrarily extending the tables upward and 
downward in a manner consistent with the trend shown in the grades cov-
ered. These extrapolated scores are intended to help in the differentiation 
of degrees of inferiority and superiority and are not to be interpreted as 
meaning that a pupil has mastered the work of the grades not covered by 
this test. 
The profile chart which appe~rs on the last page of each test has been 
d,esigned to aid. in 'the interpretation of test scores by furnishing a graphic 
picture of the achievement of an individual pupil. A Grade Equivalent 
Scale and an Age Equivalent Scale •have been provided in order to make it 
possible to plot the chart either in terms of age equivalents or grade equiva-
lents. An additional column has also been provided so that the chart may 
be plotted in terms of other types of norms if this is desired. 
After a decision has been made with regard to what scale is to be used in 
plotting the chart, the points should be plotted for each test and for average 
achievement. The points then should be connected to make the profile~ 
If the chart is plotted in terms of grade equivalents, it is desirable to 
plot also the pupil's grade placement on the grade equivalent scale. As 
an aid in interpreting the profile, a horizontal line may be drawn across ·the 
chart at the level of the pupil's school grade, thus making it immediately 
apparent in which subjects he is above or below grade. Table 1 may be 
used to find the grade status of a pupil or class at the date of testing, pro-
TABLE 1 
GRADE PLACEMENT CoRRESPONDING TO TEsTING DATEs 
llQ ~~ cblQ cblQ cblQ cblQ cblQ cblQ cblQ cblQ ........ ........ ........ ........ ..... ..... 
DATE OF TESTING 
.......... ..... ...... ........ .... .... 
t:t: ~ . t ~ :> u u . z <ti ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ "' "' ... t 0"' "'~ <"' <:;s :;s.:; en en ~0 oz Zt:l t:l ...... .....,J::<.. 
------------------
GRADE PLACEMENT .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 . 7 .8 .9 . 
vided the school year runs approximately from September 1 to June 15. 
If the school year is atypical, the grade norm should be determined by 
computing the number oftenths of a school year which have elapsed by the 
time the tests are administered. 
BRIEF S.vccEsTwNs FoR UsrNc TEsT REsuLTs 
While the space limitations ·of the Directions for Administering will not 
permit any detailed discussion of the utilization of test results, the following 
brief suggestions as to how the tests may be used to advantage are given. 
(Further information will be found in the supplementary material.) 
-· / 
Elem. Directions for Administering: E,lementary Battery II 
1. To determine the achievement level of each pupil in each subject 
and on the total battery as a composite achievement measure. Thus the 
strength and weaknesses of individual pupils are revealed and a basis is 
provided for the individualization of instruction in the classroom. 
2. To evaluate class, school, and community achievement in each of the 
subject-matter areas at each grade level. 
3. To help the teacher in evaluating her teaching methods objectively. 
4. To provide an objective and reliable basis for classification and group-
ing for instructional purposes. 
This list of uses is far from exhaustive. It is intended only to be sugges-
tive of some of the things which may be done with the test results. It 
should be emphasized at this point that standardized achievement tests 
are an aid to the teacher or administrator, but should be taken into con-
sideration along with other pertinent information such as local curriculum 
practices, school marks, health records, general level of intelligence, and 
many other similar' factors. 
" 
RELIABILITY 
By the reliability of a test is meant the accuracy of the measures it 
provides. Many factors, such as the length of the test, validity of the ques-
tions, conditions under which the test is administered, etc., affect the test 
results. It is, therefore, desirable for a test to be so designed that errors 
are reduced to a minimum. How well this has been realized in a given test 
is indicated by the coefficient of reliability. Table 2 gives the corrected 
(Spearman-Brown formula) split-:half reliability coefficient for each subtest · 
for Grade 3. It also gives the standard error of measurement for each 
test, together with other information. This standard error, as well as the 
mean and standard deviation, is· given in terms of raw scores. In inter-
preting the scores of any individual on any test the size of the standard error 
should be kept in mind and the deviation of any individual's score from any 
reference point, such. as mean or median of the class or the norm on: the test, 
should be evaluated in terms of the standard error of the test. 
TABLE 2 
CoRRECTED SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITY CoEFFICIENTS AND RELATED DATA 
FOR METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: 
TEST 
Reading 
Vocabulary 
Arith. Fund. 
Arith. Prob. 
Lang. Usage 
Spelling 
ELEMENTARY BATTERY: FORM• R: GRADE 3 
. (N=374) 
RELIABILITY MEAN 2 STANDARD CoEFFICIENT 1 DEVIATION 2 
' 
.959 157.6 19.1 
.927 162.1 20.5 
.946 157.6 9.5 
.871 161.9 11.2 
.924 167.0 20.3 
.934 163.5 18.0 
STAND. ERROR 
ME~SUREMENT2 
4.6 
5.9 
2.4 
4.1 
6.5 
4.9 
1 Based on raw scores. 2 In t~rms of Comprehensive S~andard Scores. 
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DisTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT 
' TEST SERIES I 
The distinguishing characteristics of the new 
forms of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests are 
discussed in detail in the Manual for Interpreting, 
but they may be briefly described as follows: 
Selection of tests comprising the battery. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests have been 
used very widely for a number of years, and the 
pattern of the first edition of this series has been 
adhered to closely in constructing the new forms. 
The major change has been the addition of a science 
test in the Intermediate and Advanced Complete 
Batteries. As now organized, all major subject-
matter areas are covered by a subtest at the ap-
propriate battery level. 
Selection of content of subtests in each battery. 
Before beginning preparation of the new forms, 
careful plans were made with regard to what of the 
old content of the tests was to remain in each 
battery and what was to be reQlaced. Many of 
the items appearing in the first edition had proved 
their usefulness by satisfactory performa~tce over 
a period of years, and were therefore retained. 
Many new items were prepared for each test in 
the series, and. in the case of the reading tests 
practically all the items are new. All material, 
whether new or old, was carefully justified in the 
light of courses of study, textbooks, .and opinions 
of experts in the field. A comprehensive experi-
mental edition was prepared which consisted of 
many more items than were to appear in the final 
tests. More than 50,000 pupils were given one or 
more batteries of this edition for item-analysis pur-
poses. Items were retained and arranged within 
the tests on the basis of the per cent of pupils 
passing the item at successive grade levels, and in 
the case of Reading and Vocabulary by the use 
of the biserial correlation of each item with the 
total test score. Also, in the case of the Reading 
Test, the Lorge Readab!Iity Index was used to 
insure that all reading content would be within 
the appropriate grade ·range. No item was re-
tained which did not prove its worth. 
Integration of the series. Item-analysis data 
were used not only to retain .or reject items but to 
balance the forms for difficulty after they had been 
balanced for content. As a final check, a. series 
of carefully controlled experiments based upon 
thousands of cases was carried out to insure the 
equivalence of forms and the proper overlapping 
of each test with the same test in the adjacent 
battery. Within the limits of the reliability of 
the subtests in the series, it is possible to go freely 
from·one battery to another or from one test to 
another in making comparisons; confident that 
the differences found are real differences in the 
pupils tested and a:re not due to variations in the 
tests themselves. 
In order that communities using the Metro-
politan Achievement Tests, Forms A to E in-
clusive, may be able to know how the old norms 
compare with the new, a carefully controlled ex-
periment was conducted for equating the new series 
to the old. Appropriate tables giving these com-
parisons are to be found in the supplementary 
materials. 
Establishment of a variety of norms to be used 
in interpreting test results. Perhaps the most 
essential and difficult part of a well-standardized 
test is the establishment of a variety of norms on 
the basis of an adequate population. The adC:. 
quacy of such norms depends upon the size and 
geographic distribution of the norm population, 
the freedom from selection or bias in this popula-
tion, and the types of analysis applied to the test 
data derived from the standardization program. 
While it is recognized that sheer numbers of cases 
are not important, the testing of a nation-wide 
sample .inevitably involves .the problem of test-
ing large numbers. In the case of the Metropoli-
tan Achievement Test standardiz.ation, a national 
program was carried out on a cooperative basis 
that involved testing in every state in the country. 
The total number of tests distributed amounted 
to more than 500,000. The actual norms were · 
based upon a 25 per cent ra·nd'om sample drawn 
from each classroom tested. The size of the sample 
used, in terms of the number of cases retained, re-
duced to insignificance the sampling errors in this 
process. Freedom from selection within the norm 
population was insured by the wide range of 
communities included from a geographic point of 
view, by the wide variety of administrative units 
(large cities, small,cities, towns and-viilages, rural 
areas, etc.), ,and by the fact that all pupils in at 
least three grades in -each community were in-
cluded in the testing. 
The basic types of norms provided are the 
traditional age and grade equivalents. These 
have been chosen because of their wide use at the 
present time. Other types of norms which have 
specific advantages in certain circumstances also 
are provided, however, to meet every need that can 
be anticipated. These norms are given in the sup-
plementary material, which is available on order. 
Attentiqn to the mechanics of the test. The 
kinds and sizes of type used, arrangements of 
questions, size of page, length of line, and all 
other mechanical details were determined with 
the purpose of producing a test that would be 
pleasing to the pupil, easy for him to read, and 
simple to administer and score. The test acces-
sories have been worked out as a result of adminis-
tering ·the tests to many groups of pupils and in 
the light of the experiences of test users. The 
Directions for Administering are complete enough 
to enable a relatively untrained examiner to 
administer the test successfully. In the Scoring 
Keys an effort has been made to arrive at an effec-
tive compromise that will insure the validity of 
measurement within each subtest while provid-
ing for simplicity, ease, and objectivity of scoring. 
Norms are furnished directly on the key for each 
test in order to facilitate the interpreting of raw 
scores in terms of the desired equivalents. The 
Individual Profile Chart, which is found on each 
test booklet, is designed to fur.nish a graphic 
picture of the achievement of an individual pupil. 
The Class Record and Class Analysi~ Chart pro-
vides a powerful tool for the utilization of the 
test results of the class. 
:~ 
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N arne ......................... ~ ............ Boy ..... Girl .... . 
Teacher ........... · ...... Grade ......... School ....... , ........ . 
City ................ County ............... State .......... · .... . 
STAND· GRADE 
TEST A11D EQUIVA· 
Scou LENT 
1----1---------
1. READ. 
1----1-------
2. VocAB. 
1-----"---1::-*--*--
AvER. READING 
3. ARITH. 
FuND. 1----1-------
4. ARITH. 
PaoB. 
1-----'---l:;:*-- -* --
AvER. ARrrH. 
5. LANG. 
UsAGE 
1--,---1---------
6. SPELL. 
AVERAGE 
AcH'T 
*Do not include when figuring 
average achievement. 
Year ,. Month Day 
Date of Testing 
Year Month Day 
Date of Birth 
Age ..... yrs ... : ..•. mos. 
This tt?st is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
woy, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the coPYright law. 
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TEST 1. READING : PART I 
a. The cow gives 
1. 
2. 
eggs silk mush milk 
Mother baked apples one day. She washed 
and cut the apples. She put plenty of sugar on 
them and put them in a pan. · Then she baked 
the apples. 
Mother cooked 
peaches grapes apples corn 
The .sugar made the apples taste 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his brother Peter go to the country 
every summer. ~hey go wading and fishing in 
the brook. One day Henry caught three fish 
and Peter caught five. 
3. This· story tells about two 
boys fish farms brooks 
4. Who caught the most fish? 
Father Henry Peter Helen 
The fanner has a big barn. It is a good place 
in which to play. One day we went to the barn. 
I climbed into the hay .wagon and ·hid in the 
hay. My sister Ruth ran after me, but she could 
not find me. Then I called, " Here I am. Come 
and find me." But she could not find me until 
. I jumped out of the hay. 
5. I played in the barn with my 
cousin brother sister father 
6. I found a good hiding place in the 
house· woods cellar wag0n 
7. I called from my hiding place, "look out" 
" come away " " find me " " stay here " 
8. The hay wagon was in the 
hayfield yard road barn . 
[ 2 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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12. 
13. 
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A white rat in a wire cage at the University of 
Minnesota was taught to work a machine to get 
his food. Above his wire cage hung a chain. 
The rat learned that when· he pulled. this chain, a 
marble would fall down into his cage. , When he 
picked up the l.llarble and put it into a hole in the 
floor, ·food dropped into the feeding tray. The 
amount of food was- small, but the rat worked hard 
and did the trick enough times to get a good meal. 
It took the rat two months to· learn this method 
for getting his food. 
The rat learned to work a machine to get 
water air food sunlight 
Above the rat's cage hung a 
chair _rope picture chain 
To get his food, the rat used a 
marble rock penny ball 
To learn this trick took the rat 
2 weeks 2 months 2 years 2 days 
In China many families live on nvers. It is 
cheaper to- live on water than on land because 
there is no landlord to collect rent. Whol~. 
families live on houseboats. The children play 
on the decks. Every child carries a tiny barrel 
c;>n his back as a life preserver. When a child· 
falls overboard, the barrel· enables him to . keep 
afloat until someone pulls him out. 
In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos houseboats 
14. As a life preserver, a Chinese child wears on his back a 
tube barrel bottle balloon 
15. Many Chinese people would rather live on water than on land because 
it is 
\ cheaper wetter safer healthier 
I_ 3 ] Go right on to the next page~ 
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Lena was a tawny brown leopard. In the day-
time she kept to her den in the Mrican jungle 
or roamed the plains. At night she crept d~wn 
to the village to look for food. Each morning 
th.e villagers found a lamb or goat missing, and 
each· morning they saw fresh tracks of the 
leopard. Mothers kept their children close· 'to 
them in the evening for fear that sometime 
a child, . too, might be stolen. Finally some of 
the men of the village made a trap among the 
bushes, arid one morning they found Lena caught. 
16. Lena was a 
fox leopard lamb lion 
17. She often stole · 
chickens · children leopards goats 
18. Lena was caught 
in a tree in her den m a trap on the plain 
19. People were afraid Lena might steal 
I 
a ch!Jd food a leopard a trap 
My sister and I decided one early. spring day 
to start a window garden. In planting our win-
·dow garden we first put stones in the bottom of the 
box. Next we put . in some moss and on top· of 
that a layer of dirt. On the dirt we sprinkled 
some pansy seeds. . . We covered them with dirt 
and then watered them. Over the top we put 
a newspaper to keep the water from. drying out 
too rapidly. 
20. We planted our garden in a window box 
in the front yard at school .on the farm 
21. The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss stones peat 
22. A newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark dam? 
23. The seeds were covered with 
blossoms moss stones dirt 
Go right on to the next page. 
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Norman has an interesting hobby. It is study-
ing birds. He has an assortment of seventeen dif-
ferent birds' nests and a collection of eggs. His 
uncle gave him a stuffed owl and an eagle he cap-· 
tured out hunting one day. Norman sometimes 
gets up vety early in the morning to go on bird 
hunts and to photograph wild life.. Once he 
noticed an owl catching mice for food. A mouse 
began running frantic;:ally, but the owl swooped 
dowri, captu.red the mouse, and disappearQd among 
the trees. 
·24. Norman enjoys catching owls 
, riding in the woods feeding the animals studying birds 
25. The mouse was 
frightened eager happy. · timid 
26. Norman's uncle encourages the boy to keep on with his 
mice hobby shooting fishing 
The fur of the mink is popular because of its 
quality and its rarity. Raising minks for their furs 
is called mink ranching. The pelts from ranch 
minks are now considered better than those from 
wild minks.- Becaus-e minks fight with ea.ch other, 
they are kept in separate small pens. These have 
wir~ floors and tops and are raised off the ground. 
The minks are fed mostly raw meat o.r fish. The 
young minks, called kits, are born in spring, some-
times as many as ten in a litter. In ·the early 
winter they are killed and their .skins or pelts are 
prepared for use in fur co'ats and other articles. 
27. A young mink is called a 
pelt kit litter cub 
28. The floor of a miilk's pen is made of 
dirt wood wire leaves 
------, 29. Minks are killed for their furs in the 
early fall summer spring early winter 
30. Minks are often fed 
popcorn carrots baked potatoes raw meat 
[ 5 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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I shall never forget the :first train that ran by. I 
was feeding quietly near the fen.ce which separated 
the meadow from the railway, when I heard a 
strange sound at a distance. Before I knew where 
it came from, a long black train roared past, and 
was gone almost before I could draw my breath. 
I turned and galloped to the farther side of the 
meadow as fast as I could go, and there I stood 
snorting· with astonishment and fear. 
31. This story is told by a 
32. 
33. 
34. 
man horse boy · train 
He was frightened by a 
fence railway meadow train 
He became frightened while he was 
eating galloping snorting listening 
The object that frightened him was moving slowly 
moving rapidly galloping feeding quietly 
Soft coal burns easily. It is not hard· to start a 
soft-coal fire. A little burning ·kindling soon sets 
the coal on :fire. .Soft coal burns with a bright 
flame. It often . gives off thick clouds of black 
~moke. A large amount of ashes is left when soft 
coal is burned. 
Hard coal is not easily broken into pieces. It 
is not as dirty as soft coal. The coal is hard to 
start burning.. More kindling is needed to set 
hard coal burning than soft coal. Hard coal burns 
with little smoke. It burns more slowly and gives. 
a hot :fire for a longer time. Not many ashes are 
left after hard coal is burned. 
35. To start a coal fire, it is desirable to have 
kindling smoke water ashes 
36. The coal that is cleaner to handle is 
old soft hard hot 
37. The coal that is harder to start burning gives the most 
lasting :fire ashes c1 duds of smoke dirt 
38. A soft-coal fire requires much kindling 
is hard to start gives off much smoke . leaves few ashes 
[ 6 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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The night had been rainy. Where the young 
gentleman stood, a· pool of muddy water interrupted 
the <l.lteen's passage. As she hesitated, gallant 
young Raleigh threw his coat on the miry spot. 
He accompanied this act of devoted courtesy with 
a profo~d reverence and a blush. which spread 
over his countenance. The <l.lteen was confused 
and blushed in tum. She nodded and passed on 
without saying a word. 
39. To help the Queen, Raleigh used 
an umbrella his coat his countenance a reveren~e 
40. The Queen responded to Raleigh by confusing him 
saying nothing thanking him 
41. Raleigh was 
insolent hesitant courteous 
giving pim a curtsy 
unhappy 
Canals can be dug in almost· any level plain, 
but they cost so much that it pays to build a 
canal only where there is. sure to be a large 
amount of freight. Canal traffic is always slow; 
for if fast steamboats were used, the waves which 
they cause would soon· wear away the banks and 
:fill the canals. Often barges are used in great num-
bers, and are slowly drawn by tugboats, horses, 
donkeys, or even men. In China, Japan, and ~urope 
even such slow transportation,. is important. 
42: ·Canals are most profitable where there is • much traffic 
in mountain districts thr.ough deserts in warm climates 
43. Vessels most commonly used in canals are 
steamboats barges ocean liners fast freighters 
44. Boats going through canals always 
are pulled by horses are steamboats 
move slow! y cause large waves 
STOP! 
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PART II 
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( _______ ) a 
'of Dick's brothers are~ and __l!!l_ • ••. ~ .. ( ) b 
45. History is the story of w~at has happened. To 
learn about the past of the United States, we read its 
~ ••••• -••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,__ ________ ) 45 
46-49. Ripe apples, as we all know, fall from the 
tree. This may be a serious matter to a ~who owns( _________ ,) 46 
a big orchard. The fallen appJe gets bruised and must 
be sold at a lower~. Now the farmers are learning ) 47 
how to keep the apples on the ~ until they want tO( ) 48 
pick them. A new material has been developed which 
can be sprayed on the branches and fruit and which will 
keep the ~ from falling ................ ; ........ ~.--__ .:...__ ____ ) 49 
50-54. When you read a line of print, your eyes move 
across the page in jumps. If you are a good~,( ________ _ ) 50 
your~ make three or four jumps to a line, If you 
are a ~ reader, your eyes may make as many as('---------
eight or ten ~ to a ~ ....................... . 
' ) 51 
) 52 
·c ______ _ ) 53 
)54 ( ______ ___,.., 
55-59. A motorboat has an engine like the one in an 
automobile: The engines of most motorboats run. on 
gasoline, just as the ~ engine does. However, .the( ________ _ 
~ of some of. the larger motorboats run on crude( 
oil. · In some small boats the motor is attached over ---------
the stern· and is called an outboard (57) • The motor------------
boat does not go,so fast as a car wi~n engine pf the( 
same power, because it is harder for the ~ to go ---------
through water than for the~ toroll·on land ....... ( ________ _ 
~0-64. E~er since .man has lived on the earth, he 
has had some form of wealth. I;Ie always has had things 
which are useful and valuable to him. Not everything. 
) 55 
) 56 
) 57 
) 58 
) 59 
which is useful is wealth. We could not live without( ) ao 
air, but ~ is not wealth. It is not _@L because 
there is an unlimited supply of it. You can get all you ( ) 61 
want of it without cost. If you own a spring, you 
can get all the water you want without~. In this( ) a2 
case ~ is not wealth. But if you get water in your ( ) 63 
house through pipes, you have to ~ for it. In this 
case water is wealth ............................... ( ) 64 
[ 8 ] Go right -on to the next page. 
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65-67. In colonial days, the center of home life was 
the huge fireplace. This was the source of heat for 
( 
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cooking and for ~ the house. Fire making was( _________ ) 65 
difficult, since matches were unknown. It was neces:. 
.._ sary to keep a supply of live coals overnight by covering 
\. 66 them with ashes. If the~ went out, the family had'-----------' 
... to borrow _Q!2_ from a neighbor .................... ( ) 67 
68-71. Science is finding out that the water we drink 
affects our lives far more than we know. Now we are 
told that the ~we drink has a great deal to do with'-________ ) 68 
the number of cavities in our teeth. It has been found 
that the presence of a chemical called fluorine in drink-
ing water will slow down or stop tooth decay. The 
amount of ~ needed in the water to prevent tooth( _________ ) 69 -
. (70) is so small we can hardly imagine it, one( ) 70 
part fluorine to one million parts water. Too mu~h 
fluorine causes the enamel of the _J!Q_ to become 
mottled in appearance ............................. ( _________ ) n 
72-74. The glider plane has no motor or propeller to 
thrust against the air and pull or push it forward,· yet it 
can stay up in the ~ for hours at a ~ime. Having<--------__,..--) 72 
no power, a '<73J cannot climb through the air, or even( ) 73 
fly on the level without the help of a flying start. A 
glider remains aloft or rises to somewhat higher eleva- · 
.. 
tions only because air currents .<74J it: ........ · ...... ( _________ ) .. 74 
STOP! 
No. right. . . . . . . . . Stand. score. . • • • • . . • (}r. equiv.. . . . . . • • . Age equiv ......... . 
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TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
kitten wear cat girl chair dqg 
jump down ride leap see look 
run stay ask race fun sit 
1. baby child man ball cradle rattle 
2. stairs upon reach steps start st~ys 
3. cap car hat head face hair 
4. see water tell her do look 
' 
5. noise sound beat slide rush stop 
6. jolly berry merry spread toy ·gloomy 
7. battle baby play fight talk muddy . 
8. river wash stream curve steamer deep 
9. sack seat hold bag lift box 
10. beast stew animal brave giant coward 
11. parrot bright ·song bird green gull 
12. bucket pull deer drink ·handle 
' 
pail 
, 
13. bake stove dish cook fry eat 
14. liberty flag state freedom country ruler 
15. idea date perfect thought statue dream 
16. fix tear finish mend stir feel 
17. power rain move steal dust strength 
18. remain few · stay place have check 
19. speak sing walk say peep jump 
20. tale take story fish plate .end 
21. castle oxen queen building lake moat 
22. correct answer join gather right nearly 
~ 
23. polite WISe pretty happy reply courteous 
' 24. feel . cry strike push touch run ... 
25. quiet slow weak quick still cover 
[ IO J Go right on to the next page. 
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26. elect 
27. maid 
28. sure 
29. ahead· 
30. terror 
31. hardly 
32. form 
light · preach wish choose build 
old man work gown girl 
certain finally sudden usually 
below 
liberty 
barely 
raise 
before between above 
'fright hatred sympathy 
surely slowly softly 
solid shape away · gram 
heal 
alone 
animal 
easily 
33. amaze wander vanish astonish collect trap 
speech 
trial 
34. conference war discussion tax conflict 
35. saintly 
36. bread 
37. gain 
38. shield 
39. innocent 
40. demand 
41. chase 
42.:final 
43. unworthy 
44. hearth 
45. supply 
46. peace 
47. transfer 
48. dwelling 
49. oblige 
50. bough 
holy 
flour 
weakly 
make 
weary 
food 
sorrow 
cake butter 
delay Win fresh money 
arm shift conflict protect 
afraid strange guiltless 
request employ forecast 
find -give catch follow 
recent last early begin 
fair useless 
pair 
desert 
criminal 
suggest 
jump 
curtain 
dull 
receive 
shy uneasy 
fireplace listen warmth 
undeserving 
funeral cabin 
suit furnish deny ·carry require 
part scorn fruit calm vegetable 
ride pierce occur choose shift 
stage roof sword house garden 
manage erase worry favor oppose 
bend knot blossom bark limb 
STOP! 
No. right. . . . . . . . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . • • • . • • Age equiv •••••••••• 
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Add 
4 
+4 
40 
+ 60 
Subtract 
2 
-1 
38 
-15 
Multiply 
7 
-x 2 
34 
x2 
Divide 
TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
5 
+7 
20 
+56 
8 
-5 
3 
X6 
26 
-.3 
60 
x7 
9 
+4 
3 
-2 
3 
x2 
7 
+7 
25 
+4 
9 
-6 
35 
-5 
46 
x5 
6 
+5 
7 
+44 
13 
-9 
43 
-6 
8 
x8 
$6.17 
X 4. 
8 
+6 
6 
+9 
19 
+ 65 
14 
-6 
56 
-28 
8 
x9 
984 
x6 
15 
-7 
2 
x4 
8 
+8 
86 
+57 
13 
-8 
152 
-83 
7 
X9 
48 
X 90 
One half of 10 is __ 9 +3 =-
3)24 2}4 1}5 3)12 1)10 2}f6 
[ I z ] Go right on to the next page. 
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Divide 
·5)35 
Add 
94 
1 
70 
19 
1 
5 
2 
5 
Subtract 
' 478 
·.' - 71 
-9)45 
2)84 
456 
828 
954 
853 
- 247· 
8)32 
3)73 
9)11.29 
23 
65 
97 
"" 25 
91 
45 
847 
- 769 
' 
479 
60 
767 
8 
345 
5000 
-354 
8)64 
31)93 
$2.67 
- .89 
8.35 
5.00 
$20.00 
- 19.47 
· [ I 3 1 Go right on to the ne_xt page. 
Subtract 
Multiply 
47 
X 81 
Find 
~of 36 -
Divide 
43)296 
308 
X 73 
5 
-1 
2 
467 
x 19 
~of 16 -
63)2970 
STOP/ 
489 
X 208 
~of 18 -
573 
X 786 
69)8725 
No. right......... Stand. score......... Gr. equi'O.......... Age equi'D ......... . 
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TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
1. I bought some popcorn for 10 cents, 
an apple for 4 cents, and some candy D 
for 3 cents. All the things together 1 
cost how much? · cents 
2. We had 10 little chickens and sold D 
4 of them .• we had how many 2 
chickens left? · chickens 
3. My brother has 8 baby rabbits. HeD 
is going to give me half of them. 8 
How many shall I have? rabbits 
4. I have 4 cents and want a book th:at D 
4 
costs 15 cents. I need how many 
more cents to buy the book ? cents 
5. 3 children are coming to my party. 
I am going to give each one of them D 
4 pieces of candy. I must get how 5 
many piec~s for all of them? p1eces 
: 6. My mother gave me 35 cents. I 
spent 10 cents for a sandwich and D 
10 cents for a ride on the car~ How • 6 
many cents did I have left ? cents 
7. I need 6 cups· of milk to make some D 
7 
custard. How many cups do I need 
for 5 times as much custard? cups. 
8. A train went 45 miles the first hour D 
and 63 miles the second hour. How 8 
far did it go in the 2 hours ? miles 
Metropolitall : Elem. : R 
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9. There are 12 children in our class 
who each drink 5 bottles of milk 
a week. How many bottles are D 
needed for all the children each 9 
week ? · bottles 
10. Monday morning our teacher re-
ceived 3 packages of paper.· She 
said that in each package there were D o 
480 sheets. How many sheets of . 10 
paper did she receive ? sheets 
11. A farmer is going to plant 260 trees. 
He has already planted 135 of the D 
trees~ How many more has he still 11 · 
to plant ? trees 
12. Martin's mother gave him 75¢ for 
lunches for his brother, his sister, and 
himself. She told him to divide the D 
money: equally. How much could · ¢ 12 · 
each child spend for lunch? · 
13. If we average 25 miles an hour on D 
13 1 
our auto trip, how far can we go 
in 9 hours ? - miles 
14. Tickets to our play are 10 cents each. 
If 15 people .buy tickets, how much o· 14 
money shall we take in ? · . . 
15. Tom has 246 marbles. · He filled D 
15 6 bags equally. How many marbles 
will he have in each bag ? marbles 
Metropolitan : E1em. : R 
[ 16 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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16. The principal said that i ot the 
fourth-grade children were late today 
because it rained. If there are 32 D 
children in the fourth grade, how 16 
many were late? children 
17. Our club had $1.55 .in the treasury. 
we spent 65 cents for a party we o· 
gave. How much money did we ¢ 17 
have left? 
18. At the ·beginning of the term I had 
$4.05 in the school bank. I now · 
have. $6.15. How much did I put~18 
in this term? · L-1~_.'---..J I 
' 
19. If balloons are 2 for 5¢, how ~any D 19 
balloons C'an I buy for 25 cents? balloons 
20. At the grocery store Fred bought 
half a pound of meat for 23 cents, 
six apples for -18 ~ents, and a jar of 
peanut butter for 15 cents. How 
much change should he get from the D 20 
dollar bill he gave the storekeeper? 
21. I bought 4 pencils for 8 cents each . 
and gave t?e clerk half a dollar.D21 
How much change did I get back? . 
· ' · .2,2. Mother bought some grocenes that 
cost $5.64. She paid for them with 
·a 10-dollar bill. How much changeD 22 
should she receive ? 
Metropolitan : Elem.: R 
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23. The fourth-grade class had a party. 
Each child brought 15¢ for expenses. 
If t.herewere 39 in the class, how much D 28 
money was brought all together? . 
24. There are 224 pupils who are going 
to the museum. Each bus holds D 
32 pupils. How many busses will be 24 
needed ? · busses 
. 26. The boys spent $14.76 for material 
for 4 picnic tables. What was the D 25 
cost of the material for each table? 
STOP! 
Metropolitan: Elem. : R 
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TEST 5. LANGUAGE USAGE 
a. My brother ~ he would hurry. 
b. I want a ptece bread. 
c. She _____ _:./(;..::::.. ~oming to my party. 
1. School is out. It Is time to _______ home. 
2. I looked down from a tall building yesterday and .. 
' 
.-6.- ' the people . on the street. 
3. Last week my aunt ~------ me a dime. 
4. Please hang your coat 
. 
the closet. 
5. My peach is much _jj:;__:;:_ ____ _ than yours. 
6. Three people ~AA/--~------ lost in the storm. 
7. "Allen A3- home from school early today," 
said his mother, "because he wasn't feeling well." 
8. Yesterday my fifth-grade boys 4 their share 
of the work. 
9. "Are there apples In the basket?" "No, there aren't 
apples in it." ' 
10. The flower smells :...;:~::......::..c:;__ ___ _ 
11. When the race was over, Peter said, "I .:...A--=--------
faster· this morning. That's how I won." 
12. I saw you with Tom again yesterday. I always see you ·and 
_}L, together. 
13. The baby has 1J4------- two inches in the last three 
months. 
[ I(} ] Go right on to the next page • 
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14. Ted 'hurt A._·....::_ _____ self when he fell from his bicycle. 
16. Please, -------- I have this chair? · 
16. Ben couldn't go with ·us because he wasn't feeling ____ _ 
17. My aunt invited me for a week, but I /.Yt 
I 
only two days. 
18~ If I had been in your place, I would _ __:_ ______ said, 
"No.;, 
19. Mother said to Blanche, "I JJtv you a very 
. ' ,, 
mce present. 
20. Every boy should take off hat. 
21. When we have our picture taken, you will .Al-=--.,------
in the chair and I shall stand behind you. 
22. " Has your cousin left this city?" " Yes, he has _____ _ 
back to the farm." 
23. They ______ .::.../(;.::.. gomg to play any longer because . it 
is too dark to see. 
24. A pint IS smaller a quart. 
26. He _;t gomg to sell his pony now because he 
wants to keep it another ye.ar. 
26. There is the child A»- was lost. 
27. u Does he give you a ride often?" "He has 1f'·-------
me a ride every few days lately:'' 
28. My father seldom goes to the movies. He says he ____ _ 
care to see them often. 
you at Ali~e's birthday party ? ~ -~ 
[ 20 ] Go right on to the next page. 
29.- Clara, ~-......::...::..__~----
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30. We learn new things m school every day. Today Miss 
Brown us how to do long division. 
31. Mary was hurt on the way to school. When the t~acher 
asked who was hurt, Mary said, "It was " 
32. You look tired; why don't you ~.:::__ ____ _ down on 
this bed and rest? 
33. The girls my sister plays with are mu<?h taller than ____ _ 
34. You drive too fast. l am afraid you will run over someone. 
Please drive more '--'d==-=:; _____ _ 
35. The hen was neither white black. 
36. She })as just .;...;~=-=--------,- a letter to her friend. 
37. Jane plays the p1ano, but she has never ;:_:;t~-----­
violin lessons. 
38. That IS a neat seam. You sew very .:.../Yl/.:...::::. _____ _ 
STOP! 
No. right......... Stand. score......... (;r. equiv.......... Age equiv ....... . 
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TEST 6. SPELLING 
1. 16. _____________ _ 
2. ___________ _ 17----------------
3------------ 18~-----------------
4:----------~-- 19. _____________ _,___ 
6·-----------~- 20-----------~----
6------------- 21.--------..,..-------
1------------- 22-----~-----------
8------------- 23·-----------------
9------------- 24-----------------
10------------- 25-----~-------------
11·--------------- 26 •. ~-----------------
12. _________ _,..:... _________ _ 27·---------------
13. 28. 
u. 2e-~ /-1 \ 
... ~ 
-1 
15. 30 
r 22 J 
31. ___________ _ 
32·------~------------------
33. ________________________ __ 
34. _______________________ _ 
35·-------------
No. right. . . . . . . . . Stand. score . .. 
Metropolitan: Elem.: R ' 
36. _________________________ ___ 
37. _____________________ _ 
38. 
39. ___________________________ _ 
40. ________________________ _ 
Gr. equiv.......... Age equiv .. .. 
r 23 J 
Metropolitan : Elem. : R 
Name ................................... Date ............... . 19 .. 
Teacher ......• .. ; ............ Grade . ......... School . ......••••.... 
City . ................. County. ~ ................ State . ... ~ .•....•.. 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: ELEMENTARY BATTERY 
* Testl.,Test2;1 Testa., Test4·1 Test5:1 Test6·1 AVE. * t READ- VOCAB· ARITH. ARITH. LANG. SPELlr ACR"T. 
lNG ULARY FUND. PROB. USAGE lNG , 
12-3 - 1- - 8.5 -12-2 . . 
12-1 - . 
12-0 - . 
11-11- . 
11-10- 1- - 1- - 8.0 -11-9 - - -11-8 - - . 
11-7 - - -
11-6 - - . 
11-5 -
- -
7.5 -
11-4 - - -
I 
11-3 - - -
11-2 - - -11-1 - -
11-0 - - 7.0 
-10-11 - - . 10-10-
- -10-9 - . 
10-8 - - . 10-7 - - 6.5 -10-6 
- -10-5 - . -
10-4 - - -
10-3 - ~ - -10-2 - 1- - - - 6.0· -10-1 - . . 
10-0 - r . -9-11- -
9-10.- . 5.5~·-~ 9-9 - -9-8 - " -en 9-7 - en 
11 9-6 - 1:l .. . 
: 9-5 
. 
-
Ol. -
9-4 - \ 
-
5.o.a -
"il 9-3 - -
"' 
9-2 - - $: 1>1 
.. 9-1 - - .$ . 
"" 
9-0 . . 4.5J! -ell 8-11- r- - -8-10- - . 
8-9 - - -8-8 
• 
-
. 
8-7 . 
8-6 - - 4.0 -8-5 - -
8-4 - -8-3 - . 
8-2 -
8-1 - 1- - 3.5· -
8-0 - r . . 7-11 . - -7-10. 
-
. 
7-9 - . 
:J-'8 - - 3.0 -7-7 - - . 7~6 - . -
7-5 - -7-4 . . -
7-3 - - 2.5 -7-2 . . -7-1 . . . 
7-0 - -6-11· . -
6-10-
-
2.0 
-6-9 - -6-8 . -6-7 - -
6-6 . 
-6-5 • . 
- -
1.5 
-
*These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at one time, 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is to be used. ~ 
t An additional scale is provided here in order to make it possible to plot the . r ~ 
chart in terms of norms other than those of age or grade. ~ 
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay it flat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in view. Plot the equivalent 
of each test score on the proper stave and join these points to make the profile. 
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1947 Revision 
(See Note Sec. V. p. 21 
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Grades 1-3 
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I. PURPOSE OF THE TEST 
This is a diagnostic test of mental maturity d~ 
signed for use with pupils in grades one to three. 
In order to provide a one-period test of mental 
maturity, this '47 short-form of the California Test of 
Mental Maturity has been developed. The test sectiOIU 
selected for this purpose have been chosen to provide 
both language and non-language test situations in the 
major factors involved in intelligence or mental 
capacity. The tests are designed to secure as valid ·~ 
measure of mental maturity1 as can be secured by a 
one-period group test. 
This short form should be used when time, conveni-
ence, Q.I' local p~:actice requires a one-period mental 
test. It will provide as reliable a measurement and 
more diagnostic information than most group intelli-
ence tests in current use. Some of the significant 
features of the '47 sh9rt-fonn are as follows: 
1. A diagnostic profile is provided to show graphical-
ly the status of each pupil in non-language. 
language, and total test mental ages and intelli-
gence quotients. It also includes the chrono-
logical age and actual grade placement status 
of each pupil in relation to mental age. 
2. It may easily be administered in one period. 
3. It may be 1,1sed as a power rather than a speed 
test and can be given without strict adherence to 
time limits. However, the suggested time limits 
given for convenience of administration shouia 
ordinarily be followed. 
4. Although primarily diagnostic and analytical, 
this test also yields not one, but three mental 
ages (M.A.'s) and three intelligence quotien.tB 
(I.Q.'s),-a non-language M.A. and I.Q., a lan-
guage M.A. and I.Q. and a total test M.A. and 
I.Q. characteristic of the familiar intelligence test. 
5. The elementary, intermediate, and advanced ,47 
short-form series can be used as "self-adminis-
tering" tests, either with individuals or with 
classes. 
1 Based on comprehensive statl.stlcal ana1Y5ls, Including factor ~'; 
sis, computation of bi-serial r's, reliability coefficients, and s 
objective data for each of•the test series. Users of the short-fODD 
are encouraged to examine the Manuals and tests of the complete 
California Test of Mental Maturity. 
Copyright, 1947, California Test Bureau. Co.Pyright under International Copyright Limon. 
All Rights Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. Published by CalliOrnia Test 
Bureau, 5916 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles 28, California Printed In U. S. A. 
II. NATURE OF THE TEsT that progress in determining the nature of mentality 
In general, the seven section of this short-form and the value of tests of mental maturity is depend-
mental maturity test sample the maturity of spatial ent largely upon further studies in factor analysis 
relationships; of logical reasoning; of mathematical which employ analytical and statistical techniques. • 
reasol'ling; and of useful concepts or vocabulary. Som.e This series of tests recognizes contributions already 
of the tests are presented in verbal and others in non- made by including' samplings of verbal ability, mathe-
language form in order to obtain a separate evaluation matical ability, spatial relations, and logic. The ex-
of mental processes with and without the use of lan- istence of all of these as relatively independent and 
guage symbols. • distinct factors is gaining acceptance. The traditional 
Each series is thus built upon a plan which (1) method of correlating the results of this series with 
takes into acceunt recognized mental processes or the averages of several other intelligence tests (pro-
functions, and (2) corresponds with present know!- tecting results by oqserv'ing the usual cautions regard-
edge of the nature of mental growth and development ing sampling and other statistical safeguards) reveals 
that the general, or Total Mental Factors I.Q.'s ob-
III. RELIABILITY • d . h h' b d f . tame Wlt t IS test may e use or comparative pur-
The reliability of the test sections based on 700 
pupils in grades 2 and 3, has been analyzed and re-
liability coefficients have been computed by the split-
halves method and corrected by the Spearman-Brown 
formula. The reliabilities of the Total Mental Factors 
score. and the major test sections are as follows: 
Total Mental Factors ···-····-··········-----····------- .921 
Language Factors ···--------------··········-··············· .882 
N on-lanrruage Factors ·······-····················-······· .902 
Spatial Relationships ···············-------------------- .865 
Logical Reasoning ············----··········------···-···· .874 
Numerical Reasoning ····················-------·-········· .848 
Vocabulary ···-··········-········-····-········------------ .820 
No. of cases·················-----·-·······-····-----·······-- 700 
S.D. (M.A. in Mo.)............................................ 14 months 
The probable error of estimate for an individual 
score varies from three ~onths or less of mental age 
when the reliabilities are .90 and above to four or five 
months when reliabilities are .88 to .82. 
The following table of intercorrelations shows the re-
lationships of the various test sections: 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF TEST SECTIONS 
New California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity 
'47 Primary Short-Form 
(700 Pupils-Grades 2-3) 
L.R. N.R. Voc. TMF 
Spatial Relationships...... .194 .362 .164 .528 
Logical Reasoning............ .482 .387 .661 
Numerical Reasoning.... .442 .656 
1ocabulary ···············-····· .692 
'rota! Mental Factors .... 
I:anguage Factors .. ________ _ 
IV. vALIDITY 
Lang. 
.239 
.543 
.529 
.874 
.862 
N-L 
.681 
.527 
.547 
.387 
.844 
.572 
The following excerpts from the Manual of the 
complete California Test of Mental Maturity applies 
to the short form: 
The validity of any mental test is difficult to estab-
lish; there are no purely objective criteria or stand-
ards which correspond to the factors or abilities in 
terms of which conceptions of mentality are currently 
described. 
The authors of these tests believe that the multiple-
factor theory of intelligence comes nearer to explain-
ing observable phenomena than does the strong cen-
tral-factor theory alone. They. recognize the import-
ance of philosophical c~ntributions, but they believe 
poses with other intelligence tests. (The correlation 
between measur~ments obtained with the California 
Test of Mental Maturity and with the Stanford-Binet, 
.88, is about as high as the correlation between re-
tests of the Stanford-Binet itself.) However, dealing 
only with mental ages and intelligence quotientS' ob-
scures and ignores . the separate important factors 
which constitute mentality; and it is in terms of these 
factors that the abilities of children should be diag-
nosed. This series attempts such a diagnosis on the 
basis of present knowledge; further evidence of valid-
ity must await further knowledge of the nature of 
mental maturity. 
v. STANDARDS 
NoTE: This manual contains a July 1, 1948 revision 
of the Age-Grade (p. 16) and Percentile Norms 
(pp. 13-15). Lower Mental Ages and I.Q.'s are not 
changed. Older pupils of normal mental age are raised 
4 or 5 points in M.A. and I.Q., whereas superior pupils 
are raised 8 to 10 points in M.A. and I.Q. A table for 
converting M.A.'s and I.Q.'s obtained through the 
previous editions will be furnished upon request. 
Norms appear on the last page of this Manual. 
These norms are comparable to ·those regularly ob-
tained when individual psychological examinations 
and well-standardized group tests are given. 
Test data for 25,000 cases were utilized in deriving 
the norms for the short fonn of each of the series. 
Test data from other standardized tests were also 
utilized in establishing the norms. The mental ages 
• Guilford, J. P.: Psychometric Methods, McGraw-Hill Co., 1936. 
Kelly, Truman L.: Crossroads in the Mmd of Man, Stanford 
Univ. Press, 1928; also Essential Traits · of Mental Life, Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1935. 
Spearman, C.: Pitfalls in the Use of Probable Errors, Jr. of 
Educ. Psy., Vol. 23, No. 7; also a series of five articles on !fhe 
Factor Theory and Its Troubles, in Jr. of Educ. Psy., Vol. 24, Nos. 7 
and 8; and Vol. 25, Nos. 2, 4, and 5. 
Thurstone, L. L.: The Theory of Multiple Factors, and A Simplified 
Multiple Factor Theory, University of Chicago Book Store, 1935; also 
The Vectors of Mmd, University of Chicago Press, 1935. 
Tryon, Robert C: Multiple Factors vs. Two Factors as Deter-
miners of Abilities, Psy. Rev., Vol. 39, No.4. 
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and intelligence quotients secured through these 
tests provide measurement for a typical situation, i.e., 
that represented by a standard deviation of 16 points 
I.Q. secured in a normal sampling. 
The profile on the front cover-page of each test book-
let provides a graphic representation of pupil responses 
in non-language, language test situations, and total 
test re9Ults in relation to a Mental Age scale. Intel-
ligence Quotients data are supplied on page 12 of this 
Manual. 
The standardization population for the New 
California Short-form Test of Mental Maturity, Pre-
primary (Kgn-Gr. 1), Primary (Gr. 1-3), and Ele-
mentary (Gr. 4-8) Series, was obtained from a variety 
of school districts in various parts of the United States. 
The standardization cases were selected to constitute a 
controlled representative sampling, one in which the 
average I.Q. was 100 and the standard deviation of the 
distribution of I.Q.'s was 16 points. Abm.rt two-thirds 
of the pupils were at the normal age for their grades, 
twenty to tweny-five per cent were retarded, and ap-
proximately ten per cent were accelerated. Roughly, 
eighty-five per cent of this population was Caucasian, 
and the remainder Mexican, Negro, and other minority 
groups. 
For the Intermediate (Gr. 7-10) and Advanced 
(Gr. 9 to Adult) Series the standardization groups 
were selected so that their average I.Q.'s corresponded 
to the actual averages in the grades covered by the 
two series. 
VI. DESCRIPTION OF MENTAL MATURITY TESTS 
Tests 1 and 2. Spatial Relationships. 
(Tests 6 and 7 of complete series). 
These tests are designed to measure the status of 
certain aspects of thinking which involve orientation 
in space and the use of spatial relationships. 
Test 1 reveals the individual's ability to orient him-
self in various situations involving the discrimination 
between right and left, and Test 2· detects ability to 
use spatial imagery in manipulating spatial patterns in 
many different forms and positions. 
In addition to their later use in critical thinking, 
space concepts and relationships are used in similar 
fonn in many of the daily educational activities of in-
dividuals. 
Writing, spelling, reading, and drawing all involve 
space orientation. The first apparent reading of some 
pupils consists primarily of distinguishing long form 
short sentences, or noticing the locations of words 
with high letters. Dramatizations involve space 
orientation with respect t.o the audience as well as to 
other players. Going to school and returning to their 
homes, the location of the school with respect to 
other landmarks iri the community, and finding their 
way about the 'school itself all require spatial orienta-
tion on the part of pupils. Making drawings of the 
school and maps of tlie community as well as simple 
charts and graphs all require th.is same ability. 
A high score in these tests indicates ability to do 
well in the activities descnoed above as well as later to 
solve problems involving more intricate spatial rela-
tionships. Such persons should be able to give as 
well as follow directions; and ·they should do well in 
planning, layout, design, and construction. 
A low score in these tests may be due to poor per-
ception or memory, or both; if these two factors are 
unsatisfactory, the individual will need assistance in 
tasks involving space orientation and relationships. 
However, if the unsatisfactory status is due to lack 
of opportunity rather than ability, it may be im-
proved through such assistance. The teacher must be 
particularly careful in giving directions to such pupils 
because they often find it difficult both to understand 
and to follow the many directions involving spatial 
relationships 
Tests 3 and 4. Logical Reasoning. 
(Tests 10 and 14 of the complete series). 
The simple:u elements of logical reasoning are in-
volved in most educational as well as other activities. 
The mere identification of likenesses and differences 
in the appearance of words in reading and spelling; 
reading, obtaining meaning from the printed page; 
the undQrstanding of speech; or distinguishing be-
tween colors, and understanding directions, 4re ex-
amples. In general, no matter how simple the situation, 
wherever a problem requiring a decision or a choice 
of responses presents itself, the simpler aspects of 
logical reasoning function. 
However, ability in logical reasoning develops from 
these simple beginnings through relatively simple and 
more complex problems of daily living to the critical 
thinking or reasoning involved in finding cures for 
insidious diseases, inventing radar, and perfecting in-
struments for defense or transportation. 
As the individual matures, his school activities 
should provide problems and situations which de-
velop his powers of logical reasoning. He should be-
come increasingly able to distinguish be~een finer 
shades of meaning in reading and speech; to distin-
guish. outward appearances from actualities; and to 
make more valid inferences in situations or problems 
involving his relationships with others. 
Those who obtain a high score on Test 3 and a low 
score on Test 4 may lack oral language comprehension 
or memory ability. Test 7 should be checked in this 
connection. 
When inability to reason logically is due to a 
remedial cause such as a very unfavorable environ-
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ment over a period of years, the individual can be 
aided in improving his reasoning ability. However, 
where the environment has been favorable and he 
has had the corn.nwnly available opportuniti~, a low 
score usually indicates an actual lack of capacity. 
Such individuals must be content to live on a rela-
tively low intellectual plane; lacking facility in in-
ference and generalization, they must be given princi-
ples and generalizations as facts, rather than attain-
ing them as end products of logical reasoning; they 
must live in a concrete rather than an ideational world. 
However, this does not later prevent them from be-
coming skillful in such fields as music, the graphic arts, 
or activities involving construction. They should be 
tested for specific aptitudes and interests. 
Tests 5 and 6. Numerical Reasoning. 
(Tests 12 and 13 of the complete series) 
Many factor analysis studies have yielded a more 
or less independent factor of intelligence variously 
called number factor, number facility, or numerical 
reasonmg. 
· This ability involves the recognition and use of 
likenesses, differences, and analogies, and the making 
of inferences, with special respect to quantitative or 
number situations and problems. 
Individuals who score high on these tests should 
do well in keeping track of toys, pencils, and clothes. 
They should make good storekeepers and classroom 
librarians. They should be able to account for the 
money allowed them and to get their money's worth 
when they buy things. 
If individuals who make low scores have not been 
denied the usual opportunities for developing this 
ability, such low scores suggest a deficiency in this 
factor of intelligence. They need special help in de-
veloping number concepts and in using arithmetical 
skills in solving their numerical problems. They fre-
quently lack an appreciation of the significance or 
value of money; they must frequently be assisted in 
relating their allowances to prices; much that is qp.anti-
tative in their environment escapes them; and they 
lack definiteness and preoiseness in their relations 
with others. 
On the other hand, they may do well in reading, 
music, and art, and in creative work which reqmres 
little or no numerical reasoning. 
Test 7. Vocabulary. 
(Test 15 of the complete series). 
Because of the lack of better designation which is 
at the same time widely understood, Test 7 is called 
1 Vocabulary. However, this term signifies much more 
than mere, connections between symbols and the 
realities for which they stand. 
Ideas and meanings begin as perceptions which 
enter consciousness through the senses; if they are 
remembered, they may function in many relation-
. ships, spatial or non-spatial in nature, and they may 
be enriched and refined through use in logical and 
numerical situations. They finally emerge as concepts 
which are useful in thinking. 
This verbal factor, called Vocabulary, is recognized 
as an important and 'relatively independent functional 
element of mental maturity. 
Individuals who score high in this test possess the 
capacity to understand and profit from their experi-
ences. They should do wdl in reading-enlarge, 
clarify, and enrich their knowledge and information 
as well as their understanding of people and events. 
They possess some of the basic abilities involved in 
understanding others and making others understand 
them. . 
However, a low or average score on this test is not 
proof of lack of capacity in the verbal factor; such a 
score may be due to lack of a favoring environment 
or training in the skills associated with this ability. 
Further study of the results of previous tests in this 
series is indicated. Individuals who score low on this 
test will profit less by reading, at least temporarily, 
than from other non-verbal types of educational ac-
tivities. 
VII. UsiNG THE TEsT REsULTS 
General Considerations 
The proper interpretation of test scores of an in-
. strument such as the New California Sho-rt-Form Test 
of Mental Maturity requires the use of norms or stand-
ards. Thus, scores are interpreted as Mental Ages, so 
that the person may be said to have the mental ability 
equal to that of a typical person of a given age. The 
Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) is the ratio of mental 
age to chronological age and indicates the extent to 
which a given individual has mental ability above or 
below the average for his chronological age. 
Mental Ages are used as criteria of the level of 
ability at a given time. In both industrial relations 
and educational situations, the mental age require-
ments of given occupations or assignments are often 
known. Thns, it is possible to relate the ability of 
an individual to duties or assignments which are ap-
propriate to his mental abilities. 
The Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.), being a ratio, and 
fairly constant, indicates the degree of ability that the 
individual has in comparison with others of his age. 
It is a convenient measure for use in considering the 
relative ability of a person in relation' to the average 
(indicated by I.Q. 100). In the case of children 
under the age of 16, it also provides a convenient 
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means for determining the probable mental age at 
any given time. · The actual, or chronological, age of 
any person (using 16 years in the case of those over 
16) may be multiplied by .the I.Q. to determine the 
estimated mental age at any time. I.Q.'s are ordi-
narily interpreted1 about as follows: 
I. Q •. 
130 & above 
[ 
115-129 
. 100-114 
85- 99 
70- 84 
Below 70 
Description 
Classification 
Very superior 
Superior 
High average 
Low aver<~ge 
Inferior 
Very inferior 
Per Cent of 
Typical Populcv-
tion Incwded 
3% 
12% 
35% 
35% 
12% 
3% 
In general, the higher the score, mental age, or in-
telligence quotient, the more complex, abstract, and 
difficult the task or problem which an individual can 
handle. Mental ability is one of the most significant 
factors which must be given attention in education and 
in occupational adjustment. Frequently, the degree 
of intelligence is the controlling factor in success. 
However, measures of capacity or intelligence should 
never be used alone, but should be considered in re-
lation to other factors. One should not attempt to 
predict individual achie.venfent from mP.ntal test data 
alone any more than one would. attempt to judge an 
automobile on the basis of a single measure, such as 
height, weight, or length. 
Language and Non-language Data 
As previott!iy s~ted,. one of the significant features 
of the New Cal:{fornia Short-FoNn Test of Mental 
Maturity is that it provides Language M.A.'s and 
I.Q.'s and Non-language M.A.'s and I.Q.'s as well as 
the customary composite M.A.'s and I.Q.'s character-
istic of most intelligence tests. 
The language test data are particularly useful in in-
dicating how well the individual understands relation-
ships expressed in words, such as instructions, confer-
ence discussions, statements of logical principles or 
courses of action, and the like. 
The non-language test data indicates how well the 
individual understands relationships among things or 
{)bjects when language is not involved, such as physi-
cal or mechanical relationships. 
Individuals may possess these two kinds of mental 
ability in very different amounts. It is not unusual 
for a person to have a language I. Q. of 70 or 80 
and to have a non-language I. Q. above 100. Similar-
ly, the reverse is frequently the case. Thus, the pro-
' The above distributions and percentages apply only to those 
tests such as the California Test of Mental MatUrity and California 
Capacity Questionnaire which have provided for a normal, rather 
than skewed, distribution of mental ages and I.Q.'s. They would not 
apply in the cases of several intelligence tests which have arbitrarily 
allotted certain scores to higher mental ages without consideration 
of the normal probability curve, or whlcn do not h11ve a standard 
deviation o:f 16 points for a normal distribution of I.Q.'s 
vision of both language and non-language measures 
affords greater insight into the mental processes of 
~ gi':en individual than is provided by the typical · 
mtellrgence test. The significance of these additional 
data for guidance is obvious in that they will make 
possible a mqre appropriate consideration of the real 
abilities of a person. 
Mental Factors Data 
. A. detailed description of the nature, purpose, and 
srgnrficance of 1!he mental tests included in the New 
Califomia Short-Form 'rest of Mental Maturity is 
given in Sec. VI of this Manual. The tests are classified 
as Spatial Relationships, Logical Reasoning, Numerical 
Reasoning, and Vocabulary. Many specific sugges-
tions regarding their interpretation are included in 
these descriptive statements, and it is recommended 
that the Section be carefully read by those who desire 
to obtain the maximum diagnostic value from the test 
data. 
The percentile norms provided on pages 12, 13, and 
14 of this Manual are useful in educational diagnosis 
and guidance. These norms indicate for each individual 
his relative rank in comparison with others of his 
age group in the various mental factors. 
Other Educational Uses 
The use of measures of mental capacity is accepted 
in most school systems as an essential element in the 
counseling and guidance program, and as information 
basic to fitting instruction to the needs of each pupil. 
The Mental Ages obtained by use of theN ew Califo.,ma 
Short-FoNn Test of Mental Maturity are comparable 
to those obtained by most other intelligence tests. ln 
addition, the ( 1) language mental ages and I.Q.'s and 
the (2) non-language mental ages and I.Q.'s l?rovide 
diagnostic information which shows the extent to 
which the ini!iv;.idual can think clearly when dealing 
with (1) word symbols, or (2) non-vetbal situations. 
The separate Hctors data, as indicated above and m 
Section VI, are further aids in diagnosis. 
The following suggestion is offered for the use of 
M.A.'s and I.Q.'s in individual guidance. To evaluate · 
or predict the achievement of an individual in academic 
subjects: Compate the mental age (or lutelligence 
Grade Placement) and the edu~ational age (or sub-
ject grade placement). Achievement should tend 
to approximate the mental age of the individual. 
Comparison of Intelligence and Achievement 
Test Medians 
Intelligence quotients and intelligence grade place-
ments are very useful in the following connections: 
1. To determine whether or not a class (or school) 
has made satisfactory progress in basic skills, and to 
set suitable standards of achievement. 
The following table is based upon over 100 school 
surveys and 48,000 individual measurements. This 
table is presented to show the range of median intel-
ligence quotients, median intelligence grade place-
ments (mental ages in terms of school grades-see 
next to last column of Norms on the last page of this 
Manual), and median achievements in the essential 
skills as determined by these surveys. 
I.Q.'s AND RELATED DATA AS SHOWN BY SCHOOL SURVEYS 
(Fractions of Scliool Year above or below norm) 
Class and School Medians 
Intelli-
Per- Intell1- ~ence Read- Read- Arlth- Arlth-
cent- ~uce rade Vo~u- lng me tic metic lie uo- Place- Compre- Reason- Funda- Lan-
Rank ent ment Jary hension ing mentals guage 
99 114 +.94 +·94 =~=~ + .93 t1~ + .9-3 95 110 +.74 ! ]g :j:·so + .76 80 105 +.37 t ,38 .29 +.43 +.35 80 105 t.37 .30 .38 t .29 +·43 +.35 70 103 .26 .20 t .18 .18 .27 t .21 60 101 +.13 .10 .08 + .09 + .13 .10 
50 100 .00 .00 .00 .oo .00 .00 
40 98 -.10 -.09 -.16 -.17 -.07 -.12 
30 96 -.18 -.16 -.29 -.34 -.20 -.21 
20 94 -.27 -.33 -.40 -.59 -.39 -.34 
10 89 -.50 -.53 -.60 -.87 -.57 -.54 
5 85 -.60 -.62 -.79 -1.02 -.70 -.67 
1 75 -.88 -1.38 -1.83 -2.52 -.79 -1.36 
The data are assigned percentile ranks and show the 
fractions of a school year above .( +) or below (-) 
test norms for the subjects reported. 
Thus, if the median I.Q. for a class (or school) is 
105, such class (or school) is at the 80 percentile in 
intelligence when compared with the sampling of 
48,000 cases measured. Such a class (or school) 
should normally be expected to have a median read-
ing vocabulary score which is .30 of a year above 
normal, a median arithmetic fundamentals score which 
is .43 of a year above normal, etc. On the other 
hand, if the median l.Q. is below 100, the scores in 
basic skills will usually drop below the normal grade 
placement scores for average I.Q.'s. Thus, if the 
median I.Q. for a class (or school) is .94, reading com-
prehension scores .40 below normal grade placement 
scores for that class (or school) would be considered 
satisfactory. 
2. To set a suitable standard of achievement for a 
class (or school): Determine the median I.Q. and 
add (or subtract) the appropriate grade placement 
fraction to (or from) the grade placement of the class 
(or school) tested. These data, however, should 
indicate the need for differentiated standards in direct-
ing the educational program and in evaluating the ac-
complishment of the schools and classroom groups. 
In using mental age or the intelligence quotient in 
a given age or grade group, the following considera-
tions slioul'd be kept in mind: The correlation or re-
lationship between measurements of intelligence and 
academic success is far from perfect; in some subjects 
it is only 25 or 30 per cent better than chance. Al-
though pupils with higher I.Q.'s will, in general, do 
better than those with lower I.Q.'s, if they are about 
the same age, the teachec should always remember 
that other factors such as health, previously learned 
' study habits, opportunity, persistence, encourage-
ment, and the like, play a large part in achievement. 
It is particularly important in directing the learn-
ing of those having difficulty th.rt teachers inspect 
the records for previous academic success in both 
language and non-language work, and obtain as many 
other types of pertinent information as possible in 
order that it may be used together with the intel-
ligence test data, and the djagnostic analysis of mental 
factors, in improving leaming.1 
VIII. DIRECTIONS FOR GIYING 
INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINER 
The tests in this series are primarily analytical 
and diagnostic even though they furnish the customary 
M.A.'s and I.Q.'s. The intention is to secure as ac-
curate an indication as possible of each pupil's status 
in the factors tested. 
It is desirable that pupils shall understand clearly 
the manner in which they are expected to indicate 
their responses. However, the examiner must keep in 
mind that a testing rather than a teaching situation is 
desired and that correct responses should in no way 
be indicated except in practice exercises and as in-
structed. 
~ach pupil should have a lead pencil or crayola 
and a blank sheet of paper to be used as a marker 
when deemed advisable. 
Directions to be given pupils are in heavy black type. 
When given in the. first-grade, or to slow second-
grade pupils, the tests should be administered in small 
groups of 10 to 20 pupils. 
TIME LIMITS 
This is a power rather than a speed test. However, 
time limits are suggested for each of the tests. They 
are ample for pupils to reach the practical limits of 
their abilities, and are intended primarily as aids in 
administering the tests. 
The test is to be ~ven in one period. 
The teacher may fill in identifying data on the front 
cover-page of the test booklet for the sake of accuracy 
and neatness of the record. 
Be sure that each pupil has a blank sheet of paper 
to be used as a marker. 
1 For additional discussions, see Educational Bulletin No. 14. 
The Preper Use of Intelllgence Tests. Los Angeles: California Test 
Bureau. 
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INsTRucTioNs To Pu?ILs 
After pupils have filled in identifying data, if this 
has not been .done by the teacher, the ~aminer will 
state: This booklet contains a number of games 
which I want you to try. After I give you the direc-
tions for each game, you will begin when I say 
"'R d b . " Y k . ea y, egm. ou are to wor as rap1dly as you 
can without making mistakes. When you have com-
pleted each page or have done as much as it as you 
can, wait until I tell you what to do next. 
Now, open your booklet. and fold back the page 
like this. (Demonstrate and be sure that all pupils 
have Test 1, and that Test 2 is folded under.) 
Have each pupil use a sheet of paper as a marker 
to separate the drawings if it appears necessary. 
TEST 1 
Directions: Place your marker so you can see just 
the boy and girl at the top of the page. Put a mark 
on the boy's right hand. (Examiner makes sure that 
pupils mark one of the arms. Do not correct or ex-
p~ain right and left.) Now put a mark on the girl's 
left foot. (See that one of the feet is marked.) 
Now move your marker down so you can see the 
girl, the boy, an~ the ball-player. (1) Put a mark on 
the girl's left arm. (2) Put a mark on the boy's right 
foot. (3) Put a mark on the ball-player's left foot. 
Now move your marker down. (4) Put a mark on 
the boy-scout's right arm. (5) Put a mark on the 
girl's left arm. (6) See the boy standing on his head. 
Put a mark on his left foot. 
Move your marker down. See these hands and 
feet. In each drawing put a mark on the right hand 
or· the right foot. 
Now turn your booklet over to Test. 2. 
TEsT2 
Directions : Place your marker so you can see just 
the first row- of drawings. Look at the first drawnig 
and then the other drawings. (Examiner points to 
the drawings in Row A.) The first drawing is among 
the other drawings, but it is turned around or turned 
over. Find it and put a mark under it. (Be sure that 
pupils mark; the oval with an X.) 
Now move your marker down. Do this one in the 
same way. The right answeF is the last one. It is 
the drawing turned up-side-down. Put a mark under 
it. Now do all the others on this page in the same 
way. Find one which is the same as the first and put 
a mark under it. Do both sides of the page. You may 
use your marker if you want to. Ready, begin. 
Allow 4 or 5 minutes. 
Now turn the page over to Test 3 and fold it back. 
TEST 3 
Directions : Place your marker so you can see just 
the first row of pictures. You are to find something 
in each row that goes with the first two pictures and . 
put a mark on it. Put a mark under the coat in the 
first row. The pants, sweater, and coat are all some-
thing to wear. 
Now move your marker down. Which one should. 
be marked here? (Allow pupils to answer.) Yesr 
ball. It goes with the toy-wagon and the top. They 
are all toys. Now do the others on this page in the 
same way. Put a mark under the picture that goes 
with the first two pictures in each row. Ready, begin. 
Allow 4 or 5 minutes. 
Now turn your booklet over to Test 4. 
TEST 4 
Directions : Place your marker so you can see just 
the first row. This is a game to see how well you 
can think. Listen to what I say and then put a mark 
on the picture that is the correct answer. 
A. Bill caught more fish than Ned. Put a mark 
on Bill. (Pause.) He is the boy with the most fish 
Move your marker down. 
B. Alice found more flowers than Jane. Put a 
mark on Jane. Move your marker down. 
1. Mary and Jane's mother said, "I will give a 
ring to the one that does not break any dishes." 
Jane broke a cup. Put a mark on Mary. (Pause long 
enough on this and other tests for pupils to mark 
their booklets.) Move your marker down 
2. The teacher said, "The boy that does the best 
work may be traffic officer next week." Bob did 
the best work. Put a mark on Bob. Move your 
marker down. 
3. The teacher said, "If the sun shines, it is day." 
The sun was shining. Put a mark on the picture that 
shows this. Move your marker down. 
4. The class voted that two children who made 
the most points should lead in the salute to the flag. 
Mary and Jim earned the most points. Put a mark 
on the picture that shows Mary and Jim. Move your 
marker down. 
5. Jane's hat is larger than Mary's Mary's hat 
is larger than Alice's. Put a mark on Alice's hat. 
Move your marker to show the first row at the 
top of the page. 
6. These three boys are rmming a race. Jim runs 
faster than Charles but not as fast as Tom. Put a 
mark on Tom. Move your marker down. 
7. Jack jumps higher than Harry. Bob jumps 
higher than Harry. Put a mark on Harry. Move 
your marker down. 
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8. Three boys are up a ladder. Ned is farther up 
than Bill. Jim is farther up than Ned. Put a mark 
on Ned. Move your marker doWlil. 
9. Bill said, "The man at the door is either a 
policeman or a mail carrier. But he is not a police-
man." Put a mark on the picture that shows which 
man is at the door. Move your marker down. 
10. The children either ride to school in the bus 
'or they walk. They did not walk this day. Put a 
mark on the picture which shows how they got to 
sehool. Move your marker down. 
11. Jack is the first boy. He said, ''My brother is 
taH.er than I am, or he is shatter, or he is the same 
size. But my brother is not taller nor is he shorter-." 
Put a mark on Jack's brother. Move your marker 
down. 
12. Jane's house is nearer the street comer than 
Betty's. Betty's house is nearer than Clara's. Put 
a mark on Betty's house. 
Now tum the page over to Test 5 and fold it back. 
TEST 5 
Directions·: Place your marker so you can see 
just the first row of drawings. Put a mark under 
the thing that can go the fastest. Did you put a 
mark under the airplane? Now move your marker 
down. Put a mark under the thing that is lightest. 
Now move your marker down. Put a mark under 
the thing that can pull. the heaviest load. 
Now move your marker down. Put a mark under 
the box that has the most things. Now move your 
marker down. Put a mark under the plate that has 
the most pie on it. Now move your marker down. 
Put a mark under the clock that shows the latest 
time. Now move your marker down. Put a mark 
under the group of stamps that .costs the most. 
Now move your marker up to the top of the page 
to Row B so you can see some more drawings of 
boxes with the little circles or marbles in them. In 
this row the marbles in the boxes count up by ones. 
One of the boxes is wrong. It is the next to the last 
box. It should have four marbles. Put a mark on 
the box that is wrong. One box is wrong in each 
row. Put a mark on the box that is wrong. Do the 
rest of the rows on this page. 
Allow about 3 minutes. 
Now tum your booklet over to Test 6. 
TEST 6 
Directions : Place your marker so you can see just 
the first row of boxes with sticks in them. 
A. Look at the first box. It has three sticks. If 
you put another stick in the box, which box will it 
look like? Put a mark on this box. (Examiner as-
sures herself that the mark is on the last box in the 
first row.) 
B. Move your marker down one row. Look at 
the first box in this row. It has three blocks. If you 
take one of the blocks away, which box will it look 
like? Put a mark on the box with two blocks in it. 
1. Now move your marker down. Look at the 
cherries in the first box. If they were all together 
put a mark on the box they would be like. (Allow 
5 to 10 seconds.) 
2. Now move your marker down. Look at the 
chickens in the first box. They are in two pens. If 
they were all togther which box would they be 
like? Put a mark on it. (Allow 5 to 10 seconds.) 
3. Now move your marker. down. Look at the 
birds in the first picture. Put a mark on the picture 
that has the same number of birds. (Allow 10 to 
15 seconds.) 
4. Now move your marker down. Look at the 
dishes in the first box. Some of them are broken. 
Put a mark on the box that shows how many there 
are that are not broken. (Allow 10 to 15 seconds). 
5. Now move your marker down. In the first 
box are the shells that Mary found. Jane found twice 
as many. Put a mark on the box that has Jane's 
shells. (Allow 10 to 15 seconds.) 
6. Now move your marker to the first row at the 
top of the page. The base-balls in the first box be-
long to Bill. If he gives half of them to his brother, 
put a mark on the box which shows how many he 
gave to his brother. (Allow about 30 seconds.) 
7. Now move your marker down. If we take out 
one-fourth of the fish in· the first bowl, put a mark 
on the bowl which shows how many that would be. 
(Allow about 30 seconds.) · 
8. Now move your marker down. If one-third of 
the clothes pins on the first line fell off, put a mark 
on the line that shows how many would be left on 
the line. (Allow about 30 seconds.) 
9. Now move your marker down. Put a mark on 
the coin you could take out and have 16 cents left. 
(Allow about 30 seconds.) • 
10. Now move your marker down. In the first 
box are some marbles. If two are given to Jack and. 
two are given to Bill, put a mark on the box that will 
show the number of marbles that are left. (Allow 
about 30 sconds.) 
11. Now move your marker down. In the first 
box are three sets of ~ookies. If they were divided 
equally among three children, put a mark on the box 
which shows how many each would have. (Allow 
about 30 seconds.) 
12. Now move your marker down. In the first 
box are some plants. If they are all set out in three 
rows, put a mark on the box that shows the number 
----------;-~-;---:-:~~------ --- --.~ -·------ -- ---
nished with the test as an aid in scoring. It is ad-
TEST 7 
Directions : A. Place your marker so you can 
see the first row: You are to mark the picture that 
I name. Bird. Put a mark on the bird. 
B. Move your marker down. Fish. Put a mark 
on the fish. 
(The instructions to be given each time are--
Move your marker down. Pronounce the word and 
say, "Put a mark on. .. ---·------·--··" thus pronouncing 
the test word twice.) 
Test Vocabulary 
1. Frog 
2. Plant 
3. Wigwam 
4. Bunch 
5. Reindeer 
6. The man inside 
7. Blossom 
8. Twig 
9. Something delicious 
10. Shelter 
11. Something nibbling 
12. The cow between 
13. Tiniest person 
:1.4. ~ect 
15. Signal 
16. Refrigerator 
17. Those descending 
18. Something comfortable 
19. Vehicle 
20. Athlete 
21. One who de£ends 
22. Cultivating 
23. Distress 
24. Eclipse 
25. Studious person 
26. Constructing 
27. Absurd picture 
28. Venerable person 
visable that the examiner take the test, or carefully 
examine the responses made by a pupil, in order to 
become acquainted with the test situations. 
General Instructions : 
1. In scoring the tests, each item is considered 
right or wrong. No partial credits are given. 
2. Mark each correct item with a "C." If two. or 
more answers are given count as wrong, unless the 
pupil has attempted to erase, cross out, or otherwise 
indicate his intention. 
3. Consider the pupil's intention if that can be 
determined. If doubtful, score it "wrong." 
4. The score for each test section is the number 
right. 
5. Record the number right at the bottom of each 
test. 
6. Transfer t~e scores to the front page of the 
test booklet. 
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TEST 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
PRIMARY '47 S-FORM 
FACTOR 
Devised by Elixabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs 
Possible Pup!l's 
Score Score 
Mental Age 
Ma. 48 . 60 
' 
Yr. 4.0 5.0 
I I 
72 
' 6.0 
I 
84 
7.0 
I 
DIAGN:OS'l'IC PROFILE 
(Chart pupll's scores here) 
96 108 120 132 
' ' ' 
8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 
I I I I 
144 156 168 
12.0 13.0 14.0 
I I I 
Per-
cent-
lie 
Rank 
Spatial Relationships • 
1. Sensing Right and Left"' 
I I I I 
22 L6_ -i41"""l"'.,_,...,....,~1 o~..,..-T"""'-1;;:,5~~...,...--:----:--:;;20::....._..,.__...;2:;.2 '70 
1oL*. . 10 r-
2. Manipulation of Areas* 
Logical Reasoning 
3. Similarities* 
4. Inference • 
Numerical Reasoning 
5. Number Concepts* 
6. Numerical Quantity 
Vocabulary (Test 71 
Total Mental Factors 
Language Factors 
(4+6+71 
Non-Language Factors 
ll+Z+3+5> 
Chronological Age . 
Actual Grade Placement . 
(Grade pupll !s in} 
•Non-language tests. 
12~· .. _z,_3r-T4-o--r-,_-r~~--,_ ______ ~1~1 --------~~rz __ _ 
I I 
24 L£... ..;--;5r-.-:""'!'"'l',.;:1,o:..,,__,.., .,....,.:.;:.+~,_.,.._,..,.....;;20:...._..,.... ___ ___,_..;.2;...4 _ ..50 
12~* .. ,~,z~3.T4~r-~6-T7-TB~9~~-----T11 ______ ~1~z __________ __ 
12~ .. ~r-r-~3~4--T--;--~--T-~r-~10~----~11~----~IZ ___ 
24 L£.. _1...;1r---i5~_,....,....,..:1 1;;.o ..,--:--'l"""""l~~h-:FI"",:;.;21o~-~..,.....:~;;;:.4 __ 1 if 
124.*. 
12 -;z.. . 
28 
98 
52 
46 
10 
10 
I I I I I I 
15 16 17 1~ ®2~ 21 2? 2~ 2~ 25 
I 
47 
' I 
27 
I 
60 li{l).. 
I 'P 
30 ~~ 
I 
72 
I 
I 
38 
I 
I I I I 
20 28 312 ® 
I 
78 
I 
I 
41 
I 
37 
I 
I 
83 
I 
I 
44 
I 
39 
I 
11 
26 
11 
I 
89 
I 
I 
47 
I 
42 
I 
1Z 
1Z 
I 
27 28 
I 
I I 
44 46 &. 
I I I I I I I I I I ~~4~~~~6T0~~72~~~84~~~~1~08~~12~0~~1~32~-~~4~4--~15~6~~1~E8 
I I I 
~----~KG~N~·~T~R-~1r.0~~2.~0--~~~--4~.~0--~5~.0~~6~.0~~7~.0~~8~.0~ 
IQY I I I I I 
13.0 14:0 
Mental Age 
Mo. 48 60 72 84 96 1 08 120 132 144 156 168 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
Total Mental Factors . 
Score 
~ 
M.A. C. A. 
_;z,z. # 
Language Factors • 
Non-Language Factors 
..33 
~ 
:z¥ 
/OJ? 
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X. INsTRUCTIONs FOR R.EcOlU>ING REsuLTS 
ON FRoNT CoVER-PAGE OF TEsT BooKLET 
Purpose 
The front cover-page of the test booklet is de-
signed to furnish a record of test results which may 
be torn from the test booklet and kept as a perma-
nent record. It provides a Summary of the es-
sential information and a Diagnostic Profile as an 
aid in interpreting test data. 
Method 
1. Record the Pupil's Score for each of tests 1 
to 6 on the light-face rule immediately to the right 
of the Possible Score in each case.. 
2. Add pupil's scores on tests 1 and 2 and write 
this sum on the heavy-face rule to the right of 
Spatial Relationships. 
3. Add pupil's scores on tests 3 and 4, and write 
this sum on the heavy-face rule to the right of 
Logical Reasoning. 
4. Add the scores on tests 5 and 6, and write 
this sum on th~ heavy-face rule to the right of 
Numerical Reasoning. 
5. To obtain the Total Mental Factors score 
add the totals for Spatial Relationships, Logical 
Reasoning, N t.tmerical Reasoning, and the Vocabu-
lary. score. Record this sum on the heavy rule to the 
right of Possible ScO're 98. 
6. To obtain the Language Factors Score, add 
the scores on tests 4, 6, and 7, and write this sum 
on the heavy rule to the right of Possible Score 52. 
7. To obtain the Non-language Factors score, 
add the scores on tests 1, 2, 3, and 5, and write this 
sum on the heavy-face rule to the right of Possible 
Score 46. 
8. Chronological Age (C.A.) is the actual or life 
age of the pupil in months. It is essential that this 
age be correct for the purpose of calculating the 
I.Q.'s. 'I'he age should be determined from the 
teacher's register, pupil's birth certificate, or some 
other source, if these are doubtful. 
9. Actual Grade Placement is the grade in which 
the pupil is actually working at the time he takes 
the test, expressed as a fraction of a school year. 
It is determined by adding the decimal fractions of 
the school year to the pupil's grade assignment. 
B (Low) A (IDgh) 
September or February .. ·-····-··-····- .0 .5 
October or March.................................... .1 .6 
November or April................................. .2 .7 
December or May ....... - ..... -................ .3 .8 
January or June.................................... .4 .9 
Thus an L3 pupil in January is 3.4; an H2 pupil in May is 2.8. 
10. The Mental Ages (M.A.'s) are found by using 
the norms on the last page of the Manual of Direc-
tions in the following manner: To find Mental Age 
for Total Mental Factors, find the third column 
from the left and follow it until you reach the score 
which corresponds to the value of the Pupil's Score 
for Total Mental Factors; the corresponding Men-
tal Age in months is found directly to the left in 
the first column. Mental ages for Language Fac-
tors and Non-language Factors are found similarly 
by locating the Pupil's Scores in the 4th and 5th 
columns from the left and reading the corresponding 
Mental Ages in months in the first column. 
11. Quotient data/ or intelligence quotients 
(I.Q.'s) are found by dividing each of the three 
Mental Ages (M.A. in months) by the pupil's 
Chronological Age (C.A. in months). 
12. The Diagnostic Profile presents graphically 
evidences of the maturity or development of each 
pupil in the specific factors previously discussed. It 
is easily completed by locating Pupil M.A.'s arid 
other data on the light and heavy rule scales to the 
right of the Scores, as illustrated on page 12. For 
example, th~ examinee in this case obtained a score 
of 16 in Spatial Relationships. This score is next 
located on the heavy rule to the right. The Mental 
Age (in months or years and months) to which this 
score corresponds may then be read directly above 
or below on the heavy rules. In the illustration the 
Mental Age is about 104 months. The Mental Age 
equivalents of each major division and each sub-
test may be obtained in the same manner. 
13. The Percentile Ranks at the extreme right 
of the profile are obtained by use of the tables for 
each age group appearing on pages 13, 14, and 15, 
entitled "Percentile Norms for Scores of Various 
Mental Factors.'' Care .must be taken to use the 
correct age table. 
Interpretation 
The a1:1thors of the New California Short;.;.Form of 
Mental Maturity believe that these test data and the 
method of their presentation on this cover-page pro-
vide several significant advantages. Among these are 
the following: 
1. It visualizes significant elements of pupil re-
sponses. 
2. It analyzes and summarizes the major factors 
which are meas1.1red by the test situations. 
3. As a professional device for the use of educators, 
it reduces the 'mystery' which has surrounded the 
meaning of Mental Age and Intelligence Quotient. The 
examiner may readily note strengths and weaknesses 
of pupil responses in the various situations which to-
gether provide a measure of mental capacity. 
In the interpretation of responses for individual 
pupils on the various tests, the examiner is referred to 
the detailed description of the tests which appears as 
Section VI on page 3 of this Manual. 
1 The Wbrk of calculating I.Q.'s has been done for the convenience 
of test users in the Age and L Q. Calculator, Los Angeles: Cali-
fornia Test Bureau, 1945. Price $1.00 
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PERCENTILE AND DECILE NORMS 
for use with 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF M£NTAL MATURITY 
CALIFORNIA CAPACITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
PERCENTILE RANK OF I. Q.'s FOR VARIOUS POPULATIONS 
(For use with Language, Non-Language, and Total Score Data) 
Percentiles -····----· 1 5 10 20 25 30 40 60 70 75 80 90 95 99 Median S.D. 
Nonnal Population 
LQ.'s . 64- 65- 77- 83- fiT- 89- 93- 98- 103- 108- 112- 114- 118- 124- 136+ 100.0 16.0 
(N=100,000) 76 82 86 88 92 97 102 107 1l1 113 ll7 123 135 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(N=25,000) 77 86 89 91 93 98 103 108 112 114 118 123 135 
Tenth Grade LQ.'s_ 67- 68- 79- 88- 91- 93- 95- 100- 105- 110- 114- 116- 120- 125- 137+ 103.0 15.5 
(N=25,000) 78 87 90 92 94 99 104 . 109 113 115 119 124 136 
Eleventh Grade 
~ ---~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~ (N=25,000) 79 88 91 93 95 100 105 110 114 116 120 126 137 .i:i.J 
College Freshman 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(N=15,000) 93 98 100 102 104 108 112 117 121 1.23 127 134 147 
Coli. Graduate 
LQ.'s ---- 99- 100- 108- 113- 116- 118- 121- 124- 127- 130- 133- 135- 138- 146- 156+ 125.0 12.0 
(N=2,000) 107 112 115 117 120 1.23 126 129 132 134 137 145 155 
NOTE: If the user desires to el.imm.ate the 25 and 75 percentiles in his distributions, assign the lower LQ. of each to the 20 
or 70 percentile interval, and assign the higher l.Q. of each to the 30 or 80 percentile interval. For example, in the 
Normal Population LQ. group, the I.Q.'s of the 20%ile would become 83-87, and those of the 30%ile would be-
come 88-92. 
SPECIAL NOTE: A percentile may be described as a point on a 100 point scale which gives the per cent of I.Q.'s which fall 
below that particular percentile. For example, an individual whose I.Q. falls at the 70 percentile point exceeds 70 per cent 
of the population on whom the test was standardized; also, such an I.Q. may be interpreted to mean that this person's 
I.Q. is lower than 30 per cent of the other I.Q.'s in the standardization group.· For convenience of interpretation, all I.Q.'s 
are assigned the percentile ranks of the percentile points nearest to which they are located. For example, in Nonnal 
Population I.Q.'s above, all I.Q.'s from 108 to 1l1 inclusive are assigned a percentile rank of 70. 
I. Q. DECILE$ for the CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
Deciles: 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5fu 6fu 7th 8th 9th lOth Median 
Normal Population LQ.'s: ··-·--- 79- 80- 85 86- 90 91- 95 96- 99 100-104 105-109 110-114 115-120 121+ ;1.00.0 
Ninth Grade I.Q.'s: ·-······ 82- 83- 88 89- 92 93- 97 98-161 102-106 107-111 112-116 117-122 123+ 101.5 
Tenth Grade LQ.'s: ·········-·-- --- .83- 84- 89 90- 93 94- 98 99-,1.02 103-107 108-112 113-117 1l8-123 124+ 103.0 
Eleventh Grade LQ.''s:-····-·--·-- 84- 85- 89 90-94 95- 99 100-103 ;1.04-108 109-113 114-118 119-124 125+ 104.0 
Twelfth Grade LQ.'s: ·-······-·-··-··-··· 85- 86- 90 91- 95 96- 99 100-104 105-109 110:..1,1.4 115-119 120-125 126+ 105.0 
College Freshman I.Q.'s: ·---- 95- 96-100 101-103 104-106 107-110 ,1.11-115 116-120 121-125 126-13,1 132+ 110.0 
NOTE: Decile ratings for the "normal population" group are recommended for use in all cases, except where a rating is to 
be made for comparison with pupils of a given educational level. 
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PERCENTILE NORMS FOR SCORES OF VARIOUS MENTAL FACTORS 
FOR USE WITH THE 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST ·oF MENTAL MATURITY 
Primary 147 S-Form Series 
SPECIAL NOTE: A percentile may be described as a point on a 100 point scale which gives the per cent of scores which 
fall below that particular percentile. For example, an individual whose score falls at the 70 percentile point exceeds 70 per 
cent of the population on whom the test was standardized; also, such a score may be interpreted to mean that this per-
son is lower than 30 per cent of the other individuals in the standardization group. For convenience in interpretation, 
all scores are assigned the percentile ranks of the percentile points nearest to which they are located. For example, 
In the Table for Age 6-0 to 6-5 below, all TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS scores from 56 to 59 inclusive are assigned 
a percentile rank of 70. 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasoning 
(Tests 3 and 4) 
Numerical Reasoning 
(Tests 5 and 8) 
Vocabulary (Test 7) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Langtlage Factors 
(Tests 4, 6, and 7) 
Non-Language Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, S, and 5) 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasoning 
(Tests 3 and 4) 
Nume1ical Reasoning 
(Tests 5 and 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 7) 
TOTAL 1\:IENTAL FACTORS 
l.angllage Factors 
. (Tests 4, 6, and 7) 
Non-Language Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasonlw!: (Tests 3 and {) 
Numerical. Reasoning 
(Tests 5 and 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 1) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Language Factors (Tests 4, 6, and 7) 
Non-Language Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
TABLE FOR AGE 5.,6 to 5-11 (66 to 71 months) 
1 5 10 
5 0- 2 3-4 
0- 2 
0 
3 4-5 
1 2 
20 
6 
30 
7 
6 7-8 
3 4 
Percentile Norms 
40 
8 
9 
5 
50 
9 
10 
6 
60 
10 
11 
7 
0-5 6-10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
0-18 19-25 26-30 31-35 36-38 39-41 42-45 46-50 
0-11 12-17 18-19 20-21 22 23-24 25-26 27 
70 
11 
12 
8 
80 
12 
13 
90 
13 
95 
14 
14 15-16 
9 10-11 
99 
15+ 
17+ 
12+ 
17 18 19 20+ 
51-53 54-57 58-60 61-65 66+ 
28 29 30 31-33 34+ 
0- 4 5- 8 9-12 13-14 15-16 17 18-19 20-21 22-23 24-26 27-28 29-30 31+ 
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99 
Percentile Norms 
TABLE FOR AGE 6-0 to 6-5 (72 to 77 months) 
1 5 10 
0- 3 4- 6 7 
0- 1 2- 5 6- 7 
0- 1 2 3 
20 
8 
8 
4 
Percentile Norms 
30 
9 
40 
10 
9 10-11 
5 6 
50 
11 
12 
7 
60 
13 
8 
70 
12 
14 
9 
80 
13 
15 
10 
90 
14 
11 
95 
15 
16 
12 
99 
16+ 
17+ 
13+ 
0- 8 9-13 14 15 16 ' 17 18 19 20 21+ 
0-21 22-32 33-38 39-40 41-44 45-48 49-51 52-55 56-59 60-61 62-64 65-69 70+ 
0-14 15-19 20-22 23-24 25-26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34+ 
0- 5 6-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-21 22-23 24-25 26-27 28-29 
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 '10 80 
Percentile Norms 
I 
TABLE FOR AGE 6-6 to 6-11 C78 to 83 months) 
1 5 10 
0- 5 6- 7 8- 9 
0-3 4-7 8-9 
0- 1 2- 3 4- 5 
20 
10 
10 
6 
30 
11 
7 
Percentile Norms 
40 
11 
12 
8 
50 
12 
13 
9 
60 
13 
14 
'10 
14 
15 
10 
80 
15 
16 
11 
30 
90 
31-32 33+ 
95 99 
90 95 99 
16 17+ 
17 18 19+ 
12 13-14 15+ 
0-10 11-14 15 16 17 18 
0-25 26-37 38-41 42-46 47-50 51-54 55-57 
0.:.17 18-22 23-24 25-27 28 29 30 
19 20 21 22 23+ 
58-61 62-63 64-65. 66-68 69-71 721-
31 32 33 ·34-35 36-38 39+ 
0- 9 10-15 16-17 18-19 20-23 24-25 26-27 28-29 
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Percentile N o:rms 
-13-
30 
70 
31 
80 
32 33-34 351-
90 95 99 
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PERCENTILE NORMS FOR SCORES OF VARIOUS MENTAL FACTORS 
FOR USE WITM THE 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
Primary 147 S-Form Series 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatilll Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logkal Reasoning 
(Tests ll and 41 
Numerical Reasoning 
(Tests 5 and 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 1) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Language Factors 
(Tests 4., 6, and 7) 
Non-Lan!rnage Factors ('l'esfS 1, 2, 8, and 5) 
. MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasoning 
(Tests 3 and 4) 
Numerical Reasoning 
(Tests 5 and 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 7) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Language Factors 
(Tests 4, 6, and 7) 
Non-Language Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2). 
Logkal Reaso • 
(Tests 3 ..J!'JD4~ 
Numerical Reasomng 
(Tests 5 and 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 7) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Language Factors 
(Tests 4, 6, and 1) 
Non-Language Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
TABLE FOR AGE 7-0 to 7-5 {84 to 89 months) 
1 5 10 
0- 5 6- 8 9-10 
20 
11 
0- 4 5- 8 9-10 11-12 
30 
13 
Percentile Norms 
40 
12 
14 
50 
13 
15 
60 
14 
70 
15 
16 
80 
17 
90 
16 
18 
95 99 
17 18+ 
19 20+ 
0- 2 3- 5. 6 7. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14-15 16+ 
0-12 13-14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2.4+ 
0-28 29-40 41-45 46-52 53-54 55-58 59-61 62-63 64-65 66-68 69-70 71-75 76+ 
0-18 19-24 25-27 28 29 30 . 31 32 33-34 35-36 37 38-40 41+ 
0-10 11-17 18-19 20-23 24-25 26-27 28-29 30 
60 1 5 10 20 30 40 50 
Percentile Norms 
TABLE FOR AGE 7-6 to 7-11 {90 to 95 months) 
1 
0- 8 
5 10 
9 10-11 
0- 6 7-10 11-12 
0- 4 5- 6 7 
20 
12 
13 
8 
30 
13 
14 
9 
Percentile N onns 
40 
14 
15 
10 
50 
15 
16 
11 
60 
17 
12 
31 
70 
70 
16 
13 
32 
80 
80 
18 
14 
33 34-35 36+ 
90 95 99 
90 
17 
19 
95 99 
18 19+ 
20 21+ 
15 16-18 19+ 
0-13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25+ 
0-34 35-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-62 63-65 66-68 69-70 71-72 73-75 76-80 81+ 
0-20 21-27 28 29 30 31-32 33 34-35 36 37-38 39 40-42 43+ 
0-13 14-19 20-22 23-25 26-28 
1 5 10 20 30 
29 30-31 
40 50 
32 
60 
Pe~:centile Norms 
TABLE FOR AGE 8...0 to 8-5 (96 to 101 months) 
5 10 1 
0- 8 9-10 11-12 
0- 7 8-11 12-13 
0- 4 5- 7. 8 
20 
13 
14 
9 
30 
14 
15 
10 
Percentile Norms 
40 
15 
16 
11 
50 
16 
17 
12 
60 
13 
33 
70 
70 
17 
18 
34 
80 
80 
19 
14 15-16 
35 36-37 38+ 
90 95 .99 
90 
18 
20 
95 
19 
99 
20+ 
21 22+ 
17 18-20 21+ 
0-14 15-16 17 18 19 20 21 ~2 23 24 25 26+ 
0-38 39-50 51-55 56-60 61-63 64-65 66-68 69-70 71-73 74-75 76-78 79-83 84+ 
0-22 23-28 29 30 31-32 33-34 35 36-37 38 39-40 41 42-44 45+ 
0-15 16-22 23-25 26-28 29 30-31 
1 5 10 20 
. 30 40 
32 
50 
33 
60 
Percentile Norms 
-14-
34 
70 
35 
80 
36-37 38-39 40+ 
90 95 99 
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PERCENTILE NORMS FOR SCORES OF VARIOUS MENTAL FACTORS 
FOJt USE WITH THE 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
Primary 141 S-Form Series 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasoning 
(Tests 3 and 4) 
Numerical .Reasoninz (Tests 6 and 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 'l) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Language Factors 
(Tests 4, 6, and 7) 
Non-Language Factors (Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasoning 
(Tests 3 and 4) 
Numerical Reasonmg 
(Tests 5 nnil 6) 
Vocabulary (Test 'l) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
Langnage Factors (Tests 4, 6, and 7) 
Non-Language Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
MENTAL FACTORS 
Spatial Relationships 
(Tests 1 and 2) 
Logical Reasoning 
(Tests 3 and 4) 
Numerical Reasoning 
(Tests 5 and 8) 
Vocabulary (Test 7) 
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 
t.anguage Factors 
(Tests 4, &, and 7) 
Non-Lal\guage Factors 
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
TABLE FOR AGE 8-6 to 8-11 (102 to 107 months) 
1 5 10 
0- 9 10-11 12-13 
0- 9 10-12 13-14 
0- 5 6- 8 
0-15 16-17 
9 
18 
20 
14 
15 
30 
15 
16 
10 11-12 
19 20 
Percentile Norms 
40 
17 
13 
21 
50 
16 
18 
14 
22 
60 
17 
15 
70 
19 
16 
23 
80 
18 
20 
90 
19 
21 
95 99 
20 211r 
22 231r 
17 18-19 20-21 221r 
24 25 26 271r 
0-41 42-54 55-59 60-62 63-66 67-69 70-71 72-74 75-77 78-79 80-81 82-88 891r 
0-24 25-29 30· 31-32 33-34 35-36 37 38-39 40 41 42-43 44-46 471r 
0-17 18-25 26-28 29-30 31 32 33 34-35 36 37 38 39-41 421r 
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99 
Percentile· Norms 
TABLE FOR AGE 9-0 to 9-11 (108 to 119 months) 
1 5 
0-10 11-13 
10 
14 
0-10 11-13 14-15 
20 
15 
16 
30 
16 
17 
Percentile Norms 
40 
18 
50 
17 
19 
60 
20 
70 
18 
80 
19 
21 
90 
20 
22 
95 99 
21 22+ 
23 24+ 
0- 6 7- 9 10-11 12 13 14 15 16-17 18 19-20 21 22-23 24+ 
0-16 17-18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 281r. 
0-47 48-60 61-64 65-67 68-70 71-73 74-75 76-78 79-81 82-83 84-86 87-93 941r 
0-27 28-31 32-33 34-35 36-37 38 39 40-41 42 43-44 45-46 47-49 501r 
0-20 21-28 29-30 31-32 33 34 35 36 37-38 39 40 41-43 441r 
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99 
Percentile Norms 
TABLE FOR AGE 10-0 to 10-11 (120 to 131 months) 
1 5 
0-11 12-15 
0-12 13-15 
10 
16 
16 
0- 8 9-11 12-13 
20 
17 
14 
Percentile Norms 
30 
17 
18 
40 
19 
50 
18 
20 
15 16-17 18-19 
60 
19 
20 
70 
20 
21 
21 
80 
22 
22 
90 
21 
23 
95 99 
22 
23 24 
24 
0-17 18-20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
0-55 56-65 66-69 70-72 73-75 76-78 79-81 82-84 85-87 88-91 92-93 . 94-97 98 
0-29 30-34 35-36 37-38 39 40-41 42-43 44 45-46 47-48 49 50-51 52 
0-28 29-31 32-33 
. 
1 5 10 
34 
20 
35 36-37 
30 40 
38 
50 
39 40-41 42 43-44 45 46 
60 70 80 90 95 99 
Percentile Norms 
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XII. PRIMARY 1947 EDITION SHORT-FORM NoRMs 
July 1, 1948 Revision 
Total Non- Grade Total Non- Grade 
:MENTAL AGE Mental Language Language Place- Age in :MENTAL AGE Mental Language Language Place- Age in 
Month Yr.-Mo. Factors Factors Factors ment Months Month Yr.-Mo. Factors Factors Factors ment Months 
36 3- 0 8 8 36 87 7 -3 61 29 1.9 87 
37 3- 1· 9 9 37 88 7- 4 32 2.0 88 
38 3- 2 10 10 38 89 7- 5 62 2.1 89 
39 3- 3 11 1 39 90 7- 6 63 30 2.2 90 
40 3- 4 12 11 40 91 7- 7 • 33 2.2 91 
41 3- 5 13 2 41 92 7- 8 64 2.3 92 
42 3- 6 14 12 42 93 7- 9 65 31 2.4 93 
43 3- 7 15 3 43 94 7-10 34 2.5 94 
44 3- 8 16-17 13 44 95 7-11 66 2.6 95 
45 3- 9 18 4 45 96 8- 0 2.6 96 
46 3-10 19 14 5 46 97 8- 1 67 35 32 .2.7 97 
. 47 3-11 20 47 99 8- 3 68 2.9 99 
48 4- 0 21 15 6 48 101 8- 5 69 36 3.0 101 
49 4- 1 22 49 102 8- 6 33 3.1 102 
50 4-2 23 16 7 50 i04 8- 8 70 3.2 104 
51 4- 3 24 51 105 8- 9 37 3.3 165 
52 4-4 25 17 8 52 106 8-10 71 3.4 106 
53 4- 5 26-27 9 53 108 9-.0 72 38 34 3.6 108 
54 4-6 28 18 10 54 110 9- 2 73 3.8 110 
55 4- 7 29 11 55 112 9- 4 74 39 35 3.9 112 
56 4- 8 30 19 ~5!1- 114 9- 6 75 4.1 ll4 
57 4- 9 31 12 57 116 9- 8 76 4.2 116 
58 4-10 32 20 58 117 9- .9 40 4.3 117 
59 4-11 33-34 13 . 59 118 9-10 77 36 4.4 118 
60 5- 0 ~5 21 14 60 120 10- 0 78 4.6 120 
61 5- 1 36 15 61 121 10- 1 41 4.6 121 
62 5- 2 37 22 62 122 10- 2 79 4.7 122 
63 5- 3 38 16 63 123 10- 3 37 4.8 123 
64 5- 4 39 23 64 124 10- 4 80 42 4.8 124 
65 5- 5 40 17 0.0 65 127 10- 7 81 5.1 127 
66 5- 6 41 24 0.1 66 128 10- 8 43 38 5.2 128 
67 5- 7 42 18 0.2 67 130 10-10 82 5.3 130 
68 5- 8 43 25 0.3 68 132 11-0 83 44 39 5.5 132 
69 5- 9 44 19 0.4 69 134 11-2 84 5.6 134 
70 5-10 45 26 0.5 70 136 11-4 85 45 40 5.8 136 
71 5-11 46 20 0.6 71 138 11-6 86 5.9 138 
72 6- 0 47 27 0.7 72 139 11-7 46 6.0 139 
73 6- 1 48 21 0.8 73 140 11-8 87 41 6.1 140 
74 6- 2 49 22 0.9 74 142 11-10 88 6.2 142 
75 6- 3 50 28 1.0 75 144 12-0 89 47 42 6.4 144 
76 6- 4 . 51 23 1.1 76 146 12-2 90 6.6 146 
77 6- 5 52 1.2 77 148 12-4 91 48 6.7 148 
78 6- 6 53 24 1.2 78 150 12- 6 43 6.9 150 
79 6- 7 54 29 25 1.3 79 151 12-7 92 49 6.9 151 
80 6- 8 55 1.4 80 153 12- 9 93 7.1 153 
81 6- 9 56 26 1.5 81 156 13- 0 94 50 44 7.4 156 
82 6-10 57 .30 27 1.6 82 159 13- 3 95 7.7 159 
83 6-11 58 1.6 83 162 13- 6 96 51 45 8.0 162 
84 7- 0 59 28. 1.7 84 165 13- 9 97 8.3 165 
i 85 7- 1 60 31 1.8 85 168 14- 0 98 52 46 8.6 168 
' 
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1941 Edition Primary '47 S-form 
Grades 1-3 
• 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST· OF MENTAL MATURITY 
PRIMARY '47 S-FORM 
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs 
Name ... __ ......... _ .......... _ ...... _ .... ~-.......................................... ___ .......... Grad e ........................ ___ Boy-Girl 
SchooL ______________ .......................................... __ .... __ ............. Age ________________ Birth day----······ ................... . 
Teacher ........................... ----····---------- ......... ·····-········--........... Date ............ -----······-· ................ ······-·-·-
Mental Age 
DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE 
(Chart pupil's scores here) 
TEST FACTOR 
Possible Pupil's Mo. 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 
Score Score ~~~...-+1""""""'""'11-,....+-1 _,-+I~P"-~1 ...,.-+--.;-11-...-*1....,~11-'P"i -+-1 
Yr. 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Spatial Relationships . . 22 
1. Sensing Right and· Left* 10 __ * . 
2. Manipulation of Areas"' 12 __ * 
logical Reasoning • 24 
3. Similarities* • • • • 12 __ .... 
4. Inference • . • 12 __ 
Numerical Reasoning 24 
5. Number Concepts* 12 __ "' 
6. Numerical Quantity . 12--
Vocabulary !Test 71 28 
I I 
4 10 
4 
2 3 4 
I I 
5 10 15 
I I 
1 z 3 4 6 7 8 9 
3 4 
I I 
1 5 10 
I 
15 
10 
10 
I 
15 
It 
I 
20 
8 
11 
10 
10 
I 
zo 
10 
I I I I I I I I 
20 
1Z 
11 
11 
8 10 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
11 
1Z 
I 
24 
1Z 
12 
I 
10 
24 
1Z 
27 28 
I 
22 
I I I I I I I 
Per-
cent-
De 
Rank 
Total Mental Factors • 98 21 35 47 60 66 72 78 83 89 94 98 ~--~--~----~--~--~--~--~~~~--~--~ ----
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Language Factors . • 52 
14+6+7> 
15 21 27 30 34 38 41 44 47 50 52 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Non-Language Factors • 46 
<1+2+3+5> 
6 14 20 28 32 34 37 39 42 44 46 ~--~--~--~~--~--~--~~~~--~--~--~ ----
1 I I I I I I I I I I 
Chronolo~ical Age . . • 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 
t I 
Actual Grade Placement . 
(Grade pupil is in) 
KGN. TR. 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
I I I I I I 
• 
Yr. 4:o 5~0 6~0 1:0 8~0 9~0 to'.o 11:0 12:0 13.o t(o 
Mental Age -!li-.._+l-11-il-r.-+-1 ..r.....pj'-'r.-;-•• -+/.....!'-/1-tl.l -fif...r.-Jt-._o+-1 
Mo. 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
Total Mental Factors .. 
Language Factors . 
Non-Language Factors 
Score M.A. c. A. I. Q. 
Copyright, 1938, 19421 1947, California Test Bureau. Copyright under In~tlona!. Cop:vrJ.mt 
Union. All Ril!hts Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. Published by Oafiloriila 
'l"'.a.a+ 'R:u,...oon Jra"1.~ 'R'n11'V'.ri1Anl'1 'Rn'I11D'Inll:rti T .nc: A:n~llllP~ 2R. Calffol'l1ia. Printed in U. S~ A.. 
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4 5~ 
7~ 8 A 9 A ~ ~ 
10 A 
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-------.-- ----------
~ ti, ·. 
Test 1. Score (number riglitl •............................... 
' ., 
. -" --.- ---- :- -- ·-- -------- ·---- ----- - -
A ' 6 : · 
·o !o CJ o ""' lU o:J ~· 
I \Q I 
f ------r..•~--
1 7 I • 
BT1LI_L ffi1&~eo· 
I t 
I ~ _....:. __ _ 
'oiO D 0 8~ i an CS? 8? 
I I 
--:------ ----=-·---
2 9 : 
~ Q\j \\ w)~rW ~ 
I 
10 I 
0 iCSCY'\c=J ~! ·ih ~ ~ 
I - I 
I ----'----
1 I 0 
I ----1: ___ 
12 ·I 
, SLD lu <»& ~ l ~ ~· 4) 
I I 
I I 
l _____;,.'---
(1) (2) (3)•• (1) (2) (3) 
Test 2. Score (numbl!r rightl.. ........... -·······--·-· 
-=~-
'B 
1 
3 
• I 
I i~ 
l 
' 
I 
I 
1 
... ''/ ... : 
( 
I 
I 
I 
8 .• 
. I ~I 
* lit I 
-1 
:r?~(~ I~"'
~~::I . 
lO · 
(t-~~~~ y z.,.,. - • .;;" 
. -
5 I 12 & 
~- r;~! ~ / ~~ If] -;/C)t /\; l, ~ r{'\ ~ ~ • . 41· . ·~~ liJ ff1l v ~ 
I - • ( I · ----------'--~---------- ---------'------------~~ 
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Test 3. Score (number rightl. •.... ·---·----------
-4-
2 
5 
~ 
• I [ -~ 7! 
(1) (2) 
. 
-........._ I .p 
-- -~gll:. 
(3_) 
--5-
( 1) (2) (3) 
Test 4. Score (number rightL ............................. _ 
1 
·,~· 
2 
4 
s 
1111) 
(1) 
®®®® 
®®® 
®®®@ 
® @ 
(2) (3) 
0 
1'.-------. 
J. 
·"' 
-"-
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
00 
0 
00 
00 
(1) 
0 
0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0 
0 
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 
(2) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
000 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(3) 
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
000 
000 
0 
88 
00 
0 
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(4) 
0 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0 
0 
(5) 
Test ?! S~ore (1_\umher rightL.. ...........................• 
B 
r--1---, : ..------. 
, i", I !};~· ~--· ~:~: -
r 1 lll 
2 
I I . 
I I 
I I 
I I L..-.-----1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
( 1 ) 
00 
00 
00 
0 
(2) 
I t.;:) I o. 
6 
00 
00 
00 
I 
I 
I 
~~ 
( 
9 
10 
G I 
i 
I 
Q @ : 
Gl 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Gl 
Gl 
Gl Gl 
'-------' I .___ _ __, 
00 
00 
00 
00 
(3) 
II 
~0~ 
~00 
<:;;;) 
12 
(1) (2) (3) 
Test 6. Score (~umber right)·········'···················-
TEST 7. 
~·~ Zlr{ 1. ~ ~~ . ·~·· 
8 
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Test 7." Score (number rislttl ~-;~········:··········· ...... 
0 
